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WASHINGTON, D.C.
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IN REPLY Il.!FER TO:

Tribal Government Selrvices-FA

lJ~C

29 1983

MEMORANDUM

To:

!.ssistant Secretary - Indian Affairs

from:

[Ieputy Assistant Secretary - Indian Affairs (Operations)

Subject:

flecommendation and summary of evidence for proposed finding for
FedE!ral acknowledgment of the Poarch Band of Creeks of Alabama
pursuant to 25 CF R 83.

RECOMMENDhTION
We recommend thl!lt the Poarch Band of Creeks be acknowledged as an Indian tribe with
a government-to-i~overnment relationship with the United States and be entitled to the
same privilege, and immunities available to other federally recognized tribes by virtue
of their statw; as Indian tribes.
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
The contemporary Poarch Band of Creeks is a successor of the Creek Nation of Alabama
prior to its removal to Indian Territory. The Creek Nation has a documented history
back to 1540. Ancestors of the Poarch Band of Creeks began as an autonomous town
of half-bloods in the late 1700's with a continuing political connection to the Creek
Nation. The Poar'ch Band remained in Alabama after the Creek Removal of the 1830's,
and shifted wi thin a small geographic area until it set tIed permanently near presentday Atmore, t.lablama.
The Band has existed as a distinct political unit since before the Creek War of 1813-14.
It was governed by a succession of military leaders and prominent men in the 19th
century. FrOID the late 1800's through 1950, leadership was clear but informal.
A
formal leader was elected in 1950.
The group's bylaws describe how membership is determined and
its affairs and its members. Virtually all of the Band's 1,470
descendancy fl'om the historic Creek Nation and appear to meet
requirements. NOt evidence was found that the members of the
are members of Ii.ny other Indian tribes or that the tribe or
terminated or forbidden the Federal relationship by an Act of
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-283.1(8)

A statement of facts establishing that the
petitioner has been identified from historical
times until the present on a substantially
continuous basis, as "American Indian," or
"aboriginaL" A petitioner shall not fail to
satisfy any eriteria herein merely because of
fiuctuations of tribal activity during various

years.

Identification of the Creek Nation or Confederacy, which included the aboriginal
inhabitants of the American southeast, is well established. Federal, State, and county
records clE!arly identify a group of half-blood and mixed-blood Creeks as having lived
in the samE! ge~neral vicinity in southwestern Alabama within an eighteen-mile radius for
a time peric:xi beginning in the late 1700's to the present.
Benjamin Hawkins, United States Agent to the Creek Nation from 1795 to 1826, refers
to the community of half-bloods in Tensaw-a small settlement on the Alabama River
fifty miles no'rth of present Mobile-as an autonomous town within the Creek Nation,
and was personally familiar with several half-bloods there with whom he had working
relations. Fol' the most part friendly toward the United States during the Creek War
of 1813-14, they suffered depredations to their property and persons at the hands of
the hostiln "Red Stick" Creeks, and were cited in many Federal lists concerning
indemnifiClltion for losses. They received grants for their improved, cultivated lands
under the fre,aty of Ft. Jackson in 1814. Many of them appeared on the Creek Census
of 1832 utlder their respective native towns. Other identifications as Creek Indian
appear in ':"achlan Durant's letter to President Madison of 1815, a memorial to the U.S.
Congress through the Alabama legislature in 1832, and pages of testimony in the 1851
court case of William Weatherford v. Weatherford, Howell, et ale They appear in local
county records which give data about marriages, wills, and the acquisition and/or transfer
of lands throughout the mid-nineteenth century, even though during that Deriod their
settlements were in areas of remoteness and isolation. Several of them are shown
continuou5ly as Creeks in private acts of relief in both the U.S. Congress and in the
Alabama :,egislature between 1826 and 1856. They were not subject to the Creek
Removal of the late 1830's, but rather remained in Alabama, though certain members
of their community emigrated to Indian Territory during the last half of the nineteenth
century.
Evidence )f identification of the community that developed inland of the Alabama River
in what i:: no-w Escambia County. and the group of settlements and "core" families that
developed from it into the current Poarch Band of Creeks, rests initially on the consistent
distinctioll of this group from other persons resident in their area. The 1860 census
indica tes the identifiea tion of a group of Indians.
During the period of the Civil War and reconstruction, they are shown in military
records artd in county records, but not as Indian. Given both the difficult conditions
and the total preoccupation with the War in the South, this does not appear unusual.
Designations as Indian reappear. however, toward the latter decades of the nineteenth
century, particularly in U.S. Decennial Censuses and in church records. Reliable oral
history about: the group dates back roughly to this period. At the turn of the twentieth
century, the members of Poarch Band of Creeks are again designated in Federal records
as Indian, especially in the reDort of Special Commissioner Guion Miller. They are
identifiec as an Indian group in a Federal Timber Trespass suit involving the General
Land Office and a local mill co~pany.
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-3From at lefllSt 1908 onward, the group was segregated in separate Indian schools, named
as such, arid nre clearly cited in newspaper accounts, Federal and local records, and
in various chu.rch records as Creek Indians. In 1929 the St. Anna's Indian Mission
(EpiscopaU was begun to service the Indians at Poarch now gathered into the main
hamlets within three miles of each other: Head of Perdido, Poarch Switch, Bell Creek,
and Hog Fork. In 1941 they were visited by anthropologist Frank Speck, who published
a brief ethnography of the group. In the 1950's they intervened in the Creek Nation v.
the United ,..:'5t8ltes in the Indian Claims Commission and were allowed by the Court of
Claims to sue by.virtue of the fact that they were an "identifiable group." From the
1950's onward they have been dealt with by local authorities and officially incorporated
themselves as the Creek Nation East of the Mississippi in 1971. In recent years they
have been active participants in the National Congress of American Indians and the
Coalition of Ellstern Native Americans, and have received numerous grants from various
governmental Ilgencies by virtue of their being a Native American group.
Support fol' F,ederal acknowledgment of the group's petition has come from several
different s:)url!es. Correspondence was received from Alabama Governor George C.
Wallace as ear'ly as 1975. At that time, he stated that Alabama was ready to convey
certain lands in Escambia County to the United States in trust for the petitioner. He
went on tc state that the "••• offer has been made possible through the generous
support anc cooperation of the people and the Board of Education of Escambia County,
Alabama" (Wallace, 1975). Former Governor Forrest James, Jr., also expressed the
State's support during his term and Governor Wallace has recently reaffirmed Alabama's
support and wiUingness to convey the land. The entire Alabama congressional delegation
has expressed their interest and support on several occasions.
In August of
established a
and suppor::ed
separate bHnd
1983).

1983, the recognized Muscogee (Creek) Nation of Oklahoma formally
government-to-government relationship with the Poarch Band of Creeks
the group's petition for recognition stating the PSC is "a distinct and
of Muscogee (Creek) Indians •.• [and] has been since ••• 1832" (Cox,

The Poarch Band of Creeks has been identified as an American Indian tribe from
historical t lmes until the present and therefore, has met the criterion in 25 CF R 83.7(a).
83.'1(b)

Evidence that a substantial portion of the

petitioning group inhabits a speeific area or
lives in a eGlIlI.unity viewed as Ameriean
Indian and distinct froID other populations in
the area, and that its lDembers are
deseendants of an Indian tribe which
historieally inhabited a speeific area.

The Poarctl Blind of Creeks of today originated in the aboriginal and historical Creek
Nation. More immediately, the Band is derived from a community which developed in
the latter I~art of the 18th century in the Alabama-Tensaw River area in what is now
southweste ~n Alabama. This community, which was within and part of the Creek Nation,
was comprised of "half-blood" Creeks who applied for and were given permission by the
council of ':he Creek Nation to settle on the Alabama-Tensaw River lands. The community
drew its popul.ation from a number of different Upper Creek towns.
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-4The "half-bhod:;" were a partially acculturated class of people within the Creek Nation
who becam~~ increasingly influential in the Nation in the late 18th and early 19th
centuries. The community on the Alabama-Tensaw Rivers -Has highly intermarried and
formed a well-defined community, quite culturally distinct from non-Indian settlers in
the area. Although called a "half-blood" community during this period, it is probable
that the bl(loo quantum was higher than half.
Most of the families in the community acquired title to their lands after the cession of
this area to the ·United States under the 1814 Treaty of Fort Jackson and most remained
after the Creek Nation was removed to Indian Territory in the 1830's.
Between 1840 and 1850, a portion of the Alabama-Tensaw community moved inland 15
to 20 miles eastward from the river and settled in what is now the northwest corner
of Escambhi. County, Alabama. This was a previously unsettled area, one which remained
isolated ancl thinly populated until the late 19th century. The families which settled
inland were drawn from a variety of the Alabama-Tensaw community's population. This
included tile (~hildren of Lynn McGhee, many descendants of Sam Moniac, Sr., and
members of the Weatherford, Hollinger, Semoice, Hinson, Marlow and other families.
For severa] decades this community maintained social relationships with their kinsmen
on the river and remained a part of that larger community.
The inland families settled in close, kinship-based settlements which developed, by the
end of the nineteenth century, into five settlements-Head of Perdido, Red Hill, the
Colbert settlement, Bell Creek, and Hog Fork. These settlements, linked by kinship
and social ties, came to form a separate community from the original group on the
river after thE! 1870's. The families in these hamlets became tightly intermarried and
gradually came to be distinguished socially from other descendants of Creek half-blood
families in' t.he same area, who were no longer socially identified as Indian. The Indian
community retained some degree of cultural distinction from non-Indians until probably
the latter ,jecades of the nineteenth century. Around 1900, social distinction of Indians
developed into a system of segregated Indian schools and churches, based in the Indian
settlement!;.
The Poarch Creeks have remained a very cohesive group to the present, with definite
social dist nctions between them and others in the area. Two of the nineteenth-century
hamlets, a t Head of Perdido and Hog Fork, still exist, as does another, Poarch Switch,
which forfiled in the 1920's from residents of the earlier settlements. Although there
are no lon:~er segregated schools, there are still several churches which are exclusively
or largely Indian. The three settlements form a clearly identifiable "core" community
at Poarch.
A significant portion of the membership resides in nearby Atmore or
neighborin~ B.reas of Alabama and west Florida, such as Pensacola, and maintains
extensive social and kinship relationships with the home community.
The Poarc·h Band of Creeks forms a community distinct from other populations in .the
area. Its members are descended from the historic Creek Nation, from a community
within that nation which developed in the late 18th century. This community developed
into several Indian settlements in Escambia County, Alabama, which form the Poarch
Band of Creeks of today. We conclude, therefore, that the Poarch Band of Creeks has
met the critE!rion in 25 CFR 83.7(b).
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-583.T(e)

A statement 01 laets whieb establishes that
the petitioner bas maintained tribal political
infiuenee or other authority over its members
as an autonomous entity throughout history
until the present.

The Creek Na.tion or Confederacy was a well-established political entity since first
European C4)ntllct. By the late 18th century, the Confederacy had developed an organized
National C4)un4~il, which was the official agency representing Creek matters to outside
entities anci m.aintaining a strong influence and control over internal matters. Initially
the AlabafIlB.-Tensaw community formed within and was politically part of the Creek
Nation, whcse 4~hiefs authorized settlement on the land where the community was located.
There were also several influential men who were leaders within the community itself,
such as William Weatherford, Sam Moniac, Sr., Dixon Bailey, and David Tate.
The inland community formed around 1850, derived from the Alabama-Tensaw community,
had a vari~!ty of clearly recognizable but not formally designated leaders. These are
identifiable frc)m oral history and indirect documentary sources such as court and church
records for at least the 1880's onward until 1950. The most prominent and influential
of these leade!rs was Fred Walker, who was a leader between 1885 and 1941. There
was generally more than one informal leader at one time, with varying degrees and
scope of influence. These leaders exercised influence in maintaining social control,
organized community efforts such as church and school building in the settlements, saw
to the employment of community members, were religious church leaders, and fulfilled
other functions. At least one of these leaders may have been active as early as 1870.
There is evidence available for the two previous decades that several Indian community
members ml~ntioned in those documents were informal leaders of the type more clearly
identifiable in the period immediately following.
The community, led by informal leaders, took a number of actions in the late 1940's
to improve community conditions. At least one attempt was made to prevent the sale of
a portion clf Indian-owned land to a non-Indian. Major efforts included a community
boycott of thc~ Indian school and the organization of a committee which successfully
forced local sehool authorities to provide bus service which would allow the Indians to
attend juni,)r high and high school.
The first formal leader of the Poarch Band, in the sense of a single leader with a
definite title Imd a clearly defined role, was Calvin McGhee, who was chosen in 1950.
A charismatic leader, McGhee was referred to by one scholar as the dominant political
force within. the community. McGhee also led a wider claims movement among eastern
Creek descendents, heading the council of the Creek Nation East of the Mississippi
established in 1950. The movement was initiated by the Poarch community, including
McGhee, arid was dominated by Poarch community leaders. The council's functions
widened after McGhee'S death in 1970 to include a variety of community services which
the local leadE!rship had previously negotiated for with local non-Indian authorities. At
the same timE!, under a new generation of leaders from within the community, the
council waH nurrowed and developed into a governing body for the Poarch communfty
alone.
The Poarcl1 BBlnd of Creeks and the predecessor community from which it evolved ~ave
maintained identifiable leaders and political processes within a highly cohesive community
essentially continuously since its origins in the late 18th century within the historic
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-6Creek Nation. We conclude that the Poarch Band of Creeks has maintained tribal
political in:~uence and authority over its members throughout history until the present
and that it, therefore, has met the criterion in 25 CF R 83.7(c).

8S.7(d)

A copy of the group's present governing
document, or in the absence of a written
document. a statement describing in full the
membership eriteria and the procedures
through which the group currently governs
its affairs and its members.

The group has submitted a copy of
1982. These bylaws describe in
how the g~oup currently governs
tribe has met the criterion in 25

8i3.7(e)

their current bylaws which were adopted November 14,
detail how membership eligibility is determined and
its affairs and its members. We conclude that the
CF R 83.7(d).

A list of all known eurrent members of the

group and a copy of each available former
list of members based on the tribe's own
defined criteria.
The membership must
consist of individuals who have established,
using evidence acceptable to the Secretary,
deseendaney from a tribe whieh existed
historieally or from rustorieal tribes whieh
combined and funetioned as a single
autonomous entity.
Eligibility for membership in the Poarch Band of Creeks is limited to persons who are
lineal deseen(jants of individuals who were identified as Indian on the group's cited
source d04!uments and who are of at least 1/4 Creek Indian blood.
Three Federal
population census schedules for Alabama are used by the group as source documents
for establishing eligibility. These are the 1870 and 1900 general schedules of Escambia
County and the 1900 Monroe County special Indian schedules.
For tribal purposes,
persons idenHfied as "Indian" on these documents are considered to be full-bloods for
the purpo~,e of computing blood degrees.
Two memtership rolls were provided; one dated 1979, the other 1982. The current roll,
prepared as of October 1982, contains complete information including full names,
addresses, and other personal information for the 1,470 members of the Poarch Band
of Creeks"
Poarch Bund members descend from ancestors who were identified as Creek in early
19th century Federal records.
Because these ancestors and their descendants have
continued to live in the area around modern Atmore for more than 150 years, events
in their lilIes can be documented in the official records of the three counties immediately
surroundin g.
Intermarriage within the group has occurred to such an extent over the years that
family lin~s present in the Poarch community are now extremely intertwined and many
members:rac:e their ancestry to more than one established Creek ancestor. The extent
to which these families have intermarried indicates a high degree of social interaction
among thl~ Poarch families.
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-7The tribal cOlIJncil appears to have been stringent in its application of the group'S
eligibility I~equirements and its evaluation of documentary evidence submitted to them.
Based on (lurresearch, virtually all of the group's 1,470 enrolled members are believed
to be able t~ document both their descent from one of the three source documents and
at least the minimum 1/4 Creek blood degree requirement. Forty-five percent of the
total membership are in fact of 1/2 or more Creek Indian blood quantum. Seventy-two
percent of thE! members have been recognized as eastern Creek descendants and have
shared or ~'ill share in judgment awards to eastern Creeks under Indian Claims Commission
Dockets 21 and 275.
We conclude the membership of the Poarch Band of Creeks consists of individuals who
have estab.ish,ed deSC!endancy from an historical tribe and that the tribe has met the
criterion in 2S CF R 83.7(e).

The membership of the petitioning group is
composed principally of persons who are not
members of any other Morth American Indian
tribe.
The petitioner asserts that none of its members is enrolled in any other North American
Indian tribE!. The bylaws do not permit concurrent enrollment in more than one tribe.
Further, ml~mbers of the Poarch Band of Creeks are not eligible for membership in the
Muscogee (Cre:ek) Nation of Oklahoma. The Acknowledgment staff found no members
of the group enrolled with any other North American Indian tribe; therefore, we conclude
the Poarch Band of Creeks meets the criterion in 25 CF R 83.7(f).

83.7(g)

The petitioner is not, nor are its members,
the subject of congressional legislation which
has expressly terminated or forbidden the
Federal relationship.

The petitiO!ler asserts that neither the group nor its members have ever been terminated
or forbidde 1 the Federal relationship. The Poarch Band of Creeks does not appear on
the current list of "Indian Tribes Terminated from Federal Supervision" prepared by the
Bureau of ::ndian Affairs under any of the names by which the group may have been
known.

Th,~

P,:>arch Band of Creeks has not been the subject of Congressional legislation

which has '~lCpl~essly terminated or forbidden the Federal relationship.
We conclude that the Poarch Band of Creeks meets
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TECHNICAL REPORTS

regarding
THE POARCH BAND OF CREEKS

of
ATMORE, ALABAMA

Prepared in response to a petition submitted
to the Secretary of the Interior for Federal
acknowledgment that the Poarch Band of Creeks
exists as an Indian tribe.
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NOTES TO THE READER
For the purpose of this report, all surname spellings have been standardized, except
where they appe~lr as direct quotations. The most frequently used standard spellings'
and the varia tions they reflect are listed below:
Standard

Variations

Deas
Horsford
McGhe4!
Moniac
Rolin

Dees, Deese
Hasfor, Hausford, Horsefoot, Horseford, Hosford
MacGee, 'v1acGhee, \1aGee, McGee
Macknac, MacNae, Manac, Manack, Monac
Rolan, Roland, Rollin, Rowland, Rowlands
Semoi, Semoyce, Semoye, Shemach, Sim moiee. Symac
Sizemoor, Sizemor, Sizmore
Stedham
Turvin
Tait

Semoie4~

Sizemol'e
Steadhwn
Tarvin
Tate
Abbreviations
BFA

13ranch of Federal Acknowledgment

CNEM

Creek Nation East of the Mississippi, Ine.

FRC

~ederal Records Center, Suitland, Maryland (All records center references
,ire to Sui tland. unless otherw ise cited.)

NARS

~ational

PBC

Poarch Band of Creeks or Poarch Band of Creek Indians

Pet.

Petition (includes initial petition and all supplements)

RG

Rec!ord Group (All archives and records center references are to Record
Group 75. Records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. unless otherwise cited.)

T3N,R5E

rownship 3 North, Range 5 East of St. Stephens Principal Meridian

Archives and Records Service, Washington, DC
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MAP OF SOUTHWESTERN ALABAMA
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MAP OF POARCH CREEK
SETTLEMENTS AND LANDS: 1850-1983
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-1Hl[sTORICAL REPORT ON THE POARCH BAND OF CREEKS

The Poarch Ba.nd of Creek Indians is located in three hamlets near modern-day Atmore.
Alabama. This report describes how they came to be situated in this locality and the
duration and degree to which they have maintained communal autonomy. This required
examining /lot only those tribes which occupied aboriginally the area just east of the
confluence of the Alabama and Tombigbee Rivers. but also tracing the history of the
so-called "tJpp.~r Creeks" found living at the time of European contact along the drainage
of the Coosa and Tallapoosa Rivers in northeastern Alabama, from whom the present
members 01' the Poarch Band of Creeks are descended.
Though no t named the Poarch Band in the earlier years, this group established a
community at Tensaw in what is now southwestern Alabama in the late eighteenth
century and, forced out by non-Indian settlers, grouped themselves in clusters-first
along the ~labama River and then in the area now called Poarch. They remained in
Alabama both during and after the vast majority of Creeks were removed to Indian
Territory h the 1830's. Throughout the entire time period, they have maintained close
social ties and tribal relations, with an extraordinarily high degree of inter-marriage,
and they tave~ remained within a relatively small geographical area. They have thus
been determined to meet all the criteria in 25 CFR 83 pertaining to identification as
Indian, ha .. ing a distinct community. and maintaining tribal relations.

83.7(a) A statement of facts establishing that the
petitioner has been identified from historieal times
until the present on a substantially eontinuous basis,
as "American Indian," or "aboriginaL" A petitioner
shall not fail to satisfy any criteria herein merely
because of fluctuations of tribal activity during various
years.

The Poarch Band of Creeks has only been referred to by that name since approximately
1870, due to the lack of a place-name for the location known today as Poarch. However,
sources in Federal. state. and county records clearly identify a group of half-blood and
mixed-blo(,d Creeks (often of a higher blood quantum than half) as having lived in the
same general vicinity in southWestern Alabama within an eighteen-mile radius for a time
period beginning in the late 1700's to the present. This group is further identified in
church and s·chool records, newspapers, scholarly publications and historical accounts,
and in legal proceedings. Benjamin Hawkins, United States Agent to the Creek nation
from 1795 to 1826, refers to the community of half-bloods in Tensaw-a small settlement
on the Alsbama River fifty miles north of present Mobile-as an autonomous town within
the Creek Nation, and was personally familiar with several half-bloods there with whom
he had wc,rking relations. For the most part friendly towards the United States during
the Creek WIU' of 1813-14, they suffered depredations to their property and persons at
the hands of the hostile fiRed Stick tf Creeks, and were cited in many Federal lists
concerninlr indemnification for losses and land grants throughout the first half of' the
nineteenth CE!ntury.
During the period of the Civil War and reconstruction, they are shown in military
records a ld in county records, but not as Indian. Given both the difficult conditions
and total pre-occupation with the War in the south, this does not appear unusual.
Designations as Indian reappear. however. towards the later decades of the nineteenth
century. particularly in U.S. Decennial Censuses and in church records. At the turn of
the twen :ieth century, Creeks of the Poarch Band are again designated in Federal
records as Indian, especially in the report of Special Commissioner Guion Miller and in
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-2a Federal Timber Trespass suit involving the General Land Office and a local mill
company.
From 1910 om1lard, they are segregated in separate Indian schools, named as such, and
are clearly eitEKi in newspaper accounts, Federal and local records, and in various church
records as Creek Indians. In the 1930's the St. Anna's Indian Mission (Episcopal) was
begun to sm"vice the Indians at Poarch now gathered into four hamlets within three
miles of elleh other: Hedapeada, Poarch Switch, Bell Creek, and Hog Fork. In the
1940's they wer'e visited by anthropologist Frank Speck, who published a brief ethnography
of the group.
In the 1950's they intervened in the Creek Nation v. the United States
in the Indian Claims Commission and eventually received a share of the monetary
distribution awarded to the claimants. By the 1970's they had had a tribal council for
two decades, lind officially incorporated themselves as the Creek Nation East of the
Mississippi. In recent years they have been active participants in the National Congress
of American Indians and the Coalition of Eastern Native Americans, and have received
numerous g ~ants from various governmental agencies by virtue of their being a Native
American group.
The Poarch Band of Creeks has been identified as an American Indian tribe from
historical t.mes until the present and has met the criterion in 25 CF R 83.7 (a).
83.7(b)
Evidence that a substantial portion of the
petitioning group inhabits a specific area or lives in a
community viewed as American Indian and distinct from
other populations in the area and that its members are
descendants of an Indian tribe which historically
inhabited a specific area.
The Poarch Band of Creeks lives today on land which was traditionally and aboriginally
Creek. While there has been shifting of location of the various clusters into which
they usuall:r congregated, this shifting has been limited to a relatively small area, i.e.,
within a rHdius of eighteen (18) miles. Moreover, this shifting of dwelling clusters
within this 18-·mile radius had all occurred within a time span of 190 years. Through
this period, the group has exhibited a high degree of endogamy (i.e., intermarriage), so
that virtually llll of the present members of the community can trace to earlier historical
figures in the community shown in the first records. Additionally, the current kinship
structure ill the community shows a highly integrated blood-relation pattern.
Other factclrs indicative of community are also evident. Members of the Poarch Band
of Creeks have historically acted as witnesses for each other in depositions, homestead
applicatiom:, ltmd claims, etc. They have historically been shown in estate and probate
records to have bequeathed items of considerable value to each other, such as land,
slaves (prior to 1863), household goods, cattle, etc. In censuses and lists they often
appear in cllusters-usually reflecting geographical proximity--when they are so lis!ed.
There has been a high incidence of land transfer between the members of the community
in the form of trades, bequests, and sales. Finally, there has been a high degree of
mutual assistance: they act as healers for each other, help provide for subsistence to
indigent community members, and help protect each other from aggressive "outsiders.1f
A substanti9.1 portion of the Poarch Band of Creeks forms and has formed since historical
times a cornmunity viewed as American Indian and distinct from other populations, thus
the group 11a5 met the criterion in 25 CF R 83.7 (b).
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-383.1(e) A statement of faets whieh establiahes that
the petitioner has maintained tribal politieal influenee
or other authority over its members as an autonomous

entity throughout history until the present.
The Poarch Band of Creeks has always had either a formal government or an informal
leadership rOlE! of prominent men in the community.
It must be remembered that
aboriginal Creek chiefs or miccos ruled by persuasion and usually reflected the consensus
opinion of the town, and not by absolute authority. In modern times, the government
of the Poal ch Creeks has been formal. The current Chairman of the Tribal Council is
Mr. Eddie 'rullis, who attained this position in 1978. Mr. Tullis succeeded Mr. Houston
McGhee, who was "Chief," who followed his father Calvin McGhee. Calvin McGhee
attained tre actual position of Chief in 1950 but was, prior to that, informally the
leader of the group.
The anthro;>ologist Frank Speck cites Fred Walker as leader of the group in 1941, and
refers to hlm as "provisional chief." Walker lived to a relatively old age, and can be
traced baclt as leader of the group through oral history accounts to approximately 1895.
His burial record in 1941 lists him as "Indian Chief." Reliable oral history accounts
cease around 1890, but county records show several responsible citizens filling a number
of positiomi for the county-men who were chosen from among the prominent members
of the community around Poarch. For the period between 1860 and 1890, records show
that David A. Moniac, John V. Steadham, and William Gibson served in such positions
for the county as apportioner, road overseer, auctioneer, and even sheriff.
From the b4~ginning of the half-blood community in Tensaw to 1840, accounts of leadership
are clear. History records that at the skirmish at Burnt Corn Creek in 1813, a "Captain"
Dixon Bailey lind David Tate led a contingent of separate half-blood soldiers to fight
the hostile Creeks under the command of Peter McQueen (a hostile half-blood leader).
These men under Bailey and Tate rode with a company of their non-Indian neighbors
to intercept McQueen's forces. David Tate lived until 1829, but Captain Dixon Bailey
was killed at the massacre of Ft. Mims in 1813. David Tate's nephew, David Moniac,
was also dearly a leader in the half-blood community there.
Moniac was the first
Indian evel' to graduate from the United States Military Academy at West Point, and
upon his g!·aduation, due to serious family problems, he had to resign his commission as
2nd Lieutenant and return home. He lived in the Tensaw area and served in a leadership
capacity until the Seminole War of 1836, at "Nhich time he volunteered for service and
Major Moniac
was made 8. Brevet :vtajor and placed in command of a Creek force.
was killed in action in northern Florida in 1836, fighting the Seminoles.
There havl! bl!en certain junctures in the history of the Poarch Creeks at which they
have colle~tiv"ely rallied to present a unified front to an outside entity or governmental
agency, though participation at these junctures was varied and did not always include
everyone vtithout exception. At each of these instances, however, the prominent members
or otherwise able-bodied members of the community represented the group as a whole.
These group mobilizations include a letter petition to President Madison in 1815, a
group melT,orial to the U.S. Congress through the Alabama State legislature in 1832, a
near-consensus of military participation in the same Confederate units during the Civil
War (though this involved only the men), religious activities and the founding of Judson
Baptist ct,urch in 1891, a timber trespass suit in 1912, a school boycott in 1947, an
Indian Claims Commission suit in 1956, and legal incorporation in 1971.
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-4The Poarch Band of Creeks has maintained tribal political influence and authority over
its memberll throughout history to the present and has thus met the criterion in 25
CFR 83.7(c:l.
THE ABORIGINAL AND COLONIAL PERIOD

The year 1540 marks the beginning of the historic record for the aggregation of
indigenous I)eoples in the Southeastern United States who have come to be known as
the Creeks. This was the year in which the Spanish explorer, Hernando De Soto,
travelled the area with a small expeditionary force among whom was his chronicler,
the unnamed "Gentleman of Elvas. n The documents and accounts which he left comprise
the first ethnol~raphic descriptions of the Creek Indians. Between these and other early
European al~C01Jnts, in addition to the research findings of archeology and later oral
history, a fairly accurate picture of pre-contact Creek life can be drawn.
Before proc'eeding to a brief description of Creek life, a clarification must be made
concerning t.erminology and the nature of that collectivity of peoples usually termed
"Creek." "Creek" is the colonial English term, and Swanton claims that "The name
Creek early bE!came attached to these people because when they were first known to
the Carolina colonists and for a considerable period afterward the body of them which
the latter knew best was living upon a river, the present Ocmulgee, called by Europeans
'Ocheese Creell<.'" (Swanton, 1952: 157) The native term for Creek is Muskogee or
Muscogee; it is not certain from where this term derives, but it is thought to be a
Shawnee (A:,gonkian) term for "swamp" or "swampy ground." Constitutionally, the Creeks
were not a homogenous people, but were rather a confederation of various different
groups-some with radically different linguistic and cultural bases-contained within the
same geogruphical area, and continuously incorporating groups from other regions with
a high degree of acceptance and tolerance. Michael Green states that
The

Creek

Nation was a confederacy--an alliance of separate and
tribes that gradually became, over a long period, a single
politi cal organization.
Through most of its history, however, the
Confederacy was a dynamic institution, constantly changing in size as
tribe), for whatever reason, entered the alliance or left it. The evidence
SUggf!sts that many more groups joined that withdrew • •. They were the
only native group Adair knew of that was not declining in numbers. This
means, of course, that the definition of Creek was constantly changing.
(Gre~m, 1979: vii)
inde~endent

Given this caveat, a description of pre-contact Creek life can now be made, keeping
in mind that the descriptions are general, and may not address specifically or apply to
the more culturally divergent groups within the Creek confederacy like the Yuchi,
Alabama, S11awnee, and Natchez.

.

The social structure of the pre-contact Creek confederacy was built around a townvillage systl:!m, with the town occupying a central role in relation to its outlying villages.
The numbers of villages outlying a given town varied greatly, from one or two to over
a score. The towns were then divided into a basic two-part system comprised of "Whiten
or peace towns and "Red" (Chiloki) or war towns; these two types of town were said to
be of diffel'ent: "fires. 11 Within the governmental town and moiety structure, matrilineal
clans were the basic building blocks of Creek society. Clans were named, and Swanton
lists some ~6 different ones among which were Alligator, Arrow, Bear, Beaver, Bison,
Cane, Corn, D4eer, Fish, Panther, Salt, Wind, and Wolf. (Swanton, 1928: l15) Certain
clans were considered superior to others, like the Wind clan which had special privileges,
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-5and this ha<j a significant bearing on the ascent to power of Alexander McGillivray in
later Creek history. Clans were further combined into a larger unnamed grouping system
in which sl!vel~al clans would share an affinity based on commonalities in the clan
totems, anc which directed marriage and division of labor. Within clans were household
units, the final subdivision of Creek society. The household units were comprised of
a basic nuc~le8.r family: a woman, who owned the house, her husband, their children,
and often eertain of the woman's relatives. Children were born into the clan of the
mother, and rf~mained lifelong members of that clan.
Leadership and governmental power were bestowed in a micco or miko and the town
council. The micco was head of civil authority, and there existed asweU a war chief
or leader ... hose authority was applicable only in military matters. The micco was
usually chcsen from the same clan as his predecessor, and in later times this position
became alfIlost entirely hereditary. The civil administration, headed by the micco, also
had local precinct officials, a category known as heniha who directed public works, and
the town's I1beloved men l1 (and women) who had achieved a position of respect and
leadership ':hrough their accomplishments. These combined formed the town council, at whi
ch legal and other governmental decisions were made. The micco and his council did
not, however, retain an absolute power or authority over the town, but acted more in
the capacity of arbitrator, facilitator, and representative of the public opinion and
consensus.
The econo my of the pre-contact Creeks was varied. combining horticulture with
hunting/gathering in a semi-sedentary lifestyle. The calendar was divided into twelve
months, but only two major seasons. During the winter season, hunting away from the
town or village was the rule, and during the summer season-which includ~d most of
the ceremonia.l cycle of Creek religion--residents of the towns stayed close to home
tending crops, storing for the winter months, and preparing for the annual busk. Crops
consisted 0 f "arious types of corn, sunflowers, beans, pumpkins, squashes, and melons.
In addition to these domestic crops, the Creeks gathered wild rice, cane seed, different
types of tJbers, including sweet potato, and a variety of nuts, fruits, and berries. All
these flor8 in the diet were supplemented by various fauna which were taken with the
bow, the blowgun, and traps.
Fowl, fish, shellfish, small game, primarily deer and
occasionally bear were commonly included in the diet. Preservation of food was mainly
by sun dt"ying and smoking. and nearly every type of food could be preserved and stored
for the lean winter season. Tanned deerskins were the principal item of trade, but
other furs, sh'ells, beads, and craft implements were also traded with neighboring groups.
The trading system of the pre-contact Creeks was well established, and artifacts from
a variety of different tribes and geographical regions have been found in excavations.
This developed system, in addition to the inherent ability of the Creeks to trade and
maintain slch a trading system, proved to be a natural and adaptable point of interaction
with the similar interests of European traders in later years.
The entrance of DeSoto into Creek country in 1540 was soon followed by that of Tristan
de Luna in 1559. Oe Luna'S forces, like those of Juan Pardo who followed him, began
the Spanish practice of assisting one town or tribe within the Creek confederacy in its
warfare al~ainst another. European weaponry was thus introduced into the Creek nation
during this time, irrevocably changing Creek life. For almost an entire century J the
principal European players in Creek history were the Spanish, who by 1670 had colonized
much of the Atlantic seaboard of present northern Florida. During this period, the
Spanish struck a trail westward, and established a chain of missions west across Florida
and through the panhandle, ultimately reaching Pensacola. The missions consisted of
small garr isons with a contingent of clergy, under whose supervision and tutelage were
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-6numbers of pacified Indians. Pensacola, owing to its fine deep-water harbor, became
an importallt c~enter for the Spanish later in the 17th century. While the condition of
the confe&!ra(~y among the Creeks at the time of De Soto's arrival is unclear, by 1670
the confed4!ractY was thriving, no doubt due to the increased trading and military activity
of the Spa.lish during the first century of European settlement.
In 1670 th,~ historical picture of the region changed with the founding of the British
settlement of Charleston in present South Carolina. Charleston became the center of
Creek-English trade and commerce, and it was from Charleston, for example, that
Lachlan MeGillivray, father of the famous half-blood leader Alexander, made his first
venture into the Creek nation. Some 32 years later, French colonists under Jean-Baptiste
Le Moyne esti!lblished a fort roughly thirty miles north of the mouth of the Mobile
River. This lasted only nine years, and was relocated in 1711 to the site of present
Mobile at Nhi,eh point it became capital of French Louisiana until 1720. The French
and the Spanish were thus bordering each other in the southwest part of the Creek
nation (the Spanish boundary never went west of the Perdido River), and the Spanish
and English bordered each other in the eastern part of the Nation at the Savannah.
"Occupying as they did a central position," says Swanton, "between the English, Spanish,
and French colonies, the favor of the Creeks was a matter of concern to these nations,
and they p:.ayed a more important part than any other American Indians in the colonial
history of the Gulf region." (Swanton, 1952: 166)
In 1685 a ~;ignificant event took place relative to Creek history. Henry Woodward, an
English trader, supervised an expedition of other traders with a large supply of goods
and arrived in Coweta. Upon his arrival, the Creeks allowed him to construct the first
English tradinlit post in the Nation. The ultimate effects of this new commerce are
described t,y Corkran: "Through the media of intensified warfare, hunting and trading,
the Creeks became, comparatively speaking, a fiercely acquisitive and affluent Indian
society. They lost many of their old manual arts and became abjectly dependent upon
the English tl~ading system ••• " (Corkran, 1967: 53) Woodward's English outpost
flourished and others were begun. In 1705, the English colonists from Charleston signed
a treaty 0' alliance with the Lower Creeks at Coweta. The French, however, did not
sit idly by. In 1714 they sent an expedition north along the Alabama River to the fork
of the Coe,sa and Tallapoosa, where they established a garrison and trading post which
they nameci Fort Toulouse. Fort Toulouse, which remained there for some 45 years,
figures inti) the history of the Poarch Band of Creeks, since it was there in 1720 that
the French Cuptain Marchand married Sehoy of the Wind Clan. Their only daughter,
Sehoy Mar,!hand, is an ancestor to the McGillivrays and Weatherfords.
The year follclwing the establishment of Fort Toulouse, the Yamasee Indians living to
the south I)f the Savannah River in present Georgia, attacked the settlements in South
Carolina-supposedly at the instigation of the Creeks. This began the bloody Yamasee
war, which resulted in the near eradication of the Yamasee. One outcome of this was
the incursi4)fi ()f the English into what the Spanish claimed was their territory. In 1733
the Englistl colony of Georgia was settled in the area once occupied by the Yamasees,
with the town of Savannah as the seat of government. The colony was headed by
General ,James Oglethorpe, and had the direct support of the British crown. Oglethorpe
negotiated a tlreaty with the Lower Creeks for the rights of occupancy, and the territory
ceded to the Georgia colonists marked the first in a long series of cessions which led
finally, in 1832, to the loss of all land for the Creeks in their native habitat.
In 1754, tile French and Indian War began in the American colonies, and within two
years had :;pread to Europe. The war involved a number of European nations and their
respective colonies in America, and this included the Spanish. The war continued until
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-71763, at wh ich point a peace treaty was made in Paris that was decisive in its results:
the French had been thoroughly defeated, and the English were the major victors. By
the Treaty of Paris in 1763, England acquired Spanish Florida and all the territory of
the French east of the Mississippi River. Spain acquired that part of French Louisiana
west of th,:! Mississippi River.
England, by proclamation of 1763, established tbe
provinces or EI!lst and West Florida. It was at this point in time that English settlers
from Virgini a, Georgia, and the Carolinas began to infiltrate gradually into the Lower
Alabama Ri vel' area and established the settlement areas of Tensaw and Tombigbee,
which attracted to them some of the ancestors of the present Poarch Band of Creeks.
While neither the French nor Spanish had had extensive settlements in the area during
their respeC!tive occupations of the region, there were nonetheless a small number of
them living in the vicinity. The Tensaw/Tombigbee settlement area thus served as home
for a small number of French and Spanish families, a second and more numerous wave
of Englishmen from the Atlantic seaboard colonies, and somewhat later a large contingent
of wealthy half-blood Creeks-many of whom were related-who were the wives, sons
and daught'~rs of "Indian country-men," i.e., non-Indians who married Indian women.
TENSAW AND THE FORMATIVE YEARS

The settlerrents in the Tensaw/Tombigbee area were unique in the history of the colonial
South. Not only was the population there multi-national, it was also multi-racial. "The
blood of ttlese men [Tensaw/Tombigbee settlers] was various:
English and Scottish
traders mirgled with Yankee frontiersmen, and many of them had taken native wives.
The half-bl'eeds were often men of wealth, and no distinction of race seems to have
been made in the rugged life of the frontier." (Abernathy, 1965: 18) Prior to the
American ltevolution, cotton was introduced into the area, which brought in its wake
a large number of slaves to work the fields. Lachlan McGillivray established a large
cattle ranch in the settlement, and with the help of his son Alexander, sold hides to
John Pant(.n ()f Pensacola for shipment around the world. Charles Weatherford, the
father of William Weatherford, had a large plantation there, and further had the
distinction ()f building the first horse race track in the territory. Charles Weatherford
and Lachlan :\1cGillivray both married Creek women, and were thus considered "[ndian
country-men." 80th had been traders alTIong the Upper Creeks, and had made alliances
with other Indians, Indian country-men, and their half-blood relatives in the Upper Creek
territory.
These alli~.ncE!s were maintained into the Tensaw/Tombigbee area, downriver from the
Upper Cre~k I~ountry, so that many of the half-blood property owners like the Durants,
Moniacs, Cornells, and others had property in both areas. A greater number, however,
seem to havl~ relocated altogether from the Upper Creek country to the Tensaw
region--pe,)plE~ like the McGhees, Stiggins', Baileys, and Smiths.
This relocation and
settlement of these half-bloods occurred gradually between 1780 and 1800. There was
a high incidence of intermarriage among these early half-blood ancestors of the present
Poarch community, many were related from earlier connections in the Upper Creek
country, and many of the half-blood men initially married native women. Thus, .the
embryo of thEl community known later as the Poarch Band of Creeks was formed during
this periO<,. Even in its embryonic stage, however, the community was both autonomous
and sanctioned by the council of the Creek Confederacy. Because the half-bloods did
not live harmoniously with their full-blood kinsmen in the Upper Creek towns, they
applied fer B.nd ultimately obtained from the Creek Convention "leave to settle" on
Indian lan,j in the Tensaw area. (Grant, ed. 1980: 768) This allowance by the Creek
Nation was not without precedent, and though this community was half-blood and not
another culturally diverse but full-blood Indian group, the pattern was the same. The
half-blood settlement near Tensaw was, like the Yuchis, Shawnees, etc., a legitimate
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-8town of the Creek Confederacy maintaining full political relations with the Convention
meeting alternately in Tuckabatchee and Coweta.
It appears frOom the evidence that the Tensaw/Tombigbee settlements were places of

cultural sYlth.~sis; places where Spanish, French, English, and Indian cultures converged.
Until the la.ter advent of Judge Harry Toulmin in the first decade of the nineteenth.
century. the T'ensaw region was without laws and formal governmental structure. Pickett.
for exampl'~. in his famous history of Alabama and Mississippi, writes that "Upon the
Tombigby Bnd Lake Tensaw, the people still lived without laws [circa 1800], and without
the rite of matrimony." He continues: "Down to this period [circa 1803], no Protestant
preacher had ever raised his voice, to remind the Tombigby and Tensaw settlers of
their duty ';0 the Most High. Hundreds, born and bred in the wilderness, and now adult
men and womEm, had never even seen a preacher. 1I (Pickett, 1851: 183 and 194) It
seems clear from descriptions of the settlement that Indian culture made a significant
contribution to the collective culture of the unique community, and that the Indian
culture in question was primarily Upper Creek.
Swanton reports that the two main tribes indigenous to the area were the Mobile and
the TohomE!, sutrgroups of and later assimilated into the greater Choctaw nation.
(Swanton, 1952: 159 and 171) For approximately a 40-year period during the French
occupation of the area, a band of Taensa Indians from Louisiana were moved by the
French to t he region, which took its name from these Indians, but they were returned
to Louisiana after the cession of French territory to the British in 1763. George
Stiggins, cu~ioUlsly. who was himself half Natchez and an ancestor of the present Poarch
Band of Creeks, wrote in his history of 1831 that liThe first settlement we find in
tracing the Alubama (a branch of the Creek or Ispocoga tribe) is at the confluence of
the Alabama river and Tensaw lake near the Town of Stockton in Baldwin CountyTheir settlements extended up the lake &: river as far as Fort Mimbs [sic] ••. The
white settl-ers of the place call it the Tensaw Settlement." (Stiggins, 1831: 1) Neither
assertion is mutually exclusive; it might well have been that all these tribes occupied
the region B t varying times. The main point. however, is that the region, at the time
of white settlement, was and had been permeated with Indian culture, and that elements
of this culture had been retained and further added to by the influx of Upper Creeks.
Events in the Americas in the late eighteenth century began to accelerate the peaceful,
isolated lndi an settlement of Tensaw into a growing and central position. In 1780,
during the American Revolution, England was preoccupied with the Americans. Spain,
sending out a force from New Orleans under Bernardo de Galvez, recaptured Mobile; a
year later Galvez recaptured Pensacola. The Revolution itself had caused a number
of colonial Tori,es to relocate to the area from the Atlantic seaboard states. increasing
the populati:m of the area significantly. After the British surrender at Yorktown in
1783, the new government was not favorably disposed toward the Creek nation, for the
reason that All!!xander McGillivray, leader of the nation during the Revolution, had
persuaded mnny of his chiefs to side with the British. With other more pressing problems
at hand attEmdant to forming the new Union, the United States waited until 1790 to
clarify both its borders with and relationship to the Creek nation. The Treaty of New
York was si~:ned August 7 of that year in New York by McGillivray for the Creeks and
Henry Knox, Secretary of War, for the United States. Both Lachlan Durant and David
Tate accom~,anied their uncle, Alexander McGillivray. on that trip to New York, in
addition to ~:4 Creek chiefs and warriors, among whom was one of the Signers of the
trea ty. "Sam :>ni~lc."
0

Dispossessed of his property, and his commissions in the British, American. and Spanish
armies, Alexander McGillivray relocated in 1792 to his plantation on Little River in
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-9Baldwin Cot;.nty near Tensaw, from his home in the Nation. In speaking of his relocation,
Carolyn Forman claims that "There was a large colony of wealthy and intelligent persons
of mixed blood who had plantations on Little River where they would feed their great
droves of cattle on the wild vegetation that was always safe from frost." (Forman,
1929: 116) Forman quotes a letter written by William Panton, the Pensacola trader,
to Lachlan McGillivray (Alexander's father) in Scotland describing the events of Alexander
McGillivray s death in the following year. Panton wrote that on February 17, 1793,
Alexander died ". • • of complicated disorders-inflamed lungs and the gout on his
stomach. He W'8.S taken ill on the path, coming from his cow-pen, on Lit tie River,
where one of his wives, Joseph Curnel1's daughter, resided, and died eight days after
his arrival herla." (Forman, 1929: ll8)
In 1795 a Ii ttlE!-noticed but major event took place in Creek history. Benjamin Hawkins
replaced James Seagrove as U.S. Agent to the Creek Nation. As Michael Green states,
"No non-Cnek in the history of the Nation ever wielded such influence or played such
a decisive ~ole in Creek affairs as Hawkins." (Green, 1979: 35) In addition to being
a considerate jmd benign man, Hawkins was also a prolific correspondent and journalist.
It is in Haw kins' documents that the first significant direct accounts of the history and
activities c f the ancestors of the present Poarch Band of Creeks are found. In the
year follow ing his appointment, Hawkins made an extensive survey of the Creek Nation,
travelling to as many towns as he could and keeping a meticulous journal of his
observations. Hawkins did not describe the "colony" of half-blood Creeks in the Tensaw
area, but he did place certain of its residents and principal members as originally from
the Upper Creek country. Having already described Stiggins, Smith, McGillivray, Corn ells,
Bailey, and Weatherford in his Journal of 1796-97, Hawkins then describes Leonard
McGhee fOI' the first time in an entry dated February 11, 1797: "I have heard that there
is a halfbrl~ed in the savannas, Leonard Megee, who is of an excellent character, speaks
English well." (Grant, ed. 1980: 46) This is the same Len or Lynn McGhee (both
"Lynn" and lIMcGhee" have several variant spellings) whose reserve acted and acts today
as the geo~raphic center of the Poarch Band of Creeks.
In a letter to James McHenry dated October 23, 1797, Hawkins briefly describes the
Tensaw sel:tlement. He writes: "You have in the inclosed a narrative of a recent
murder at Tensaw.1 (1Not attached) In that settlement there are 60 families; in that
of TombigbE~e thel'e are 40. The two settlements al'e on our side of the line, the first
on the left: bank of the Alabama, the other on the right bank of the Tombigbee."
(Grant, ed. 1980: 113) While data about the constitution of the Tensaw settlement and
the Creek half-blood colony there are scarce, it can be surmised from the existing
evidence t~lat it was more or less intermediate in its earlier history relative to colonial
European I~ulture and Indian culture. Hawkins states that "The whites who had Indian
families tc,ok no care of them, either to educate them or to teach them any thing
useful. T:ley [the children] were left with their mothers •••" (Grant, ed. 1980: 18)
Thus, many of the half-bloods were raised with a high degree of Creek customs and
worldview. and identified more as Creek than as white. This is further corroborated
by the hi~:h incidence of endogamy (i.e., inter-marriage) within the half-blood colony
there, in Ilddi.tion to many half-blood men, especially, taking full-blood Creek wives.
Of the numerous half-blood residents of the Creek colony at Tensaw who were ancestors
of the Poarch Band of Creeks, or those who had property or positions in the Upper
Creek nation" Hawkins mentions several in specific. In a journal entry on November
20, 1797, he mentions Benjamin Steadham, Mrs. Durand (Durant), Jeptha Tarvin, the
latter beil1g I~alled "Johnny Haujo by the Creeks." On August 9, 1799 he writes that
"Charles rWeatherford] is not now in trade, he has lately moved down the Alabama
below SetlOY's ••• ," (presumably Sehoy Marchand, Lachlan McGillivray's ex-wife). In
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-10A Sketch of the Creek Count, Hawkins wrote of the Upper Creek towns which had as
residents "~am Macnac Moniac], a half breed ••• ," Mrs. Durand, and Sehoy McGillivray.
In a letter to William Eustis dated August 27, 1809, Hawkins describes the youngest of
Alexander IWcHillivray 1s two daughters as having "an Indian husband" and, in describing
inheritance customs among the Creeks, states that "according to the custom of tois
nation a mm's children have no claim to his property, it belongs to his relations on
the matermLl line ••• " (Grant, ed. 1980: 556) He continues by saying that Mrs. Durand
and Mrs. Vlealtherford took possession of the property of Alexander McGillivray, and
that Mr. Duvid Tate, whom Hawkins describes elsewhere as "a half breed of property,"
also inherited some of McGillivray's property through his mother and "lives on the
Alabama wi thin this agency, is careful and conducts himself well."
In the years immediately preceding the Creek War of 1813-14, one of the by-products
of the War of 1812 between England and the United States, the Tensaw area grew into
a full comnuniity with law, schools, and churches. The invention of the cotton gin by
Eli Whitne) in 1793 had helped to increase the population in the rich-soil area. Two
brothers fr:>m New England, William and John Pierce, were local entrepreneurs, first
establishing a school on Boatyard Lake near Tensaw in 1799 and then building the first
cotton gin in the area in 1802. Children of the half-blood Weatherford, McGillivray,
Tate, Stiggins, Durant and McQueen families in Tensaw (and possibly others), were known
to be in attendance at the school. Of the many half-blood families which lived in the
area, these were clearly the prominent ones, and the heads of these families generally
occupied the positions of leadership in the community.
In 1803 a land office was
established at St. Stephens, a village near the Tombigbee settlement, to help arrange
for the disposi tion of public domain. From this land office actual sales of land began
in 1807. On December 21, 1809, Baldwin County was established, its territory taken
from Washington County and part of the French province of West Florida included in
the 1803 Louisiana purchase, and transferred in 1812 to the Territory of Mississippi.
the county taken in 1810 shows 127 heads of households, with some of the
A census
names of thOSE! who are ancestors of the Poarch Band of Creeks. Notwithstanding the
War of 1812, life was relatively peaceful and prosperous in the Tensaw community until
the tragic day of August 30, 1813.

0:

THE CREEK WAR AND ITS AFTERMATH
Conditions in the Creek confederacy in the decade preceding the Creek War of 1813-14
grew progressi.vely more troubled and polarized.
Despite the establishment in 1799,
under Haw1dns' direction, of the National Council or Congress of the Creek Nation
which was designed to include all towns of the Upper and Lower Creeks alike, and
despite ar e~ver-increasing European acculturation-especially among the Lower
Creeks-tht! s4~eds of discontent were present, and destined to grow into outright
rebellion. In June of 1802, and again in November of 1805, two large land cessions
were made to Georgia and the United States for sums of money and goods and, most
irritating to the Creeks, for payment of their debts. Their native homelands were
gradually beinlt taken, and the pressure and agitation of this expropriation was builsiing
in terms 01' resentment of the whites. Under the leadership of William McIntosh, a
renown Craek half-blood, the Lower Creeks had become both more assimilated into
white culture and more supportive of white perspectives than the more remote and
traditional Upper Creeks, with whom the Lower Creeks were finding themselves
increasingly at odds. Additionally, the British, in a move of international diplomatic
strategy, h!id I(!onscripted the aid of the Shawnees in their bid to defeat the Americans
in the War of 1812. In 1811, the celebrated Shawnee chief and politician, Tecumseh,
visited sev~ral. Indian nations, Creeks included, to persuade Indians to resist American
expansionism smd organize-with the British-in an effort-to expel the Americans from
the Indian homelands. Assisting Tecumseh in this objective was a new prophetic native
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-11religious mc/vement begun by his brother Tenskwatawa, in the tenets of which whites
would be ell:pelled from Indian lands and Indians would regain their traditional ways and
live in peaceful harmony. Tecumseh spread this gospel at his talks to various groups.
He spoke at buth Upper and Lower Creek villages during his stay there, and managed
finally to enlist the support of most of the Upper towns.
Events leaCing up to the Creek War of 1813-14, otherwise known as the "Red Stick
War," have already been described in several full-length works. The war served to
place the pro-American half-blood community of former Upper Town Creeks into highlight,
contraposinlr them with the hostile or anti-American faction of the Upper Creeks, so
the main e'fents of the War, at least, are included here.
Tecumseh's visit to the Creek nation in late 1811 established links between the Shawnee
and the hOitile Creeks. The follOWing year, a party of Creeks under Little Warrior
accompaniej the Shawnee chief returning to his homeland beyond the Ohio River. Upon
their returrt, they killed several families of white settlers near the mouth of the Duck
River, apparently inspired by the teachings of Tecumseh and his prophet brother. They
subsequently returned to the Creek nation, where word of these killings had spread
among both th~~ Indian community and among Hawkins and the white community. Added
to this problem were the murders of Thomas Meredith in late March and William Lott
in May, both in the Nation. In order to decide what action to take, the Creek National
Council convened on April 9, 1813. (April 18, 1813; Lackey p.8) Hawkins had requested
that Little Warrior and those responsible be apprehended and delivered to him for
punishment under territorial law. The Council decided, however, to adjudicate the
matter themselves, and sent William McIntosh-a Lower Creek-and a force of Creeks
to kill Lit':le Warrior and his party. The Council's order was carried out, and the
execution took place shortly thereafter. This infuriated the hostile Upper Creeks, and
in June the'y fell upon twenty-three older chiefs who were opposed to war, killing them
all and de!;troying their property. The men comprising the Creek National Council,
which up to that point had tried to preserve peace and accommodate both sides, gathered
at Tuckautatchee and fortified themselves. On July 10, they were surrounded by the
hostiles or Red Sticks, and word of the situation was sent to Hawkins. Within a matter
of days, Hiwkins dispatched 200 Lower Creek warriors to Tuckaubatchee. After an
eight-day seige, the chiefs of the Council and some of the inhabitants of Tuckaubatchee
left with their' rescuers and went down to Coweta, after which the beseiged town was
destroyed 'Jy the hostiles. Coweta, center for the Lower Creeks and Indians friendly
to the United States, became the center for the Creek Nation's activity from that point
on.
July and I,ugust of 1813 was a time of crisis for everyone in the territory. The lines
had been (!learly drawn, and the white settlers and friendly half-blood Upper Creeks,
especially, were expecting the worst. Sam Moniac, in a sworn deposition before U.S.
Judge Harl'Y Toulmin at Ft. Stoddert, states that he learned of the plans of the Red
Stick CreE ks, i.e., that ". . • they were to attack the Settlements on the Tombigbee
and Alabana, particularly the Tensaw and Fork Settlements." He claimed that for fear
of his life he was forced to leave his "house on the road," near present Montgomery,
and escapE: to. his "plantation on the river," near Tensaw. He stated that "They [the
Red Stich] have destroyed a large quantity of my cattle, and burnt my houses on my
river plan cation, as well as those of James Cornells and Leonard McGhee."
This
destruction c()ntinued as Peter McQueen, a hostile half-blood, High Head Jim, and Josiah
Francis, the Local Creek prophet and half-blood, most of whom were from outside the
Tensaw area, began an expedition with several hundred warriors to Pensacola from the
Upper Creek 'country to purchase arms and munitions for the war. Along the way they
terrorized fri/endly half bloods and destroyed crops and dwellings. At Burnt Corn Springs
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-12on the Escambia, around mid-June, they attacked the house of James Cornells. They
burned hisllouse, ran off his slaves, and carried his wife, Betsy Coulter, and James
Marlow as prisoners to Pensacola. This action struck panic in the hearts of both whites
and half-bloods alike in the Tensaw settlement. Judge Toulmin, in a letter to General
Ferdinand Claib,orne of June 23, described the reaction of the half-bloods in the Tensaw
area: "The half-breeds, however, do not think fit to trust themselves with them [the
hostiles] or to embark in their measures. They have fled and have left behind them
their crops &: other property. 1 visited them yesterday. They are in confusion and
distress. Not less so are my white neighbors on Tensaw." (Toulmin Papers, Alabama
Dept. of Arl~hiV'es· and History) Having procured arms and ammunition in Pensacola, the
hostiles started back to the Nation, and were met by a lS0-man force of whites under
Colonel James Caller and half-bloods under Captain Dixon Bailey, David Tate, and James
Cornells at Bur'nt Corn. Initially, the force surprised the hostiles and ran them off.
While Calle ~iS and Bailey's men were rumaging through the booty left by the hostile
Creeks, the hostiles regrouped and attacked, thoroughly surprising the expedition and
scattering them in all directions. It is significant that both a white force and a halfblood force set out to oppose the hostiles. This indicates not only a distinction between
the residents of the Tensaw/Tombigbee area in terms of ethnicity, but it shows a clear
leadership rl)le, e.g., that David Tate and "Captain" Dixon Bailey, a half-blood who later
died in the fighting at Ft. Mims, had mustered and led men to this skirmish.
The white and ihalf-blood settlements in and around the Nation began bracing themselves
for an all-(Iut attack by the hostiles, who by August had worked themselves into a
religious fer vor under the promise of expelling the whites and redeeming their pristine
aboriginal statE~. The Creek chiefs-Big Warrior and Alexander Cornells-had written
to Judge Harry Toulmin as far back as April 18th alerting him that Little Warrior and
the hostiles intended to attack Tensaw: "The settlement in the fork of the Bigby and
the Alabam!l, are desired to take care for fear he may endeavor to commit some
depredation there as it is a weak part of the settlement." (Lackey, ed. 1977: 9) This
warning wa~ endorsed by Sam Moniac in his deposition of August 2nd, previously cited.
General Ferciinand Claiborne, military commander of the region, decided at that point
to fortify various homesteads along the banks of the Alabama and place in charge of
each a garrison or fort commander. The home of Samuel Mims, once barricaded, became
Fort Mims, and! General Claiborne put a ~ajor Daniel Beasley in charge of defending
it. This pr:>ved to be a mistake, for on the afternoon of August 30, despite warnings
of several hlacks tending cattle a distance from the stockade, the Creeks struck Ft.
Mims with its gates open and its sentries inattentive. The approximately 800 hostile
Creeks frolT 13. Upper towns quickly overran the outer fortifications and cornered the
whites and half-bloods in one of the houses. Dixon Bailey, captain of a contingent of
half-bloods, fought courageously. At the end of the day, Ft. Mims lay in a pile of
ashes and rllbblle, and of the 553 inmates who took refuge there, by all accounts fewer
than 40 escaped with their lives. A large number was taken captive and carried off to
the Upper towns, among whom were women, children, and nearly 100 black slaves.
William WeuthE!rford, who was with the hostile faction at the time of the attack but
who disagreed in principle with the wanton massacre, participated at first but left'the
scene and went to the home of his half brother, David Tate, some miles away on Little
River.
The destruc!tion of Ft. Mims mobilized American forces against the hostile Creeks.
Generals Claiborne, Floyd and Andrew Jackson attacked the hostile forces on different
fronts in c,)nsonance with an act passed by Congress a month earlier authorizing the
Governors of Georgia and Tennessee to raise militias for just that purpose, were it to
become ne(~essary. After a number of battles between Ule hostile Creeks and these
three field commanders throughout the Fall and Winter of 1813-14, the decisive day
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came on March 27, 1814. On that day at a place called Tohopeka, or Horseshoe Bend,
Jackson's al'my faced 1,000 Creek warriors. At day's end after a bloody battle and
hundreds of casualties, the hostile Creeks were thoroughly defeated, and the Red Stick
rebellion smashed. Many Lower Creek and friendly Upper Creeks and half-bloods had
fought alon,:sid,e Jackson.
Most of the hostile chiefs fled to Spanish Florida, joining established Seminole communities
or starting communities of their own. William Weatherford, however, surrendered himself
to Jackson'~ camp. For the next 18 months, raids and skirmishes continued on the part
of the hostile Creeks who either were in hiding or who crossed over the Florida boundary
into Alabama, but these were few. In his 1875 history, J. D. Driesbach reported that
after a stay with Jackson at his home in Tennessee, Weatherford returned to his
plantation c·n Little River, near Tensaw, where he remained until his death in 1824.
The Treaty of Ft. Jackson marks a pivotal point in the history of the Poarch Band of
Creeks, for it was under the provisions of this treaty that many of the present group's
ancestors, including Lynn McGhee, received grants for their land in the Tensaw area
from the UnitE~d States for their support in the Creek War. The treaty itself was
arranged b:r Andrew Jackson and its content was consistent with the acquisitive,
expansionisl environment of the time and the anti-Creek sentiments.
Signed by
representatives of both sides on August 9, 1814 at Ft. Jackson located at the confluence
of the Coo~.a and Tallapoosa Rivers (previously the site of the old French Ft. Toulouse),
the treaty 4~edl~d immense portions of both Upper and Lower Creek lands to the United
States, run :1in~: east from Georgia to the Tombigbee River and north almost to the
Tennessee horder. (Royce, 1899: 1001, land area #75) The Creek signatories to the
treaty sign~d under protest, but to no avail. Of the many Creek chiefs who were
signa tories to the treaty, only one was of the hostile faction; the rest were friendly to
the United Ste.tes. Yet, due to Andrew Jackson's appetite for land in the Southeast,
the friendl:r Creeks were forced to cede millions of acres of their land as well, to
which they protested in vehement terms. Historians and writers since have questioned
the fairnesH of this cession of just over 21,000,000 acres, particularly as it related to
the non-hoHtile Lower Creeks and friendly Upper Creeks. The crucial provision in the
treaty rela':ive to the history of the Poarch Band of Creeks is found in article I, and
is quoted tere in full:
Provided, nevertheless, that where any possession of any chief or warrior
of t:1e Creek nation, who shall have been friendly to the United States
during the war, and taken an active part therein, shall be within the
territory ceded by these articles to the United States, every such person
shall be entitled to a reservation of land within the said territory of one
mile square, to include his improvements as near the centre thereof as
may be, which shall inure to the said chief or warrior, and his descendants,
so IJng as he or they shall continue to occupy the same, who shall be
protect'ed by and subject to the laws of the United States: but upon the
voluntalry abandonment thereof, by such possessor or his descendants, the
right of occupancy or possession of said lands shall devolve to the United
States, and be identified with the right of property ceded hereby.
(7 Stat.. 120)
The Creek WElr of 1813-14 Obviously did not occur in a vacuum. Parallel to the events
of the war WE~re other occurrences which left major historical imprints on the area. and
in the ethnohistory of the Poarch Band of Creeks. The city of Mobile, for example,
was retakE n by the American forces during this period. Immediately following the peace
within the territory, white settlers and pioneers streamed out of the Atlantic seaboard
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-14sta tes grip(:.ed by "Alabama Fever," in hopes of acqulrIng some of the new land ceded
to and now held by the United States. Among this group was a young man named John
Gayle, and his family, who moved from North Carolina to Mt. Vernon and later bought
plantations in-Baldwin and Monroe counties.
Specific m4~ntions and detailed lists in contemporaneous documents describing the
ancestors d the Poarch Band of Creeks and their property begin to appear for the
first time following the War. It is important to note, however, that generally such
mentions rl!gar'ding Creek land holdings meant that the half-blood Creeks and their
families had sEittled and cultivated the land in question, not that they held title to it.
Many of thesE~ documents were drawn as a result of war-related issues, but others
explain cer':ain aspects and features of the Creek half-blood community in the Tensaw
region and the Upper Creek towns. One such list, date November 1, 1812, proves that
many of thEi baH-bloods in the Tensaw area were originally from the Upper towns. This
latter is fc.uncl in the "Journal of John Innerarity," and titled "List of Debts Due by
the Traders & Factors of the Upper Creek Towns to the Firm of Messrs. Panton, Leslie
& Co. and John Forbes & Co. of Pensacola, Adjusted to November 1, 1812." This list
identifies certllin of the half-bloods, and includes Joseph Stiggins, John Moniac, David
Cornel, Daniel McGillivray, Charles Weatherford, Sehoy Weatherford, and George Cornel.
Other lists taken of individuals, land, and property ownership show that the ancestors
of the Poal'ch Band of Creeks grouped together geographically in clusters. In addition
to the histc.r'ical kinship relations between the Weatherfords, Tates, Durants, Stiggins',
McGhees, S[zernores, CornelIs', et.al., Marriage Book I of Baldwin County records thirteen
marriages between these and other family members during the years 1812 to 1829, most
of whom were ancestors common to the Poarch Creek community. Added to the high
degree of endogamy among the early ancestors of the group and the reference in Harry
Toulmin's l,~tter to Claiborne about visiting "them," i.e., the half-blood community at
Tensaw, is a. ('eference made by Benjamin Hawkins in a letter to John Armstrong of
September H, 1813, just two weeks after the Ft. Mims massacre. Hawkins sent letters
to tlpublic officers in that quarter," i.e., the settlements at Ft. Stoddert and Tensaw,
tI • • • directinl~
the half-breeds there to unite with their white brethren and that the
people in the fork of Alabama should put themselves into the best situation they could
to resist an attack." (Grant, ed. 1980: 664) Taken together, these references show
that whateYer the integration of the settlement during the last decades of the eighteenth
century, th~ half-bloods in the Tensaw area had by this time intermarried and gathered
into clusters or hamlets and had occupied the eastern bank area of the Alabama River
and eastwal'd along the Little River just north of the Tensaw settlement. This observation
is corroborated by such lists as that of Major Howell Tatum who served as General
Jackson's tl)pOI~raphical engineer during this period. In August of 1814 he surveyed the
Tensaw/Litde River area, and mentions John and William Weatherford's improvements,
those of Dixon Bailey and his two sisters (one tlmarried to a white man by the name
of SizemorEi"), "a Mrs. Dyer, a half-breed Indian woman of the friendly party," Samuel
Moniac, and "David Tait, a pretended friendly half-breed Indian," and "Mrs. Dunn, a
half-breed woman." (Hamilton, 1898)
Of the lists of this era which are most indicative of the fact that the half-blood
residents of the region tended to live in hamlets or clusters within the greater
geographicll.l alrea, is that of Judge Harry Toulmin, who took deposi tions from the victims
of the hostile Creek depredations during the war. Toulmin's "schedule," as it is referrred
to, was signed by him on November 24, 1815. It is divided into counties whose boundaries
in 1815, it should be remembered, differed from those of later years as population
shifted, and shows Baldwin and Monroe counties among--others. In Baldwin County,
Moses Steadham appears, and grouped together down the column appear the names of
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Ann Tarviri, Josiah Fletcher, Richard Tarvin, and James Earle. For Monroe County,
almost all the names are early relations and ancestors of the Poarch Band of Creeks:
Mary Dryer, .John Randon, Margaret Bailey, Dixon Bailey (deceased), James Bailey
(deceased>, AI~thur Sizemore, George Stiggins, Semio McGhee, Lachlin Durant, John
Adcock, aIld Peggy Summerlin.
It was are·und this period of time, from 1815 to 1829, that the historical focus 'of
attention f,)r the early ancestors of the Poarch Band of Creeks shifted from depredations
and losses resulting from the Creek War to the problems created by land usurpation
and land grants under the Treaty of Ft. Jackson. The basic system of surveys and
land sales and grants was that used under the Land Ordinance of 1785, modified in 1796
to provide for the surveying of each township into 36 sections, each section of which
was one mile square and contained 640 acres. In March of 1815, Congress passed "An
act to pro'lide~ for ascertaining and surveying of the boundary lines fixed by the treaty
with the Creek Indians [Ft. Jackson], and for other purposes." This act further clarified
that "Indian title was extinguished by the aforesaid treaty" and that "all such [now
public] lanjs .... shall be offered to the highest bidder." (3 Stat. 228) This act was
primarily r:!sponsible for setting off what has been described as "Alabama Fever." The
half-bloods, who had sided with the Americans and had had their houses burned and
their crops and livestock destroyed by the hostile Creeks just a year earlier, were now
having the same done to them by white American land grabbers. The half-bloods were
being cheated and run off by the whites. In describing their unique and intermediate
status, Hawkins wrote, "I am of opinion these people will never be suffered by their
Chiefs to return again in to the nation, unless they will in all things conform to the
Indian habits, which from their practical knowledge of the plan of civilization is
impossible. They are in consequence of the peculiarity of their situation divested of
house and home and must fly their native soil [Tensaw/Little River] unless provided for
by our government." (Grant, ed. 1980: 769) This situation precipitated a letter from
the half-blood community to then President Madison, Which was to be a critical piece
of historic!ll evidence in the story of the Poarch Band of Creeks.
This letter, d,ated May 29, 1815 and signed by eleven half-bloods of the Tensaw/Little
River community, opened with the sentence "We the Natives of the Creek Nation,
Relations of Alexander McGillivray most respectfully beg leave to present this our
humble peUtion to the President of the United States for a redress of grievances of
the most ~,erious nature that can happen us." The next paragraph, which describes the
usurpation of lands and most significantly places the half-bloods in a time and a place
in which "the greatest number" of them "were born and raised," must be quoted in full.
Aft'~r having shown an inviolable atachment [sic] for the Government of
the Unilted States through the whole of the late war in which our property
has beEm destroyed, our lives threatened with indiscriminate carnage, not
one of us but who lost Relatives both near and dear to us on that memorable
day thflt Fort Mimms was taken by the dreadful massacre that the Hostile
India.ns made there; we have at all times evinced a willingness and readiness
(as many of the Officers of the Army can testify) to cooperate and
contribute to every measure that was calculated to prosecute the war with
suc.!ess on behalf of the United States - and we in common with every
good citizen of the Government rejoiced at the fair prospects of peace
but our prospects are darkened and we are placed in a most critical
situation. Many citizens of the Mississippi Territory have moved over the
boundary line betwixt the United States and the Creek Indians on the
AlabaDl8 River as high up as Fort Claiborne in whieh distanee the greatest
numbel' of us who are ealled Balfbreeds were bom IlJ)d raised. They have
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-16taken fc.rcible possession of our fields and houses and ordered us off at
the I'isk of our lives. They have reproached us with our origins, insulted
us wlth the most abusive language, and not content with that they have
even p~)ceeded to blows and committed private injury in our Stocks and
prop~~rtY'.
(Durant, 1815) (emphasis added)
The letter continues by saying that they had sought for redress from local authorities,
but that no on~~ yet had jurisdiction. They said further that General Jackson had given
them to un:ierstand that all actual settlers "••• who were natives and descendants of
the Indians would be intitled to a lease of six hundred and forty acres of land - some
think differ ently on this subject now, that females with families will not be intitled to
any." "We have been encouraged," they continue, "to remain on our farms which we
had occupied for years before the war," and they ended the letter with the usual
perfunctory protocol which correspondence demanded at that time. The letter was
signed by Lachlan Durant, Samuel Brashiere, William McGirt, Rachael Walker, Saphiah
McComb, Peggy Summerlin, Nancy Summerlin, Leonard McGhee, Lemi (or Semi) McGhee,
Alex Brash!.ere, and Harriet Linder.
This petitiNl was sent to President Madison in Washington, and ultimately referred to
Benjamin H!iw~:ins for comment and suggestions. Hawkins' response to the petition was
outlined in Ii letter to Secretary of the Treasury William H. Crawford dated January 19,
1816. The letter itself is 2! pages in length, addressing in general the condition of
the half-bloods; attached to it was a four-page list of 45 of the "Indian country men"
and half-bloods living in the Tensaw/Little River settlements who were early ancestors
and relations of the Poarch Band of Creeks. Hawkins clearly sides with the half-bloods,
and suggests that their claims be granted, including the request that women be entitled
to land and indemnification. Moreover, Hawkins describes the method by 'which the
half-bloods of the Tensaw/Little River area came to settle there from the Upper Creek
country:
The situation of the half breeds have been peculiarly embarrassing. They
embraced the plan of civilization first and by their conduct merited the
attelltion of the Agent for Indian Affairs. They would not agree in their
modE of living or pursuits with their Indian relatives or the Chiefs generally;
which produced continual broils between them, This determined the half
breeljs to apply for, and after several years, to obtain from the Convention
of the nation leave to settle down on the Alabama near the white
settlemEmts on the Indian lands. Here they were when the civil war among
the :,ndians commenced. (Grant, ed. 1980: 768)
The four-pllge attachment which describes each half-blood and Indian country man lists
all those who signed the original petition to James Madison, plus Sam McNac, Charles
Elliott, Salli Smith, David Tate, William Hollinger, David and Peter Randon, Dixon, James,
David, and Pel~gy Bailey, James CornelIs, Arthur Sizemore, Zachariah ~cGirt, Jo~iah
Fisher, Richard Tarvin, John Hinson, David Rolin, and John Weatherford, among others,
The two dE!cades between the years 1816 and 1836 were a time of displacement !lRd
unsettled, unclertain future in the history of the Poarch Band of Creeks. By 1816, the
effects of t.he wholesale destruction by the hostile Creeks during the war were felt
less, while the: effects of terrorist tactics by the white land grabbers who poured into
the ceded ter'ritory were being felt more.
This time was marked by residential
shifting-the half-bloods being forced out of the more choice lands along the Alabama
River bank:; hllld to take what was left. Significantly, the lands they chose were almost
always as close to the Tensaw/Little River area and inland of the east bank of the
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-17Alabama as was possible. It appears that geographical proximity to their neighbors and
relations was lin important consideration for them, thus assuring a communal continuity.
Within this period, a series of depositions and testimonials in pursuit of claims for land
and depredati()ns was taken, in addition to memorials to Congress and congressional
"acts of relief."
The first of these is dated April 27, 1816 and is titled an "Act for the Relief of Samuel
Manac." The bill provides remuneration for the heavy losses Sam Moniac sustained
during the CrE~ek War of 1813-14 and is accompanied by an eXhaustive set of supporting
exhibits ric~h with historical details, among which is Moniac's memorial. In a letter
from Gilbert C. Russell-part of the exhibits--Russell states that Moniac's "plantations
were laid waste." Two or more plantations were not uncommon in Creek society,
particularl:, that of the more wealthy half-bloods. In a letter from Thomas Freeman
to Josiah Mei(~s dated June 30, 1816, Freeman states that there is a "great variety of
positions &: descriptions of those Indian Improvements." "In some instances," he continues,
"the Residence with a small improvement consisting of cabins garden &: small field are
on the higl land on one side of a river whilst the principal improvements or cultivations
are on the low grounds on the Opposite side-Several small improvements of the same
person are detached from each other to the extent of some miles •••" (Carter, ed.
1938, Vol. VI: 695) Consistent with Freeman's observations were Moniac's land holdings,
as well as those chosen by Lynn McGhee under his "act for relief" some years later.
With a shlfting demography and a new, large influx of settlers, and with territorial
status for the new Alabama only a year away, the legislature of the Mississippi Territory
decided to holed a special census in 1816. Parallel to the breakdown of Cree.k half-bloods
in the cillims list of Harry Toulmin just a year earlier, the census shows only two
Hollingers in Baldwin County. The census for Monroe County shows McGillivrays,
Moniacs, Wal~ds, Rolins, McGirts, Moores, Durants, Stiggins', Tarvins, Weatherfords,
Hollingers, Tates, Earles, Cornells', Walkers, and others of the half-blood ancestors of
the Poarcn Band of Creeks. It also shows John Gayle as a considerable landowner with
22 slaves, which made him the 10th largest slaveowner in Monroe County.
LAND ISSUES AND CREEK REMOVAL

In the year UH 7. center stage shifts from southern Alabama to Washington D.C. relative
to events affecting the history of the Poarch Band of Creeks. In January of that year,
the claim of the friendly Creeks as a whole are considered, and being reported out of
the Comnittee of Ways and Means, Mr. Lowndes of the Committee concludes that
"••• it will be best to appropriate a definite sum to be applied, under the direction of
the Secretary of War, to indemnify the friendly Creek Indians for property destroyed
by the n)stile Creeks, in fair proportion to their losses." (United States Congress,
1832-61: Vol. 2: 126) While no remuneration was paid out at this time, this report
preceded the later payments and set the responsibility for payment on the United States.
Two months later, an act was passed by Congress which played a crucial role in the
history 0:: the Poarch Band of Creeks. On March 3, 1817. a bill was enacted W'hich
provided that fee simple patents would be issued to the heirs of land grant reCipients
under thE! Tl"eaty of Ft. Jackson, a significant departure from the original plan under
which ri~:hts of occupancy would inure to the heirs as long as they did not voluntarily
abandon the land. (3 Stat. 380) The act also provided for the appointment of the
claims a~:ent, or special Commissioner, and in December President Monroe chose former
Georgia Governor David B. Mitchell to this post. Mitchell's mandate, then, was to
ascertain the damages to the friendlY Creeks to arrive at "a definite sum," and to take
evidence non the land occupied by such claimant" for those claiming a section of land
under the Treaty of Ft. Jackson and modified by the act of March 3. Several of the
half-bloods who were entitled to land, as it turned out later, were not in the vicinity
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-18when Mitchell toured the area to take testimony from the claimants. Lynn McGhee
was among those not present. and his absence precipitated the series of memorials to
Congress severlll years later that ended in his descendants occupying his land grant to
the present da~,.
Finally. in 1817 David Moniac. the son of Sam. was admitted to West Point under a
provision of a treaty which called for the education of a limited number of Creek
children at HOVE!rnment expense. He was graduated and commissioned a Second Lieutenant
on July 1. 18'22. the first Indian ever to be graduated from West Point. Almost
immediately, however. he took a leave of absence due to family difficulties and
subsequent1~r resigned his commission six months later. He returned to Baldwin County.
where eventually he married and had two children. In 1836 he rejoined the Army during
the Seminole War. was promoted to Brevet ~ajor. and was killed in action in northern
Florida.
Like 1817. ':he year 1819 was one of activity in terms of claims and congressional acts
relating to the friendly Creeks. In January, Secretary of War John C. Clilhoun submitted,
pursuant to a house resolution calling for him to do so. copies of all accounts and
correspondence relating to the claim of the friendly Creeks. David Mitchell had already
begun. a yeir ~!arlier. to gather evidence pertaining to the losses of the half-blood and
other frien<Uy Creeks. and much of the material Calhoun submitted was Mitchell's. It
Showed a pirtial payment to the claimants by the United States, but still a debit of
"a little u"walrds of $100.000" in Mitchell's words. The following month, Congress
passed "An aclt authorizing the President of the United States to purchase the lands
reserved by th,e act of the third of March. 1817. to certain chiefs, warriors, or other
Indians. of the Creek nation." (3 Stat. 484) Thus, by a gradual process. the lands
granted to the friendly Creeks under the Treaty of Ft. Jackson, originally inalienable.
came to be issued to heirs in fee simple under the act of March 3,1817. and finally
were able to be purchased outright by the United States under this act, thereby
eliminating any protection to title which the United States proferred under the treaty.
On Decemb4!l" 14 of 1819, Alabama was admitted as a state to the Union. creating what
would later be!come jurisdictional problems between the state and the United States
regarding dealings with and treatment of the Creek Indians.
Much of tJ:e testimony and depositions taken by David Y1.itchell in southern Alabama

during 18ta and 1819 has survived, and these documents are revealing in several ways.
First. they estliblish a pattern which was to continue in the history of the Poarch Band
of Creeks 10 tihe present day-namely. the practice of testifying for each other in cases
before the !luthorities. One example in the Mitchell documents is the witness of David
Tate. James Earle, and William Hollinger for Josiah Fletcher. Several years later. in
testimony taken by John Crowell, David Tate, William Hollinger. James Earle. and John
Westherforcl all testify regarding the claim of Lynn McGhee. This practice occurs again
in the congressional memorials in the 1830's, again in the homestead applications in the
1870's and 1890's, again in the Cherokee claims testimony taken by Guion Miller in. the
early twentietlh century, again in the timber trespass suit of the 1912 period, and so
on. Second, these documents reveal that most of the half-bloods and Indian country
men lived in ,(!lose proximity to each other along the Alabama River in the period
surrounding the Creek War and that they kept abreast of each other's agricultural
efforts, prcperty hOldings. and families. Third, they bear witness to the fact that their
lands were in effect stolen from them, even though the usurpation might have appeared
legal.
The 1815 lE:tter of Lachlan Durant to President Monroe was- quoted earlier. and described
in general terms the problem of usurpation: "They [white intruders] have taken forcible
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-19possession of our fields and houses and ordered us off at the risk of our lives .••"
The depositions taken by Mitchell and later by John Crowell get specific on this matter,
and name ene_John Gayle and his father Matthew as chief offenders of this practice.
John Gayle moved to the region in 1813, and having been college educated, he began
reading law in Claiborne under A. S. Lipscomb. He was elected in 1818 as Solicitor 'of
his circuit (TEmsaw to Claiborne), was later representative of Monroe County in the
state legislature, served on the Alabama Supreme Court, was re-elected to the state
legislature where he become speaker of the house, and finally, in 1831, was elected
Governor or Alabama and re-elected to that office in 1833. He was elected to Congress
in 1847 wtlere he served two terms; following that he was appointed a Federal district
judge which post he held until his death in 1859. Clearly, nonliterate half-bloods and
Indian courltry men would have posed little problem for Gayle's apparently unscrupulous
acquisition of their untitled lands.
Gayle was not alone in this practice, but was named in testimony on several occasions.
In a deposition taken by Mitchell, Charles Ehlert, a half-blood, said" And I further state
on oath that Matthew Gayle has taken forcible possession of my improvements." In
depositions taken by John Crowell six years later, the half-blood Semoice stated that
"I remained on my place after the War untill driven off by some white people, since
which timE! the land has been sold by the United States." At the same time, Lynn
McGhee a~,serted that having been wounded in the Creek War, his land "••• was under
the control and management of my Brother Semoye after the war, untill driven off by
the White people and the said land has since been sold by the United States." While
these part cular depositions do not name Gayle, later ones do. Taking sworn statements
for Congwssional memorials in 1831, Semoice goes into detail about Gayle:
••. this deponent further saith that a man by the name of John Gayle
intruded on him and had his stock constantly destroying his crop, and often
used means to get him to remove from the place, and often profered to
wrent his place when he heard that the friendly Creeks would be entitled
to:heir places-but that this deponent forever refused either to wrent or
sell--this deponent further saith that the said Gayle did make base and
fabe statements relative to his claim in the presence of Governor Mitchell
and that the said Gayle had often threatened him that unless he would
wrE!nt or sell his place to him that he Gayle would prevent him from
getting his land or a choice selection of his own • • •
This assertion is corroborated by a white settler, a Captain William Waller, who also
made a deposition the same day describing testimony taken by Mitchell: "there was
testimony introduced by a man by the name of John Gayle who had settled himself on
the lands cl~limed by Symmoice and Lynn MacGhee; in order to deprive them of their
claims ••• n
Records ,)( the Probate Court for Baldwin County show that in April of 1820 aohn
Gayle pur chased $300 worth of land contiguous to the land sold to him earlier by John
Randon, ~;o that by purchase, rental, and usurpation Gayle's land holdings grew. Later
that month, a major land act was passed by Congress, which made Gayle'S objective
easier. "An act making further provision for the sale of public lands," (3 Stat. 566) this
act was in ,effect until the Civil War, and it was through this act that the United
States sold the lands to which the half-blood Creeks of the Tensaw area had no legal
title, eVEn though they had cultivated it for years and in many cases claimed it under
the Ft. ~fackson treaty.
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-20Other events in the 1820's either affect or help describe the half-blood and Creek
community :.n the Tensaw region. On April 23. 1822. David Tate wrote to his nephew.
Cadet David M()niac. at West Point. He advised him to return home upon his graduation.
since his father was in an unfortunate condition, and had lost most of his property in
"bad Trades." The letter claims that David's father. Sam. had to "move into the nation"
to save the remainder of his property. Tate concluded by saying that Cadet Moniac's
uncles, William and John Weatherford, were fine.
John CrOWE!l1 I~eplaced David B. Mitchell as Special Agent for Indian Affairs for the
Creek nation, and in December of 1823 took depositions, presumably by request of
Secretary (If. the Treasury William Crawford, from Lynn McGhee, Semoice. William
Hollinger, 8.nd the heirs of Mary Dyer. This struggle for rightful claims under the
Treaty of Ft. ,Jackson was a long and tedious one, and did not end until the mid 1830's.
In the meantime, the claims for losses and depredations committed by the hostile Creeks
during the Redl Stick War reached a conclusion on April 15. 1824. A House Resolution
was passed to lIinquire into the expediency" of paying the remainder of the claims. Mr.
McLane of the: Committee of Ways and Means reported that no more claims should be
paid; that the $85,000 appropriated in 1817 was sufficient. On March 3, 1825, "An
act grantin5 c,ertain rights to David Tate, Josiah Fletcher, and John Weatherford" was
passed by Conlgress. This bill gave to these men all right. title, and interest in the
land which thE!y had reserved under the Treaty of Ft. Jackson.
The following year, 1826, was a portentous one for the Creek nation. On January 24,
a treaty was made between the Creeks and the United States. in which the Creeks
ceded all theil- remaining lands in Georgia. The Lower Creeks were so outraged by
this cessior that the miccos met and decided that the half-blood William McIntosh, who
instigated 1.he signing of the earlier Treaty of Indian Springs, was to be executed for
treason. 'This sentence was carried out immediately. Neither this land cession or the
last and m~ljor one of 1832 affected the half-blood community in southern ,o\labama-in
the Tensaw rElgion--to any great extent, but hundreds of Lower Creeks succumbed to
the mounting l?ressUre of the policy of removal and left the Southeast for Oklahoma,
or "Indian 'rert'itory," in 1827. The remainder apparently relocated to the last sanctuary
of the once vast Creek nation, the area of land between the Coosa and Tallapoosa
Rivers. While the dedade between 1826 and 1836 was an ominous one for their Creek
kinsmen to thEI northeast, the fortunes of the half-blood community in the Tensaw area
were brigh tel'. In May of 1826 two private acts were passed by Congress to give all
right, title and interest pertaining to their reserves to William Hollinger and Samuel
Brashiere, making a total of five title holders within the community in a period of two
years.
Of thirty-nine land claims under the Treaty of Ft. Jackson, twenty-seven were filed
by members of the half-blood community in southern Alabama, yet only thirty were
processed us CIt December 20, 1826 showing an April 12, 1820 date of certificate. The
remaining ninel were processed at varying times, up to 1828. The 30 land claims which
were procE~ssed, ot which 25 were those of relations and ancestors of the Poarch Band
of Creeks, appear in volume 14 of the Public Lands documents in the American State
Papers, and lists Tate, Brashier, Stiggins, Earle, Fisher, Sizemore, Fletcher, Bailey,
Hinson, Durant, Smith, McGirt, Weatherford, Ehlert, Hale, Randon, and Cornells-Dyer
and HoUini:er were processed at later dates.
The year 1829 marks the death of David Tate, one of the wealthier of the early
ancestors. Hi.s will, dated November 17, is not of great descriptive importance other
than show lng the extent of his holdings, but it is significant that Tate chose as his
beneficiaries .John Weatherford. Captain and Mrs. Shomo, David Moniac, ~r. Hollinger,
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-21Elisha Tanin, and Lynn McGhee. This will establishes a pattern in the community
which lasts to the present day--that of making bequests to members of the half-blood
community ll( ~;reeks. It is similar to the pattern of testifying for each other to various
authorities for claims, judgment awards, etc. This practice of bequests within the
Creek community is more than indicative of communal cohesion, however; it had the
practical r~lmif'ications of retaining both property and chattels within the community to
be passed from generation to generation, providing a continuity.
On May 2~1, 1830 Congress passed "An act to relinquish the reversionary interest of
the United States' in certain Indian reservations in the State of Alabama. 1t The Creeks
George Stiggins and Arthur Sizemore were granted title to their reserves under the
Treaty of Ft. Jackson as well as six Cherokee claimants under an 1817 treaty. There
was a pro'1liso in this act, however, which required that these people n • • • with their
respective families, shall remove to their respective tribes west of the Mississippi River,
not included within any State or Territory •••It (6 Stat. 441) Stiggins, at least, never
left Alabana. The year 1830 is also the one in which the U.s. Decennial Census was
taken, and thE! schedules for Baldwin County, whose boundary lines were changed since
the previoJs ,~ensus, show fifteen surnames common to the ancestors of the Poarch
community. These ancestors, moreover, were enumerated in clusters, which indicates
a commun.t:.l identity. Those for Monroe County show somewhat fewer, though it is
clear that for whatever reason not everyone in the Creek community was enumerated.
In Februar:, of' 1831, foreshadowing the ominous event of the following year, a delegation
of Upper Cre4:!ks consisting of Tukabachee Hadjo, Octe Archee Emathla, and Paddy and
Thomas C~lrr went to WaShington to speak with Secretary of War Eaton. They stated
that they did not want to leave Alabamaj that they did not want to remove to Indian
Territory. Andrew Jackson had taken office as President in 1830, and one of the
policies of his platform was to remove all Indians in eastern settlement areas west of
the Missis5ippi River. Pressure was mounting for legislation to require this, and the
Creeks alc.ng with the other so-called "Five Civilized Tribes" were worried. Concurrent
with the Hnxiety about removal among the Creeks in northeast Alabama was a flurry
of activit:r among those of the Creek and half-blood community in the Tensaw region
to acquirE! la.nd, perhaps as a result of the tension brought about by the threat of
removal. Edward Steadham, for example, an Indian country man who had been born
and raised in the area, had survived the Ft. Mims massacre, and had married Nancy Earle
(a half-blood daughter of James Earle and Elizabeth Tarvin), made ten land acquisitions
beginning in 1831 and extending through 1843. These were all acquired in Baldwin
County and the transactions made at the land office at St. Stephens. (Baldwin County
Deed Rec:>rd Book E) Still on the trail of their reserves, Lynn McGhee and Semoice
each mad,! sworn affidavits in October and November of 1831 to Justice of the Peace
John Peehles of Monroe County, reaffirming what had befallen them during the Creek
War and what had happened since to prevent their possession of the land they claimed.
More d~,ositions, it seems, were required of the half-blood Creek claimants -who
unsuccessfully sought reserves under the Treaty of Ft. Jackson. On January 8 of 1832,
Lynn McGhee and Semoice again gave sworn affidavits in the form of memorials to
Congress to facilitate receipt of their land reserves. The content of the affidavits is
essentiall), the same as the former ones, i.e., that they had been loyal to the United
States, hid cultivated land on the Alabama River near Tensaw both prior to and after
the Creek War, had been forcibly driven off their lands by whites, and the lands
subsequently sold by the Uni ted States. Two more memorials were considered by Congress
at the same time-those of Susan Marlow, daughter of James Marlow killed at Ft. Mims,
and Samuel Smith, whose original claim was recorded as rejected in David B. Mitchell's
notebook. Smith claimed in his memorial that his 1819 claim was "overlooked by David B.
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Mitchell" and that "improper testimony and interference had been used against your
memorialist. n
The last alld roost devastating of the Creek land cessions occurred on March 24, 1832.
This treaty, sit~ed in Washington, D.C., ceded to the United States all Creek lands east
of the Mis~:issippi River, except individual sections. According to the provisions of the
Treaty, 90 principal chiefs were to have a section of land each, and every head of family
a half section.. At the end of five years, each Creek Indian would be given a deed to
his land if he hadn't sold it. Twenty sections of land were to be selected and set aside
for orphan4!d (!hildren, and a census to be taken on location was mandated by the treaty
as well.
Work on the Creek census began in late 1832. The work was divided in two, with
Benjamin Parsons counting family heads in the Upper Creek towns, and Thomas Abbott
counting in th~~ Lower Creek towns. In May of 1833 the completed census was published.
Parsons' count showed a total of 14,142 members of the Upper towns in the Creel<
nation, with an additional 445 black slaves. Among this number were approximately 30
members of the half-blood Creek community in the Tensaw region, who apparently
returned tj) the various towns to which they felt linked and, presumably for purposes
of obtaining a half section of land from the government, had themselves placed on the
Creek cem:us. The placement of these southwestern Alabama half-blood Creeks on the
census, notwithstanding the fact that they were motivated by acquiring land, was
nonethele~; lE~gitimate, with none of the town Chiefs or other residents objecting.
Among tho;e who returned to the towns of their parents, their siblings, or their spouses
were McGillivrays, CornelIs, Tarvins, Walkers, Elliots, Hales, Weatherfords, Stiggins',
Moniacs, McGirths, Sizemores, and Durants. The fact of their being included in the
Creek sem,lIs also shows a strong identification with Creek-an identification which was
passed to 1:heir immediate progeny and continued throughout the nineteenth century and
into the twentieth century to the present. Others, like the McGhees, Tates, and
Hollingers are! conspicuous by their absence, but this may be explained by a letter
written SEptember 17, 1834 by five Creek Chiefs to the Secretary of War, claiming
that many wel~e not counted in the census due to their being out hunting or their being
absent for other reasons. (Creek Chiefs, 1817)
In the meantime, there was trouble in Creek country.

It did not go unnoticed by greedy

whites th8 t potential profit was to be had in land speculations with thousands of nonHtera te Cl'eek Indians gaining ti tle to sections and half sections of prime Alabama farm
land. Throughout the entire period from 1832 to 1837, an endless repertoire of frauds
and tricks w€!re used by whites and certain of their Creek conspiritors to steal land
from the [ndians. Indeed, whole companies were formed whose primary function was
to defraud the Creeks and take their land. The whole, pathetic history of these
speculatiollS i:s told in two works by Mary E. Young: Redskins, Ruffleshirts and Rednecks:
Indian Allotments in Alabama and MisSiSSi~pi and "The Creek Frauds: A Study in
Consciencj~ and Corruptionl1 in the Journal 0 American History. Favorite methods .were
inducing a state of profound intoxication and, for the promise of more whiskey or goods,
having thE! Indian landowner place his X mark on a bill of sale in front of "witnesses"j
another was extending credit for goods at exorbitant prices for unrealistic interest
rates so that the unsuspecting Indian, unfamiliar with commercial procedures of white
culture, would overextend and usually end up ow ing not only his land but all the rest of
his propel'ty as well. Other, less sophisticated whites took another approach to the
Indian lands--they simply moved in and took over without any regard for the Creek
owner's f.tle ..
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-24On July 2 or HI36 Congress passed "An Act for the relief of Susan Marlow," who, being
the "only sllrviving child of James Marlow, a Creek Indian, who lost his life at the
destruction of Fort Mims," was entitled to a "reservation allowed to the friendly Creek
Indians." (6 Stat. 678) The same day, Congress passed "An Act for the relief of
Samuel Smith, - Lynn McGhee, and Semoice, friendly Creek Indians." The language in
the bill is :;ignificant, for it allowed that they were "entitled, under the treaty wi1h
the Creek nation of Indians ••• to reservations of six hundred and forty acres of land
each ••• te, be held by them on the same terms and conditions as the reservations given
by said treBly." (6 Stat. 677) This bill makes no mention of the act passed March 3,
1817 which, upon the demise of the grantee, gave title in fee simple to his heirs. This
1836 act tten, makes reference only to the Ft. Jackson Treaty, which provided for
rights of OC'!Upl~ncy to the descendants of the grantee as long as they shall not voluntarily
It was this oversight in the legislation which allowed the
abandon th,~ reserve.
descendants of Lynn McGhee to occupy the land as a reserve, without title, until 1924.
Sometime in 18:16, Baldwin County Deed Record Book E shows that David Moniac, father
of David A:.examder Moniac, sold the northeast subdivision of fractional section 19 in
T4, R3 E (130 acres) to Margaret Tate. Similarly, Elizabeth Steadham bought the
northeast q'larter of section 8, T3, R3 E in Baldwin County.
Early in January of 1837, after spending the summer and fall looking for land reserves,
the four gr,intl~es again asked Congress for relief. The problem was that all the good
land along the Alabama River in the Tensaw region had long since been bought, and
little or no land of value was available as an entire section. The relief, therefore, was
to be allowE!d to choose land in parcels-legal subdivisions-which cumulatively amounted
to 640 acrl!s. On January 12, Mr. Linn of the Committee on Private Land Claims
reported on "Samuel Smith and Others," stating the essence of the problem, and suggested
a bill be enacted to rectify the situation. Congress then passed such a bill on March 2
of that year, titled "An Act to amend an act approved the second of July, 1836, for
the relief of Samuel Smith, Linn McGhee, and Semoice, Creek Indians; and, also, an
act passed the second July, 1836, for the relief of Susan Marlow." It was under this
final amenc ment that Smith, McGhee, Semoice, and Marlow first chose lands in and
around what is today the community of Poarch.
Finally, in 1837 the first of what were to be several legal disputes over title to land
granted to ':he friendly Creeks arose. Peter Randon had leased his land for 20 years to
non-Indians, and on May 23, B. F. Butler issued U.S. Solicitor's Opinion #78 in which
he held thai RliLndon's lease of this land and his subsequent move to Louisiana constituted
abandonment under the Ft. Jackson Treaty and that the United States should resume
ti tle to sell the land.
AFTER REMOVAL

As the decades of the 1820's and 1830's were ones of geographic shifting and uncertainty
for the anc,~stors of the Poarch Band of Creeks, the decades of 1840's and 1850's-up to
the Civil War--were ones of relative prosperity and growth. The constitution of the
community changed as well. due to the dying out of several older family surnames i.ike
Hale. Tate. Mc:Girth, Cornells. etc •• and the adding of new ones through marriage, like
Adams, Git,son, Lomax, Deas, etc. History records the activities of the immediate
ancestors 01' the Poarch Band of Creeks during this period mainly in wills, deeds, special
acts. and land transfers.
In 1839 Jam es Steadham used certificate #7985 and certificate #7986 at the St. Stephens
land office to obtain 39 acres and 38 acres, respectively, in Baldwin County. The day
and exact location were not recorded. In the following year. the 1840 census showed,
for Baldwin County. Poarch ancestors among whom were Lynn McGhee and the families
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The follow:.ng year, another historical irony occurs in the story of the Poarch Band of
Creeks. It will be remembered that in November of 1831 Semoice made a damaging
deposition against John Gayle, naming him specifically as the one who, through threats
of violenc4~ and intimidation, forced him off his land. Some thirty years later, on
January 16, 11~49, Representative John Gayle of Alabama reported on H.R. 719 (30th
Congress, :!nd Session) and recommended that the children of Semoice be given patents.
in fee sim~,le to the land their father had chosen under the special act of 1836. The
actual bill 'was not introduced until 1852. but it had Gayle's support throughout.
The U.S. Decennial Census for 1850 lists approximately 70 persons in Baldwin County
Monroe County lists
with surnE,mes common to the present Poarch community.
approximately 30 persons with similar surnames-and, in cases, the same surname-as
"colored." This type of inconsistency indicates the variation in census enumeration of
this period, plirticularly listing as "colored" anyone who was not of white derivation.
In this ca,e the "non whites" were Indians and Indian descendants of varying blood
quantum.
Interestingly, the 1860 U.S. Decennial Census-and all subsequent U.S.
Censuses-lists many of the ~ persons of the Poarch Band of Creeks as "Indian."
Just as John Gayle appears to have tried to make restitution to the heirs of Semoice
for forcing Semoice off his land after the Creek War, so the state legislature of Alabama
appears to have tried to make restitution to the principal members of the Poarch Band
of Creeks. In January of 1852, the state assembly passed an act "For the relief of
Thomas T. Tunstall and others." Alabama, like Georgia and several other eastern states,
had never recognized Indians as citizens, and those Indians who happened to be resident
of a given sttlte had no vote, no voice in representation, and could not, among other
things, give testimony in court. This act named specific members of tlie. families of
Tunstall, ~veatherford, Tarvin, Steadham, Sizemore, Powell. Moniac. and Driesbach and
stated that ". • • they and their heirs are hereby declared citizens under the law,
capable of exercising all the rights, immunities and privileges of the State of Alabama
as fully a5 they would if they were not of Indian descent." Later that year, Congress
also acted on behalf of certain members of the Poarch Band of Creeks-it passed, with
with the i litial support of John Gayle, If An Act for the Relief of the Heirs of Semoice,
a friendly Creek Indian," and the three heirs were named as Hetty Deas, Vicy Foxy.
and Elizabeth Semoice. (10 Stat. 735) Congress also enacted legislation for the relief
of the heirs of Josiah Fletcher, namely his sister Priscilla Blackwell and his widow, for
whom they appropriated $2,000.
In the January term of 1852, the case of William Weatherford vs. Weatherford. Howell,
et.al. was henrd in the Alabama Supreme Court. The case was first tried in the lower
Chancery Court of Mobile, and the fight involved the half brothers and half sisters of
William Weatherford. Jr. William Jr. was the first son of William Weatherford, Sr.,
the renown Creek half-blood leader who died in 1824 and his first wife, Superlamy.
The marrillge did not last, and William Sr. them married Marry Stiggins, with whom he
had four c~hildren. The estate of William Sr. was contested between William Jr .. and
his half bl~others and half sisters. The court found for the children of Mary Stiggins.
Of major Significance in this court case is the interesting testimony given by the
witnesses, Wllich describes a significant part of the history of the Poarch Creek
communit~. Though taken in depositions between 1847 and 1851, the testimony in the
case referred generally to the period from the Creek War of 1813-14, through the time
of William WI~atherford, Sr.'s death in 1824, to the marriage of Levitia Weatherford to
William F. Howell in 1842. Witnesses in the case included Lachlan Durant, William
Hollinger, Ma.ry Sizemore. Elizabeth Moniac, and William and Levitia Sizemore, among
others. Samuel Edmunds, a non-Indian resident familiar with the half-blood community,
testified 1.0 the fact that there were "but three white families living in Weatherford 1 s
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-27neighborhood," and that those in the half-blood community around Tensaw were "called
half-breeds by their neighbors and was [sic] said to belong to the Creek tribe of Indians."
It was in the nHd-1850's that the gradual process of localizing to the exact area of what
Up to this point in time, the geographic
is today the Poarch community began.
distribution of Creeks and Creek descendants in the area had been broader. In October
1853, Gerald B. Hall, Executor of the estate of Lynn McGhee, formally filed with the
Land Offic'~ in Sparta to record two parcels of land for the heirs of Lynn McGhee,
the larger of which came to be known as the Head of Perdido (later corrupted to
Hedapeada) in section 28, T2, RS E. In 1854, the first of over 20 homesteads and
purchases I>'y Creeks and Creek descendants of the community were recorded in the
immediate vicinity of the McGhee lands. In that year, lands were obtained by William D.
Gibson and Al.exander Hollinger. On December 11, 1854, Sidney Lomax. whose wife
Matilda was a Creek half-blood, purchased 120 acres of land in Township 3. near the
present Poarch community.
A patent was issued for this purchase some 6 years
later-Auglst 14. 1860-from the local register's office of the General Land Office in
Elba. Alabwna.
The Alabana State legislature, in February of that year. also extended the same full
rights of citizenship granted to "Thomas T. Tunstall and others" in January of 1852 to
William WE:ntherford, James Stiggins, Elijah Paget, Charles Weatherford. and George
Sizemore. Also in this year, and again in 1856, James D. Driesbach filed final inventories
and settlemen1ts for the estates of George Stiggins, Lynn McGhee, David Tate, Dixon
Bailey, and James Earle. Beneficiaries of the Stiggins estate were Elizabeth, Irene,
Those of the Tate
Clarinda, andJ. N. Stiggins, Charles Weatherford and John Tarvin.
estate were Elizabeth and Elisha Tarvin and Josephine Driesbach. Those of the Earle
estate werl~ J~lmes, Frank, and John Earle and Edward Steadham. Those of the McGhee
estate wer ~ Richard, Jackson, Peggy, and Mary McGhee (Records of the Probate Court
of Baldwin County. Book #2).
The sale 0 f lands around the Poarch area occurred more frequently now, another factor
which caused change within the community. Many land purchases, however, were made
within the social parameters of the community: Elizabeth Tarvin, for example, sold a
tract of 18.nd in 1855 on the east side of the Alabama River to John P. Weatherford.
The acrea€;e was not shown in Baldwin County Deed Record Book G, but the price was
$3,095. Reverberations from the Treaty of Ft. Jackson were still being felt in 1855,
due to clouded titles. House Report It 103 of the 33rd Congress, 2nd session, outlines
the case or James M. Lindsey" for whom an act of relief was considered. It seems that
the Creek half-bloods Samuel and David Hale, who had each received land under the
treaty. UlI!gally sold their land in 1826 to Adam Carson. The bill for his relief was
passed Au,~ust 23, 1856. By this time, however, few of the original recipients of the
reserves given under the treaty were still alive; their heirs had title to the land as
was provided under the act of March 3, 1817 (with the exception of the lands allowed
to McGhe~!. Semoice, Smith, and Marlow in 1836).
CIVIL WAR AND RECONSTRUCTION

The year lS60, marking the beginning of a new decade, was a very significant one for
the Poarcll Band of Creeks in several ways. The two previous decades had seen growth
in the community. the acquisition of land and goods, the localizing of many related
families into a smaller environment, the restoration of ci tizenship rights in Alabama,
and relati ,ely good prosperity. The events of the impending decade, however, were to
change a1:. this.
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This first Event of major importance to the community was the U.S. Decennial Census
of 1860. The census enumerator for Baldwin County, E. E. Carpenter, was apparently
instructed 1.0 ~ount the Indians in his district, so, for the first time on a U.S. Census,
the membel"S of the Poarch Band of Creeks are listed as "Indian" under the Color
column. A total of 84 individuals in Baldwin County are so listed, and all of them
have surna nes common to the Poarch community. Moreover, this sets a historical
precedent (If sorts, since subsequent U.S. Decennial Censuses generally list either the
same indivijual~ or their offsprings as "Indian" as well.
The second important occurrence of 1860 was insignificant by normal standards, but
highly signi ficiint in the history of the Poarch Band of Creeks. On May 7 that year
the CommiHsioner's Court for Baldwin County began keeping a detailed record of its
proceedings. and much valuable information regarding the community and its prominent
members is found in it. During the May term, 1860, for example, the following entry
is found: "Dist. 2, from dOUble branches to Turkey Creek including the Bridge over
the same. It is ordered that Francis Earle be appointed overseer." An entry for
June 18 stites: "It is ordered by the Court that Turner Starke, James D. Driesbach,
and David A. Moniac be appointed to act with the Commissioners appointed by the
Commissioner's Court of Monroe County, to let and contract for repairing or rebuilding
over Little River."
The third and ultimately most relevant event affecting the lives of the Poarch Band
of Creeks in 1860 occurred several hundred miles away. On December 20 of that year,
the state of South Carolina seceded from the Union-the first to do s<r-starting a series
of events ~/hic!h would radically alter the face of the South. The following month, in
January of 1861, Alabama seceded from the Union and in February the Provisional
Governmen t of the Confederate States of America was established. The convention
was held ill Montgomery, making Alabama the center of Confederate activity. Finally,
on April U of 1861, Confederate forces bombarded the Union garrison of Fort Sumter
in the harbor of Charleston, South Carolina, thus beginning the long and bloody War
between the States in whose battles members of the Poarch Band of Creeks also fought.
The effects of the War were not felt immediately in the Poarch community, however.
Until the following year, it was still "business as usual," and the Record of the
Commissioner's Court is filled with mundane matters essentially unconnected to the
War. In February of 1861, D. A. Moniac was appointed auctioneer for Baldwin County,
and in JulV of that year for the general elections which were to be held in August,
the Commissioner's Court appointed as "Inspectors of the general election" Wm. S.
Avery, AlE~x McGhee Weatherford, and G. C. Cruit for Precinct No 2, Jack Springs.
Jack Sprin~s, it should be added, was only four miles from the Lynn McGhee reserve
at head of PE!rdido, and was a commonly used campsite by both Indians and whites in
the early nineteenth century. Local legend has it that Andrew Jackson camped there.
It was a way station on the old Mobile to Montgomery route, part of the old Federal
road. During the mid- and later nineteenth century, Jack Springs was used by voting
and cenSU!i officials as a precinct or "beat" for many years, and thus serves as a
convenient research device owing to its proximity to the center of Poarch Creek activity.
At one point during the 1870's, Jack Springs grew into a little community, with its own
post offic~~t schools and the Mars Hill Baptist Church, but eventually it died out.
By July 0: 1861 the War was well under way, and the Creek Nation West, in Indian
Territory, had made a treaty of alliance with the Confederate States. The remaining
Creeks in the east also joined in on the side of the Confed~racy, as records suggest that
at least eighteen men from the Poarch Creek community enlisted in the Confederate
forces.
I::ornpiled from various sources, this composite list includes David Moniac,
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-29J. R. Moniae, Mike Maniac, George Moniac, W. W. Adams, Richard Rolin, Lynn McGhee
(Jr.), Carmen McGhee, William Colbert, William Hollinger, Alex Hollinger, Martin Gibson,
John Hinsoll, Charles Bryers, A. J. Davis, and J. V. Steadham.
As the War dragged on, the economy of the South began to suffer under the strain,
and state and municipal coffers were eventually drained of their assets. In February
of 1862, tht! Rl~cord of the Commissioner's Court for Baldwin County shows the creation
of a "Fund ror the aid of Indigent Families of Volunteers," with $75 being disbursed for
the wife arid two children of David Moniac and $30 for the sister of William and Alex
Hollinger. ThE! following November, a greater number is added to the list: the wife
and five ch Jdr1en of Richard Rolin received $400, the wife and three children of William
Colbert receivled $300, the child of Adam Hollinger received $150, the two sisters and
one brothel~ of Carmon McGhee received $250, the wife and child of Mike Moniac
received $225, the wife and two children of David Moniac received $225, and the sister
of William and Alex Hollinger received $150. This list recurs five more times in the
Record of:he Commissioner'S Court on December 22, 1862, January 3, 1863, March 9,
1863, and June 22, 1863. The final list, which appears on October 22, 1863 has a
disbursemerlt: of $6.69 for the wife of Martin Gibson and $17.86 for the parents and
four broth~!rs and sisters of William Gibson. Two facts are strongly indicative of
conditions in the South at this time: first, the radical decline in disbursements to
indigent families is obvious, to the point where pennies are counted and, second, every
able-bodied man was needed to fight, even those with whole families dependent on them.
William Gibson, for example, remained in the community during the first years of the
War due to the number of his dependents, and became one of the responsible people in
the localit:r. On May 5, 1862 he was appointed, along with James D. Driesbach and
J. B. Smith, a8 a Road Overseer for his district. On September 10 of 1863, apparently
a month before he decided to enlist, he was appointed by the Commissioner's Court to
oversee th ~ building of a bridge over Pine Long Creek. The exigencies of the War
finally caught up with Gibson, however, and he left his family to fight, among the last
of the Poarch Creeks to do so.
It appears th8,t there was not a complete consensus among the Poarch Band of Creeks

at the tim 9 about the legitimacy of the Southern cause. Data published in The War
of Rebelli.)n: A Compilation of the Official Records of the Union and Confederate
Armies indicate that one of the Poarch Creek members, Adam Hollinger. served in the
Union Army-the First Florida Cavalry. He is first mentioned in a November lB. 1B64
letter fron Colonel A. B. Spurling to General J. Bailey; he is mentioned again in a
letter from General C. C. Andrews to General E. R. S. Canby of February 14, 1865.
where Andrews states that "Sergeant Hollinger appears in the record, in which he
describes in detail his reconnaissance of and familiarity with the area in which he was
raised."
April 9, H65 General Robert E. Lee surrendered to Ulysses S. Grant at the Appomattox
in central Virginia, thus ending the War. Confederate soldiers were mustered
the Muster Roll of Company "C," 15th Regiment of the Confederate Cavalry,
approxima':ely 12 men can be identified as relations and ancestors of the Poarch Band
of Creeks. All over the South, and the North as well, veterans were returning home.
The poverty, despair, destruction, and malaise which the Confederate veterans found
when the~ returned home was something altogether different than what they had left
when the) went off to enlist.

Courthous4~
out, and 011
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The entire :,ou1th was a depressed area, and it was more than a decade until conditions
improved substantively. The Poarch community was thus a depressed area within a
depressed are~" and the simple preoccupation of survival just after the war resulted in
three majol' d4~velopments affecting the history of the Poarch Creeks. First, local
records were not kept as meticulously as they had been before the War, the result 'of
which is a partial hiatus of documentary evidence for the community's history during
this period. Second, the relevance and/or significance of their Indian heritage were
paled by the enormity of the events during and after the War, for during the last part
of the nine teenth century their "Indian ness" was not often mentioned in those records
which werE~ k'ept.
Third, the difficulties of survival after the War renewed and
strengthene·j the community or tribal cohesion of the Poarch Creeks, and so they
survived in qui.etude amongst themselves in a near sUbsistence mode for the following
five years, trying to rebuild and regain a normalcy to their existence. The following
quote provides a graphic and succinct description of the conditions which the returning
Poarch Crede veterans faced, and one extremely pertinent to the historical documentation
of their ca:;e:
Accomptmying the end of the war there was a breakdown of state and
local government, widespread disorder and theft, starvation and destitution,
and military government that was inadequate to the systematic maintenance
of Is wand order. The "freedmen," as the former slaves were called,
roam~d about, living off the country, and many of both white and black
race~ were confronted with the danger of starvation.
For a time the
resolJ rces of the people had to be devoted primarily to the problem of
stayhg alive. Of the Confederate soldiers who straggled home after the
war Ii la.rge part came back too late to engage in the planting of a new
crop, and many suffered from wounds and debiltated health. Their homes
and 'arms were generally in a dilapidated condition and their livestock
was l.argely gone. The destruction of war had hit .•• a devastating blow.
The labor system which had produced most of the surplus for export had
been destroyed. Liquid capital had been destroyed. Buildings and fields
had been neglected. Then, in the aftermath, Alabama and Mississippi
planters who had held their cotton in the hope of marketing it at favorable
prices after the war to provide a basis for rehabilitating their farms were
confronted with a heavy federal tax on cotton and with a swarm of cotton
thieves, treasury agents, unscrupulous merchants, and others who took
advallta~~e of the breakdown of law.
(Doster & Weaver, 1981: 110)
In order to "take stock" of who returned and who was left, the State of Alabama
conducted a c·ensus in 1866, presumably under the aegis of the military government
which occupied the southern states immediately after the War. Just over 50 members
of the Poal'ch Band of Creeks were listed in the returns for Baldwin County, though
they were listed on the rolls as "Colored." Their color was of Indian derivation,
however, and not of Negro derivation. The enumerators only had a choice of two-white
and colored--s() the Indians, with their darker complexions, were place on the colored
census. In 1868, Escambia County was created from areas of Baldwin and Conecuh
counties, and the county seat was placed at Pollard. Jack Springs, the McGhee reserve,
and the maj:>rity of the Creek Indian land owners were now situated in extreme northwest
Escambia Coun.ty.
In 1869 the commissioners. of the new county began the process of keeping minutes of
their proceedings, and while no "Indians" are ever mentioned in the Minutes of the
Commissioner's Court of Escambia County, certain promil)ent individuals and community
leaders are memtioned. An entry for August 9 shows that Sidney Lomax and John V.
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-31Steadham al'e listed as "reviewers" of county roads in their area. An entry for March 14,
1870 gives an order of the Court: "Ordered further that Gilbert Cruit, Steven Lomax
and Bart Gibson be appointed apportioners for Jack Springs precinct." Later that year,
results from tltle 1870 U.S. Decennial Census for the Jack Springs Beat in Escambia
County show 71~ Poarch Creek surnames on the returns, of which 39 are listed as Indian,
13 as mulatto, and 26 as white. Again, the variation in racial designations is reflective
of the variitio.n in personal judgments of the census enumerators.
It was at iJlis time that the little community of Jack Springs, where a concentration

of Poarch Creeks' lived, began to grow and to take on the characteristics of a small
town. In 1869 the Mars Hill Baptist church was begun in Jack Springs, and throughout
the years-untill 1914-the church had not only a part Indian congregation, but Poarch
Creeks were involved in the administration of the church as officers. John V. Steadham,
in fact, donate!d the land on which the church stood. The Mars Hill Baptist church was
a member of the Bethel Baptist Association, in whose records its pastors and elders
appear. F~om 1869 to 1874, the pastor was A. J. Lambert. In 1875 John D. Beck
succeeded Lambert, and carried out his ministry there for two years. Beck was to play
an importa1t ['ole in the history of the Poarch Creeks, and was involved with their
welfare frclrn 1875 to at least 1907, and perhaps longer. There were non-Indians, such
as John Fi~klin, who were active in the Mars Hill church at an early date. In later
years, sucb Creek descendants as J. V. Steadham, W. T. Gibson, and D. Bryars were
active part icipants in the adm inistration of the church.
In addi tion to the church at Jack Springs, several schools were started by the state.
In 1870, a year after the establishment of the church, there was a Colored school
(Dist. 22, R.. 11) taught by Robert Moore with 22 students, a White school (Dist. 23,
R. 6) taught by Mrs. Elisha Tarvin with 40 students, and another White school (Dist. 22,
R. 6) taught by James Hansel with 18 students. Student rolls are not available for
these schools, but it may be presumed that the Poarch Creek children who went to
school attended the white schools, since Mrs. Tarvin, herself a Poarch Creek, taught
the District 23 school for Whites. At least one historian corroborated the fact that
there was a group of Indians in the area. W. Brewer, in his history of Alabama published
in 1872, p~ovi.des a tantalizing piece of evidence but with no elaboration. He simply
states that "Forty-three of the 98 Indians in the State live in Escambia." (Brewer,
1872: 246)

Notwithsts nding the establishment of governmental, religious, and educational entities
during the reconstruction era, economic and social conditions in the South were not
improving greatly, and in the Escambia County area, specifically, things did not improve
markedly until the pine lumber and turpentine industries regained momentum in the mid
1880's. Land was still the indicator of wealth, but greatly increased taxes worked to
the detriment of large land owners. The renown historian of Alabama, Albert B. Moore,
describes this; period of despair.
In 1.873 the people of Alabama were groping in Stygian darkness •.. They
were in the fathomless depths of bankruptcy; the State debt alone having
advanc:ed from about $7,000,000 in 1867 to $32,000,000. Crops had generally
been poor since the surrender, and taxes were too heavy to be borne.
Plan.tations were rented for their taxes, or parts of them were sold to
pa~ the taxes on the rest. Thousands of farmers were unable to pay their
taxes and their farms were sold by the State at public outcry. One copy
of the Southern Republican in 1871 carried 21l columns of advertisements
of Land sales in the four counties of Marengo, Greene, Perry, and Choctaw.
One issue of the Tuscaloosa Independent Monitor advertised 2,548 lots of
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Public buildings everywhere were placarded with notices of land sales.
Thousands of farms that were not sold for taxes were sold under mortgage.
Mortgage sales of farms and household goods were common in all of the
counties. Since the surrender children had grown into young manhood or
womanhood unable to read or write. As a crowning stroke of adversity,
the pani.c of 1873 swept across the State, the rivers flooded large areas
of crops, and several towns were scourged by yellow fever.
(Moore, 19~4: 500)
With little money to purchase land, members of the Poarch Band of Creeks. who were
in the sam e situation as the rest of Alabama. were forced to homestead available
properties m the Jack Springs vicinity. In July of 1873. Richard McGhee filed for a
homestead in Township 3 neal' the Poarch community. McGhee's application was filed
at the land office in '\1obile. and had no witnesses. but it was the first homestead
application among the Poarch Creeks since the War.
The years :,874 and 1875 were ones of some historical significance for the Poarch Band
of Creeks. for at this point they may be distinctly and specifically referred to as the
Poarch Ban d Clf Creeks. Early in 1874. the famed Lyman Draper of Wisconsin. an avid
chronicler of American pioneer history. contacted John D. Driesbach of the Creek
community asking for a copy of Woo<iward's Reminiscences and any additional data that
was availahle. This began a series of correspondence between Draper and Driesbach
which resulted in Driesbach's pro<iuction of a 31-page manuscript on the history and
particularl~ the genealogy of the early half-bloO<i Creek community and the intricate
intermarriage between all the Weatherfords, Tates, Moniacs, Hollingers. Tarvins,
McGhees. et.al. The manuscript does not shed much light on the status of the Creek
community at the time of its writing. but dwells on events primarily up to and through
the Creek Wall' of 1813-14.
At approximately the same time. Draper instigated a
correspondlmce with Joseph Stiggins, the son of George Stiggins. Stiggins wrote Draper
first in Jaluary of 1874, but the letter was apparently lost. In February of 1875,
Stiggins again wrote Draper. and enclosed with his letter a poem by his daughter, an
eight-page biographical note about his father George, and the complete eighty-page
manuscript of George Stiggins which was written between the years 1831 and 1844.
Again, non'~ of these documents addressed the condition of the Poarch Creeks of 1875,
but they appenr Cor the first time in that era as detailed histories of the early ancestors
oC the Poarch Creeks and events which placed them where they were at that time.
A single elltry' in the November 30, 1875 number of the Alabama Baptist proved to be
a significant one for the Creek community around Poarch. [t was. in fact. an obituary
written by th4! new pastor of the Mars Hill Baptist church, John D. Beck. about Peggy
McGhee-Lynn McGhee's daughter. It is also the first recorded mention of "Head of
Perdido, n one of the hamlets into which the Poarch Band of Creeks grouped in the
later nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Beck wrote:
Peglty McGhee departed this life on the morning of November the 4th.
She was in the 73rd year of her age, and had the testimony of many
brethern and friends that she. walked according to her Christian profession.
She was baptised by either Brother A. J. Lambert of James Boyles in his
early ministry, and has been faithful to her profession, as many tears
testified; they wept not as those who had no hope, but as those who had
lost one of infinite value from their midst.
She was interred at her
homest4ead, Head of Pedido [sic]. a donation to -her family in the Red
Jac<et Treaty.
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-33This last st.lternent is, of course, a reference to the reserve of Lynn McGhee which
he obtained under the Treaty of Ft. Jackson. "Red Jacket Treaty" is one which recurs
in Poarch Cre~k history, and its derivation is unclear. One possibility is that it might
have gotten confused with the renown Seneca chief Red Jacket (1756-1830), but it is
more likely that it was a corruption of "Red Stick" and "Fort Jackson."
THE END OF THE 19th CENTURY

The historical record for the remainder of the 1870's and the early part of the 1880's
consists primal'ily of land acquisitions, domestic events, censuses, and occurences in
local affair'). In June of 1876, William Adams, who appears as Indian on the 1880 U.S.
Decennial Census, filed for a homestead in Township 2, near the Poarch community.
Adams' app:.ication, like Richard McGhee's, who filed with Adams, had no witnesses and
was filed 8 t the land office in Mobile. The same year, David A. Moniac obtained a
160-acre homestead in the west half of section 32, Township 4 in Baldwin County
(Baldwin County Deed Record Book M). In 1877 J. D. Driesbach, who had sent a
historical manuscript to Lyman Draper only three years previous, was solicited by a
local history professor to submit a similar paper to him in preparation for a book on
Alabama hi:;tory. Driesbach revised his earlier manuscript and submitted it on June 28.
It was eve fltually published, along with an addendum written in 1883, in the January
1884 issue ::If t:he Alabama Historical Reporter. The later paper was significant because
it contained the following sentence: I1Being daily surrounded by the descendants of
some of the prominent characters of these traditions, I feel somewhat embarrassed in
expressing myself in language that will relieve me of the charge of egotistical laudation
of the progina1tors of my own household. 11 Driesbach thus establishes a clear link between
the Creek community of the Tensaw/Little River area in the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries and that of 1877.
Just eleve.1 years after Escambia County's inception, the courthouse burned down in
1879, in the (!ounty seat of Pollard. It is estimated that 90% of the records to that
date were lost in the fire, and the Significance of that loss for the history of the
Poarch Band of Creeks can never be known. Four years later, in 1883, the county seat
was moved from Pollard to the town of Brewton. While Brewton and Williams Station
(later Atmore) were growing during this period with influxes of new people attracted
by the expanding pine lumber and turpentine industry, the village of Jack Springs reached
its peak. [n September of 1879 Jack Springs got its first U.S. Post Office, and in 1880
it first awears on Alabama maps. The Post Office, however, only stayed open for
three mon:hs under the management of Luck Wainright; it was officially discontinued
on Decem her 10.
In June of 1880 William D. Gibson filed application for homestead in Township 2, near
the Poarch community, at the land office at Wilson, Alabama. He had as witnesses John
v. Steadhum, William W. Adams, and Robert F. Cruit. He claimed on the application
that he h,ld lived on the land since 1877. The year 1880 was also the one in which
another U.S. Decennial Census was taken, and that census shows only 22 person5 as
Indian on the schedule for Escambia County, Jack Springs beat. Most of the others
with surnnmes common to the Poarch Creek community appear as "mullatto," but of
these many ()f the same people appear as Indian on both the 1870 and 1900 U. S.
Decennial Census. For Monroe County, 73 persons appear as Indian, in start contrast
to the ot.servations of the Escambia County enumerator, for many of the people in
these twc cClunties are related and share the same surnames.
June 1,[881 shows an entry in the marriage records of Escambia County for the
marriage of Henry Colbert and Annie Taylor: due to the loss of these records during
the 1870's this is the earliest of an eventual 73 marriages of Indian members of the
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-34Poarch community recorded to the present (1981>. There may have been such records
during the 1870's, but due to their loss in 1879 this cannot be determined. Two years
later, Bald'Arin County Deed Record Book M shows that David A. Moniac obtained another
160-acre homel:ltead tract next to his first one obtained in 1876 at section 32, Township 4.
William M. Deas, the son of Hetty Semoice Deas and William Deas, wrote to the
Department of the Interior on June 9, 1883 requesting information about legal claims
to the land grl!lnted to the heirs of Semoice under the relief act of 1852. His letter
was answered by H. Price of the General Land Office. Price, whose letter to Deas at
Mt. Pleasant, Alabama was dated June 18, outlines the history of the Creek land claims
relating to the case of Semoice, Smith, Marlow and McGhee, and states that approximately
280 acres or the claim are still vacant "and subject to the claim of the heirs of Semoice,
whenever application is made therefor."
A year latm', in 1884, a U.S. Post Office opened at Steadham, Alabama, only a few
miles from .racl< Springs. The first postmaster there was Robert F. Cruit who, though not
a member t)[ the Poarch Band of Creeks, is nonetheless familiar with the Indians of
the community .
By 1885 th4~ e,~onomy and the lifestyle of the citizens of Alabama, and of the Poarch
Band of Crl!eks, had stabilized somewhat. Twenty years had elapsed since the surrender,
and a new ~eneration in addition to new settlers to the region both served to prolong
the eclipse of Indian identity which the Poarch Creeks suffered as a result of the War.
The partial loss of Indian identity during this period, however, was relative only to
county and state authorities and new settlers; their own Creek heritage was never lost
among the members of the Poarch Band of Creeks or their close neighbors. Their
kinsmen-and in cases their immediate relatives-of the Creek Nation West in Indian
Territory were also stabilizing socially and politically. Having sided with the Confederacy
during the Wair, their losses were high due both to the War and the new treaty they
signed with Washington, but under a new constitution and new, capable leadership, the
Creek Nati.>n West was gaining strength. It was during this period that applications
for citizenship in the Creek Nation began arriving from Creeks residing in Alabama and
other southern states, and sworn testimony given in behalf of applicants who appeared
before the Citizenship Commission of the Creek Nation provides much useful historical
information fOl' this Deriod and establishes a connection between the Creeks of Indian
Territory (Oklnhoma) and the Creeks of Southwestern Alabama of the 1880's.
The applics t.ion for Creek citizenship of S. S. Strickland is one such case. In October
of 1885, the Commission heard testimony on Strickland's behalf from Monday Durant, a
grandson of Lachlan Durant. and he described daily life and his neighbors around Baldwin
County neal" Tensaw during the mid-1880's. He named as Creek Indians Sam and David
Hale. Sam :;mi1th, the Sizemores, Weatherfords, Moniacs, and Fishers. Homer Cornells,
related to Ale:(andel" and David CornelIs. also testified for StriCkland. He stated that
David Hale and Sam Smith were once partners in a store in Baldwin County, and similarly
connects Stricldand with the community of Alabama Creeks. In an action which would
affect all ruture applications for Creek citizenship, the Muscogee Nation I. T. passed
an Act of the Council on October 26, 1889 which debarred all those current and futUt"e
applicants due to their having been born "beyond the limits of I. T. • • • who have
continuousl( resided beyond or outside of the jurisdictional limits" for more than 21
years. ThE! Durant and Tarvin families, who would apply six years later, were initially
rejected ur der this act.
The U.S. D~!cennial Census for 1890 was lost for the state-Of Alabama, destroyed by fire
in the Commerce Building in 1921, so there is no way to determine the exact demography
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-35or degree of Indian identity of the Poarch Creek community at that time by the use of
this census alone. To help fill the historical gap created by the loss of the 1890
census, thel~e are two items. The first is a letter by Charles Weatherford, Jr. of Mt.
Pleasant, Alabama to a Mr. T. H. Ball dated October 17, 1890. Weatherford writes
about the elCpl()its of his grandfather Billy Weatherford and the events of the Creek W,ar
of 1813-14. He mentions his aunt Susan Stiggins, who later married Absalom Sizemore, .
living near Mt .. Pleasant. Weatherford, who lived some miles away from Poarch at Mt.
Pleasant in Monroe County, was not considered a fully-integrated member of the Poarch
community but, like others living in Monroe and Baldwin counties, is related to many of
the central or core families and family members of the Poarch community. The second
and more significant item is that the oral history taken by Professor J. Anthony Paredes
in 1972 fre1rn 'elders in the Poarch Creek community dates back with fair reliability to
roughly 18HO. This oral history is invaluable in terms of filling the historical spaces
between the documented, recorded events pertaining to the Poarch Creeks.
From 1890 to 1893 a rash of homestead applications is filed by members of the Poarch
Creek community. In September 1890, Polly Rolin, a granddaughter of Sam Moniac,
filed for a homestead adjoining the McGhee tract in Township 3N R5 E. In her testimony
of Septemt::er 5 of that year, she stated that she had begun settlement "about the years
1850." The witnesses in her behalf were Alex McGhee, Will Colbert, and Tillman Lomax.
In July of 1891 William T. De as made homestead entry #25700 in Township 3 near the
Poarch community. In November of 1892 James Colbert filed for a homestead in
Township :J N R6E, near the Poarch community. Colbert claimed he had farmed the land
for eight years. In October of 1893, Gideon Gibson filed application for a homestead
in Townsh ,p 2N R5E, near the Poarch community. He filed at the Post Office at
Atmore (fe1rmerly Williams Station), using J. F. McGhee, Alick (Alex) McG)1ee, Frank
Gibson, and William D. Gibson as witnesses in his behalf. He claimed to have moved
onto the land--120 acres-in 1884. On November 22, 1893 Bennetty Gibson Wed an
application for homestead in TownshiD 2N R5E, near Poarch, at the land office in
Montgomery, Alabama. She used as witnesses in her behalf John F. McGhee and John W.
Presley. ~;he claimed she had lived there since 1878. On the following day-November
23-four homestead apDlications were filed, all for the same vicinity near Poarch. The
four men werle William Rolin, Alex Rolin, Sam Rolin, and John F. McGhee, and all used
each other as witnesses on their resDective applications, in addition to Sidney Lomax
who apparently accompanied them to the land office. The spatial concentration of the
Poarch Cr'~ek community had reached a high level by the end of the nineteenth century.
They very fir'st settlement area was centered around the north parcel of land which
the heirs of Lynn McGhee chose near what is today Huxford. This area was known
within the community as "Red Hill," and has since died out. The Indian families grouDed
themselve5, into four hamlets, three of which are still extant today. The hamlets are
Head of F erdido (Hedapeada), begun around 1860; Bell Creek, begun around 1877 but
vanishing iround 1940; Hog Fork, begun around 1885; and Poarch Switch, begun in the
1920's.
Concurrent with this concentration of the Poarch Creek community, a new Baptist
church was bE~gun in its midst. In the "Minutes of the 75th Session of Bethlehem Baptist
Association" is the following, dated September 25, 1891: "A letter petitioning for
admittanc'~ into the Association from the Judson church was presented by Bro. T. W.
Fickling [ric]. The church was received into the fellowship of the Association." Both
the founding of the Judson church and Ficklin's role are described in an undated pamphlet
written by Rev. Alexander T. Sims titled" A Boy Long in Heaven." In the pamphlet,
which describes the history of a bequest which Sims had received owing to a kindness
he had done for a dying boy (Ollie Long), he mentionst-he Indian community at Head
of Perdid) and indicated what is to be done with the money:
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-36In a fel" weeks I visited a churchless community on the head of Perdido
River about eight miles northwest of Atmore in Escambia county. I got
a good congregation, some of them Indians, to meet me at night under
some fille water oak trees. Bro. Dick McGhee, an Indian who had lived all
of hLs life on the very grounds where we were holding the services, kept
a good lightwood fire burning during the services so that we needed no
electric lights. At the close of my sermon I related the story of the Long
famiLy lind proposed to organize an Ollie Long Memorial Sunday School
prov lded they would all pledge themselves to attend regularly winter and
summer, making the school evergreen. By actual count 40 persons stood
pledl~ing' themselves.
Given the existence of the Mars Hill Baptist church in Jack Springs only four miles
away, with its Indian parishioners and administrative officers, it is open to question
whether H4~ad of Perdido was entirely a "churchless community" as Sims asserts.
Nonetheless, until its dissolution in 1914, the Mars Hill church operated along with the
new Judson church, and both had Poarch Creek community parishioners. The following
year, 1892, in "Statistics of the Bethlehem Baptist Association" printed in the "Minutes
of the 76th Session of the Bethlehem Baptist Association," A. T. Sims is listed as
"Pastor" of thle Judson Church in Williams Station, and J. W. Ficklin is "Clerk." The
membership is given as 28. Similarly, in the 1896 Directory of the Bethlehem Ba~tist
Association, Sims and Ficklin are shown again, except the town name had changed rom
Williams Sta.tion to Atmore. Judson Church is still in operation today with an Indian
and non-Indian cemetary next to each other, and the many grave markers of the Poarch
Creek Indians interred there from the late nineteenth century attest to continuous
existence of the community.
The year 11193 was another one of historical significance for the Poarch Band of Creeks.
In March, Susan Weatherford King applied for citizenshi~ in the Creek Nation, I. T. The
affidavit of witness was sworn by Thomas W. Ficklin of Escambia County. August 22 is
the date of a letter sent to the Secretary of the Interior by John D. Beck. The letter
states that BE~ck had been a preacher to the Creek Indians of Alabama for over 20
years, and that he was writing on behalf of his parishioners to ask if the Alabama
Creeks wOllld get any of the money from per capita distributions of settlements made
to Creeks in Oklahoma and, if so, how to go about applying. The response came from
the Office of Indian Affairs and expressed little encouragement for the successful
interventioll of the Alabama Creek descendants. In September of 1893 Marion E. Tarvin,
then living in Galveston, Texas, finished his history of the Creek Indians which, in
actuality, VIas a history of the prominent half-bloods and ancestors of the Poarch Band
of Creeks. He titled it "The Muscogee or Creek Indians from 1519 to 1893"; it was
written in response to a request of Professor W. S. Wyman of the University of Alabama,
and Tarvin acknowledges the use of the earlier manuscript of his uncle, J. D. Driesbach.
At this po i'lt , much of the history and genealogy is a repetition of previous works, but
Tarvin's ve~sion contains one important statement: "Nearly all [the Creeks] were se\tled
in the new tel'ritory with the exception of a few scattering families who remained in
Alabama. A I~oodly number of their descendants still live there." This statement of
Tarvin's is:!orl~oborated by a reference published in 1895 by Thomas Donaldson, a special
agent for 1he Bureau of Indian Affairs. Writing primarily of the Creeks in Oklahoma,
Donaldson ~,t:ated that "••• it is true that some Creek Indians are still residing in the
states of Georgia and Alabama, Ilnd others are scattered through Mississippi, Louisiana,
and Texas .•• " (Donaldson, 1895: 75)
In 1887, Congl~ess passed the General Allotment Act (24 Stat. 388) which was designed
by its authors to "civilize" Indians on reservations by allotting communally held tribal
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-37lands to individual heads of families. Section 8 of that Act excepted certain tribes in
Indian Territory, including the Creeks. Seven years later, however, Congress enacted
an approprhti~ns bill (27 Stat. 612) which, following the same civilizing program, allowed
in Section 15 that allotments could be made on Cherokee, Choctaw, Chickasaw, Seminole,
and Creek lands and established in Section 16 the Commission to the Five Civilized
Tribes. The Commission was created to negotiate with the tribes, to ascertain who was
to receive wh!lt, and to help maintain order in Indian Territory, among other things.
The allotments. brought a flood of applications for citizenship and/or enrollment into
the Creek Nation, and among them, in 1895, were those of the Durant and Tarvin families.
The Citizenship Commission of the Creek Nation heard the case of Otho Durant and five
of his relativEls on July 15, 1895. Testifying under oath in his behalf are the same
witnesses IIsed by Marion E. Tarvin and his family two days later; they were William
Fisher, Wal'd Coachman, and G. W. Tarvin. Otho Durant was the son of Jackson Durant,
who was the son of Lachlan Durant who figured prominently in the early history of the
ancestors (If' the Poarch Creeks. William Fisher testified that "[ knew Lockland Durant
the grandf'ith'~r of Otho Durant well. Lockland Durant was nearly a full blood Indian.
Lockland Curant has been in our house in Alabama and I have been in his house also."
In the cro~s examination of Ward Coachman, the following questions and answers appear
in the record: "Q: Did Jackson Durant come to this country with the Creeks from the
old country'! A: Yes, he came with the second batch and then returned to the old country
••• He C~lme and staid [sic] two or three years on the Tombigbee River."
The Commission heard the case of Marion E. Tarvin and five of his relatives on July
17. The first witness was George W. Tarvin, "first double cousin" to Marion. Ward
Coachman, who was 70 years old at the time, testified that "1 was living with my uncle
[Lachlan] [lurB.nt when the Tarvins came to his house in company with Charles Weatherford
from Littll~ River. Alex and Nicy Weatherford were also with them." William Fisher
stated thai: he~ knew Marion Tarvin, because "In Alabama we lived neighbors about 6 or
7 miles ap!lrt." In Fisher's cross examination, the following is in the record: "Q: Were
they [Tarvins] regarded Creek Indians in Alabama? A: Yes. Q: How did you know they
were Indit.ns? A: Only what the people said about them through the neighborhood."
Though taicen in 1895, this testimony proves that post-removal Creeks in southwestern
Alabama t,ad maintained both a community and Indian identity into the 1870's, which
parallels cata in the U.S. Decennial Census for 1870. Both the citizenship applications
of Durant and Tarvin were approved August 24, 1896.
A letter <Iated November 16. 1896 from the Commissioner of the General Land Office
was sent to Commissioner of Indian Affairs Browning concerning the homestead of
William T. DE!aS, whom the local land office agent refers to as "about a half-blooded
Creek Indian. 1I Deas, it seems, had left his homestead after originally filing in 1891,
and his claim to title was held in cancellation. But he returned to the land and the
cancellaU,>n was rescinded. The Commissioner of the General Land Office wanted to
know if DI~as "should make an Indian homestead under the Act of July 4, 1884 (23 Stat.
96)," and further if "the mixed blood descendants of the Creek Indians now in the State
of AlabalTlu ~lre considered wards of the Nation, as Indians, or as American citizens."
The repl~ to this letter from Commissioner Browning, dated November 25, made no
reference whatsoever to the questions about the _status of the Poarch Creeks, and
deferred to some other statute which would "obviate" the problem for Deas and the
GLO. One other homestead, the last of the nineteenth century for the Poarch Creeks
was filed by Tillman Lomax for a tract in Township 3 near the Poarch community.
Lomax cliiimed he had lived on the land for six years, and used as witnesses J. M.
Keller, Sidney Lomax, Louis Boone, and O. M. Richardson, all of Steadham.
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-38BEGINMlMG THE 20th CENTURY

Gradually, during the last decade of the nineteenth century, the identity of the Poarch
Band of Cr.~ekSi as Indian began to resurface as a general perspective among non-Indians
in the community and local, county officials. This occurred primarily because the total
preoccupati,)n with the Civil War and its devastating economic and social aftermath
were over, in addition to and simultaneous with a large influx of new settlers and' a
booming timbel' and turpentine industry. Stratification of social classes once again
became a t)pi(~al issue, and the Poarch Creeks were again placed in the middle ground
between white and colored: they were not whites and they were not blacks. They were
in fact Indiuns, and came to be partially segregated on those grounds. The U.S. Decennial
Census for 1900, for example, lists the highest number to date of Poarch Creeks in
the area as "Indian." The returns for Escambia and Monroe counties, Jack Springs Beat
and Precinct #13, respectively, list approximately 140 persons as Indian. Others, known
both genealogi,cally and by surname to be part of the Poarch community, were listed
by race as either white or mulatto. In 1902 there occurred an event which bears out
the assertion of reestablished Indian identity for the Poarch Creeks. During the summer
of 1902, there was a "frolic," as oral history has it, in the community-a social gathering
and dance. Following several warnings about rowdy behavior, John Rolin killed Will
Colbert and W~lS indicted for 2nd degree murder by the state. The indictment in The
State of Alablima vs. John Rolin lists a number of witnesses present at the frolic,
among them D, C. Colbert, Mack Colbert, Hettie Colbert, Alex McGhee, Fred Walker,
Authureen Colbert, Emma :'wicGhee, Tildy Woods, George Cruit, Richard Walker and
John Steadtlam.. The case is significant in that it shows that the community socialized
together, and that a member of the Poarch Creek community was distinguished as
"Indian." .Iohn Rolin was sentenced to prison for the murder of Will Colbert on
October 2, 1902, but served only nine months before he was pardoned by Governor
Jelks. The date of the pardon was July 14, 1903 and two days later The Standard
Gauge, published in Brewton, ran the story. The opening sentence reads "John Roland,
an old Indian .of this county. who was convicted of murder a year or more ago. has
been pardow~ by the Governor."
Perhaps th~! most salient example of the reemergence of Indian identity among the
Poarch Band of Creeks was the material generated by the report of Special Commissioner
Guion Miller. Miller was appointed in 1906 by the U.S. Court of Claims to determine
who was eligible to share in per capita disbursements of funds under the treaties
between tile United States and the Eastern Cherokees ratified in 1836 and 1845.
Hundreds oj' applications were submitted by the Poarch Creeks in 1906 and 1907, and
testimony ~/as taken by Guion Miller and his staff in 1908 in Mobile and Pensacola.
The outCOIT e ()f it all relative to the Poarch Creeks was that they were refused on
the grounds thut they were not Cherokees; Miller asserts that they are in fact Creeks.
Much intef,!Sting and relevant historical evidence is found in the testimony, however.
On October' 2:~, 1906 the Rev. John D. Beck wrote to the President. with a letter
enclosed by Clharles Weatherford, pleading for "executive clemency" on behalf of the
band of Indlsns in southern Alabama in their quest for fundso Beck's role in the whole
Guion Miller affair is questionable; he signs letters as "Indian agent," but Miller cleOarly
denies Beck's ,association with the Commissiono Miller's final report was published on
May 28, 1908. and contains the following paragraph:
There lire several hundred persons who have filed applications for
participation in the distribution of the Eastern Cherokee fund, who for
the most part, live in the extreme southern section of Alabama and the
western section of Florida, who are not Cherokee at all, and most of them
do Mt claim to be Cherokees. but are Creeks. Quite a number of these
claim d4~scent from such historic Creek characters as Billy Weatherford.
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-39Peggy B.!liley, William and Chilly McIntosh, and Alexander McGillivray. and
most of these applicants claim only through the Hollinger. McGhee,
McIntosh, Moniac, McGillivray. Franklin, or Killian families which are all
of Creek origin. Some of these are recognized members of the Creek
tribe. others while not recognized as members of the Creek tribe, claim
as dE scendants some Creek ancestor. Most of them state in so many words
in their applications and in their testimony that they are Creeks, and they
file their applications under the impression that descendants of Creek
Indians lire entitled to share in this fund.
A census 01' schools for 1908 found in the records of the Escambia County School Board
identifies a Gibson Indian School in District 55 and a Poarch Indian School in District
56. It is ulcelrtain exactly when these schools were established; it is certain only that
they were there in 1908. It is the first mention both of a separate facility for Indians
in the Poal'(!h area, and it is the first mention of Poarch as a school location. The
community of Poarch appears to have been formed-or at least named-in the last decade
of the nineteenth century or the first decade of the twentieth.
Post Office records
show that a lI.S. Post Office was opened at Poarch on June 7, 1905, and that it
operated until April of 1918, at which time it was discontinued.
Between the years 1908 and 1913, the marriage records for Escambia county show a
total of 16 mnrriages listed as "Indian." This identification as Indian, when added to
that of thE HI10 U.S. Decennial Census, is another strong indication of the growing
awareness among non-Indians in southwest Alabama of the existence of Indians in their
region. An in<!rease of those listed on the 1910 census returns occurred, compared to
the 1900 census, making the 1910 census the highest figure yet. Approximately 200
persons appear as Indian--142 in Escambia County, Jack Springs Beat, and 57 for Monroe
County, Jeddo Precinct # 13. An anomaly occurs in the Vlonroe County returns, however.
This Decen lial Census contained a special "Indian Schedule," and these were used for
southern A.abslma; those Creeks living near the Poarch community of common surnames
to the rest of the community were listed as Choctaw. There is no rational explanation
for this, but the tribal designation Choctaw is clearly wrong, for many of these same
people appEar .as Creek in the Guion Miller applications several years earlier, in addition
to having t,een part of the established Creek community there for a century. The bulk
of the Poa~ch community. however, showed up on the regular schedules for Escambia
County as "Indian."
In 1910 another church is added to the community; the Atmore Spectrum reported that
a "Free Will Baptist Church" was founded "near Poarch P.O. at the head of Perdido in
the Maghe~~ S,ettlement," which meant that the Judson Baptist church was no longer
the only Olle there. Unlike the Judson church, the Free Will Baptist served primarily
the Indian residents of the community, and it seeems likely that the Indian attendance
began to drop at the Judson church about this time.
June 3, 1911 is a significant date in the history of the Poarch Band of Creeks, for' on
that date the report of the Federal Timber Cruiser J. B. Chatterton of the General
Land Office was filed. The report is significant because it precipitated voluminous
documentalion about the Lynn \1cGhee reserve, the history of the Poarch Band of
Creeks, the status of the community at that time, and it reawakened the Federal
governmenl to the fact that an Indian reserve still existed in southern Alabama obtained
under the 18U Treaty of Ft. Jackson--a fact apparently overlooked by both the General
Land OffiCE! B.nd the Bureau of Indian Affairs for half a century.
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-40The specifi(s 01: the case are recorded in a variety of letters, legal briefs, and memoranda
between thl!! General Land Office, various offices of the Justice Department and the
U.s. Attorn4!Y, and the William M. Carney Mill Company. Briefly, Carney's pine timber
cutters had , despite the warnings by Poarch Creek's residents about its being government
land, trespassed on the McGhee reserve in 1904 and cut certain stands of pine, whieh
they sold c<)mmercially. Chatterton discovered this in 1911 and filed a report to that
effect.
In th,e report he suggested that the " • • • U.S. collect $15,552 from the
William M. Carney Mill Company as compensation for the timber they removed from
the McGhee grl!lnt lands and the damage to the property caused thereby." Just prior to
the filing of his report on June 3, Chatterton had taken sworn affidavits from Will
McGhee, Gust Rolin, F. L. McCawley, T. W. Ficklin, and from Richard McGhee, who
claimed he had informed Carney that it was government property. The government
considered ::i.lintg suit for damages against the Carney Mill Company. On May 21, 1912
the Assistallt Attorney General in Washington wrote to the U.S. Attorney in Mobile and
enclosed information from the Secretary of the Interior regarding the timber trespass.
The U.S. A ttor'ney in Mobile was ordered "to give careful consideration to the factsll
and determ ine if there was "sufficient evidence to maintain suit.1l
On May 29 a
complaint was filed by the government, with William H. Armbrecht acting as U.S.
Attorney, beginning United States vs. Carney Mill Company. Due to the death soon
after of William M. Carney, the complaint was amended with the defendant being H.
H. Patterso 1.
i

One outCOITE! of the case was that the government's anxiety about clouded title to
Indian land grants in Alabama was rekindled. On June 4, 1912, Congress passed "An act
to relinquis:1, release, remise, and quitclaim all right, title, and interest of the United
States of Alnerilca in and to all lands held under claim or color of title by individuals •••
si tuated ·in the State of Alabama which were reserved, retained, or set apart to or for
the Creek tribE! or Nation of Indians ••• " (37 Stat. 122) This had no effect on the
Indian desc'~ndi!lnts still occupying the land, i.e., the McGhee family, but put an end
once and fClr all to clouded title or purchasers of Creek land grants and reserves.
A. A. Jones, the 1st Assistant Secretary of Interior, wrote to the U.S. Attorney General
on January 16, 1914 ordering him to reject the offer of $750 from the defendant in lieu
of the new $25,515 claim from the value of the stolen timber and damages, and to
proceed with II trial.
The trial never occurred:
the final disposition of the case
resulted in the payment of damages by the defendant in the amount of $2,000 on June 1,
1915.
During September of 1912, the Jury Commissioners undertook a "thorough canvass" of
Escambia County in order to determine who was eligible to sit for jury duty. This
canvass covered all male citizens 21-65 years of age in the county. The Minutes of
the Jury C,~missioners. Escambia County show, listed as "Indian," the following men:
David C. Colb~!rt. Henry Colbert, Henry W. McGhee, Neal McGhee, Lyttles McGhee,
J. C. Harrui()n, William Rolin. and John Taylor. Many others of Indian surname in ·the
Poarch aret:. w,ere also listed, but not specifically as Indian.
As of Septmnb,er 17. 1918. the Tract Book A for Escambia County shows land holdings
for twenty members of the Poarch Creek community. This does not include the McGhee's
land reserVH a,r those members of the community who live just over the county line in
Baldwin and Monroe counties, nor does it take into consideration the lands bought and
sold prior to this date.
II
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These data show that the Poarch Band of Creeks is established in geographical clusters
and with all emerging pride in Indian identity. With the advent of the 1920's, a new
era begins for the Poarch Creeks. Their history becomes less equivocal, since every
few years they are studied or cited by representatives of governmental, scholarly, or
religious altenc~ies. As the twentieth century progresses they become the subject of
scores of newspaper and magazine articles. The historical documentation concerning
their backl~rollnd, community, and activities grows exponentially~ The era of PanIndianism al)out which historian Rachael Hertzburg writes is now dawning; non-traditional
and forgotten Indian groups around the United States are taking pride in their heritage
and beginni rig to fight for their rights as Indian, and while the Poarch Creeks are not
immediately al!tive in this, the following decades show a gradual renaissance of pride
in Indian heritage and culture among the Poarch Band of Creeks.
Early in tile year of 1920, F. L. McCawley wrote to the Department of the Interior
requesting patents for the land they lived on, i.e., the Lynn McGhee reserve at Poarch,
since he claimed his family and other relatives lived on this land and paid taxes on it.
His respom.e came on February 24 from Clay Tallman, Assistant Commissioner of the
General Le.nd Office. Tallman said that the Act of June 4, 1912 did not apply to the
McGhee re serve: that no patent could therefore be issued for the land. Moreover,
Tallman wl'ote~ to the state of Alabama and instructed them to cease collecting taxes
for the land, since it was government property.
In 1921, the Poarch Band of Creeks was described in Thomas Owen's History of Alabama
and Oictiol~~' of Alabama Biography, which contained the following passage:
Nea'by [Atmore] is a small Indian Reservation on which there are still about
Indiuns. The former home and grave of the famous Indian Chief, William
Weatherford, are on the Little River across the line in the north part of
Baldwin County. (Owen, 1921: 72)

45

Owen's is the~ first of many such descriptions for the Poarch Creeks in the twentieth
century, and, though it is short, it nonetheless identifies an Indian community.
On Novemtler of 1924, the Department of the Interior issued, without any apparent
rationale, a patent for the McGhee grant lands - Patent #948359. The legality of
this issua lce has since been questioned, and one of the results was the loss of
inalienability, i.e., the protection of title by the government. Since that point in time,
small pare els of the land have been sold. Local non-Indians bought some 80 acres of
the reser'je land over the years, and today approximately 160 acres are left of the
pre-1924 I:rac~t.
Notwithstnnding the loss of federal protection for their land, the Poarch Creeks at
Hedapeads and the other hamlets of Bell Creek, Hog Fork, and Poarch Switch maint&ined
their IndiE.n identity both among themselves and in the consciousness of their non-Indian
neighbors. The May 25, 1928 entry in the "Minutes of County Board of Education,
Escambia," shows, like 1908, a Gibson Indian School and a Poarch Indian School. Each
school had cine teacher, a seven-month term, and appropriations of $525 and $420,
respectively, which were about average for the size and type of school in question.
The segregated Indian schools point to an interesting situation for the Poarch Creeks
at that time in their history-they were in a distinct position between the white and
black strata of southern society. The Poarch Creeks Were allowed, for example, to
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-42marry white:;. but they were not allowed to attend white schools. They were allowed to
sit on juries, but they were not welcome at all-white churches. What is obvious is
that they wure distinct; that they occupied a separate niche in the local social structure
by virtue of the fact of their Indian ancestry.
During the Grellt Depression, the Poarch Creeks were not well off in contrast to the'ir
non-Indian neighbors. The Episcopal Church entered their history at this point, in
1930, and documented the generally depressed conditions of the community. In the \lay
number of 1930, the Episcopal journal The Alabama Churchman ran a short feature
entitled "Perdido' Hills Indian Mission," which announced the beginning of the mission
and clearly identified the Poarch area as an Indian community. In December of that
year, Robert C. Macy. M.D., a physician working in collaboration with the missionary
arm of the :~pis:copal Church, wrote an article titled "The Indians of the Alabama Costal
Plain" which was published in the Alabama Historical Quarterly. This article was the
first major ethll10graphic work on the Poarch Band of Creeks, and gives a full account
of their c01stitution and living conditions. \1acy makes a strong statement in the
article about the leadership in the community: "I am unable to give any data concerning
the Rollin ~,nCE!stors, but the patriarch, and acknowledged chief of the Indians in this
vicinity is ~,n octogenarian, 'Uncle Alex' Rollin, as we call him." (Macy. 1930: 407)
The involve nent of the Episcopal Church into the lives of the Poarch Creeks was to
have many beneficial results for those in the community. It was decided to build a
small church in the community itself, to be named St. Anna's Mission. with the first
pastor bein" Rev. Edgar Van W. Edwards of Atmore. The March 31. 1932 edition of
the Atmore Advance reported that "Sunday about noon a twister formed in the field
of Frank Hi Kon, near Poarch, and leveled the frame work of the new church of St. Ann
[sic] Episcopal, being built by Rev. Edgar Van W. Edwards for his Indian congregation
at that plaee." This was only a minor setback, however. The Church was completed
later that ~ ear, and also in that year Edwards undertook an extensive survey of the
Poarch Cre ~ks community which, in final form, was 17 pages in typescript listing all
the Poarch CrE~eks and certain vital data. Other positive results of Edwards' service
to the community was increased awareness in matters relating the health, education,
basic rights, and employment.
The

"Minut~s ,~f

the County Board of Education, Escambia" for 1933 shows two new

Indian schools. A list of teachers, along with the schools in which they taught, shows
that in that y4~ar, only five years after the 1928 list, there were four Indian schools.
Besides the earlier Poarch and Gibson schools from 1908, there are now the Roland
Indian Scho,)l fmd the McGhee Indian School.
In October of 1934, the first contact with the Bureau of Indian Affairs was made.
Samuel H. Thornpson of the Office of Indian Education visited the community and wrote
a report about what he found. The report was not comprehensive; most of it deals
with the fOJr Indian schools at Poarch and the 130-40 pupils enrolled in them. Rela!ive
to the leadHrship of the group, however, Thompson makes a significant statement: "This
group of In~1ial1ls lives about nine miles out of Atmore, and they regard Will McGhee ••• as
their leadel,.fI (Thompson. 1934) Both Will McGhee and Alex Rolin, it appears, had
clear leade:'ship roles in the early twentieth centuries.
Sometime a~ound 1935 or 1936, Anna C. Macy, wife of Robert C. Macy, was asked to
write a brief history of the Poarch Creeks, which she did. The document is several
pages long. and outlines the work that she and her husband did for the community
specifically and the work that the Episcopal church did on- behalf of the Indians there
since 1930. This document is not long, but is well detailed for that period of time. It
I
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-43does not in ~lude, however the consolidation of the four Indian schools into one school
meeting at th4~ St. Anna's church. This happened in 1939, and the Minutes of the
County Board of Education show that a "Motion was made by Mr. McCurdy and seconded
by Mr. Moore- to consolidate Rollin, Poarch, McGhee, and Gibson Indian schools •••. n
From 1939 ::0 1970, the new school was known as the Poarch Indian Consolidated SchoQl,
and appear!! in all subsequent education records as that. The school was finally closed
in 1970· as a result of the 1969 U.S. Supreme Court desegregation order requiring
Alabama tc de,segrega te its schools.
I

In Februar~' of' 1941, the noted anthropologist Frank Speck visited the Poarch Creeks,
and made the first professional ethnographic study of the community. Speck published
his findings in America Indigena under the title "Notes on Social and Economic Conditions
Among the CI~eek Indians of Alabama in 1941." This study contains much valuable
information about the community in 1941, and also discussed cultural survivals relative
to customs, healing practices, and social behavior. Speck wrote that Fred Walker
".•• comes nearest to functioning as leader of the Creeks at Atmore," and that "He
is provisiorally called 'chief' •••" He also noted that folk dances or frolics " ••• have
served the purpose of preserving a certain degree of social cohesion among the band."
As valuablE! and descriptive as Speck's observations of the Poarch Creeks were regarding
social cohesion, his descriptions would have been far more specific and substantive had
he visited the community after the school boycott and the Walker V. Weaver law suit,
around Which the Poarch community rallied in communal agreement. Besides Speck's
writings, the Rev. George C. Merkel wrote four unpublished papers on the Poarch
Creeks betweE~n 1946 and 1954.
THE MODERN PERIOD
The year 1947 marks the beginning of the current phase of history for the Poarch Band
of Creeks--thle modern period. From this point on, the Poarch Creeks begin a series
of struggles for their rights: rights of education, of equal opportunity, of sharing in
Creek judgment awards, of recognition by state and Federal authorities. In this process,
they "profE!ssionalize," and become more sophisticated in operating in the world of courts
and bureaucracies. While these struggles each had different effects upon the community
as a whole, the overall effect was one of providing points or areas of consensus around
which communal singleness of purpose and unity would flourish. It is around this time
that the Mennoni te Church sent missionaries to the Poarch Indians, the effects of which
are still '/isible in the community today in terms of their services at the Poarch
Communit~ Church and in the educational advantages gained from Mennonite efforts.
In 1947 Culvin McGhee organized an informal committee of Poarch Creeks to meet with
county school officials, civic organizations, and even the governor in order to improve
conditions in the community. The county, it seems, refused to allow the Poarch Creek
children bllS tr'ansportation to the Junior High School in Atmore. In a daring confrontation,
Jack Daughtry, a Creek from Poarch, stood in the path of a school bus and refused to
move until the driver allowed the Indian children to board. The outcome of this
confrontation was a law suit. On December 2, 1948 attorneys Hugh Rozelle and. C.
LeNoir Thlmpson for the Poarch Creeks filed a petition for mandatory writ, Annie R.
Walker, et ale v. O. C. Weaver, et ale They were ultimately successful in this suit, as
they were -in their second major legal battle in which they filed as intervenors in the
The Cree~: Nation v. United States before the Indian Claims Commission.

Prior to t lis intervention, two events occurred Significant to the history of the Poarch
Creeks. ["irst, in 1948, anthropologist William H. Gilbert of the Smithsonian identified
the Poarch Creeks in an article on "Surviving Indian Groups of the Eastern U,nited
States," published in the Annual Report of the Smithsonian Institution. It was not a
long entr~, but the identification is clear. In 1950, in anticipation of the ensuing bat tle
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-44with the lI1.dian Claims Commission and ultimately with the U.S. Court of Claims, the
Poarch Creeks formally organized a council to deal with claims issues. From this point
on. records of the council's actions are recorded in minutes, and some twenty years
later, in 1971 the council incorporated under the state laws of Alabama as the "Creek
Nation East of' the Mississippi."
L .

On January 5, 1951 the Creek Nation East, using the name "The Perdido Friendly Creek
Indian Band of Alabama and Northwest Florida Indians" moved for leave to intervene in
the case or the The Creek Nation v. the United States (Docket 21) which the Creek
Nation filed in the Indian Claims Commission on January 29, 1948. The Creek Nation
filed to rel~OVI~r damages for the acquisition by the United States of 23,267,000 acres
of Creek lunds in Alabama and Georgia under the Treaty of August 9. 1814, i.e., the
Treaty of Ft. Jackson.
There was to be a roll created of all descendants of the
aboriginal CreE!k nation to whom a distribution of funds was to be made, in compensation
for the ex~,r'opriated land. This, of course. was the reason for the intervention by the
Poarch Creeks" but the Indian Claims Commission refused to allow the intervention on
the ground; that they were not an "identifiable group." The Creeks East of the
Mississippi .ipp,ealed to the U.S. Court of Claims May 6, 1952 to allow the intervention,
which it dld, effectively overruling the Indian Claims Commission. The Commission
amended it5 findings, and 52% of the current membership of the Poarch Creeks shared
in the original judgment for only 8,849,940 acres of land. This two-year battle by the
Poarch Creeks generated thousands of pages of documents and correspondence. all of
which collE!<!tively addressed social, historical, demographic, and genealogical issues
about them,
In February of 1957, Rev. Vine Deloria visited the Poarch Creek community. He wrote
a report of his observations about the community on behalf of St. Anna's Mission. His
description of the community is thorough and comprehensive; he claims in his report to
have visite<1 the homes of 60 Indian families. A similar report was written eight years
later by Culvin Beale of the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Beale's report, while
informal, is thorough with much detail. Regarding the leadership roles, Beale writes
that "The chief of the group is Calvin W. McGhee. He is easily the dominant political
and community leader of the Escambia County group, and has been so for many years."
The Creek pladntiffs in Docket 21 were unsatisfied with the findings of the Indian
Claims Com mission, feeling that the both the award and land compensated for

were

two small. They appealed to the U.S. Court of Claims and the U.S. Supreme Court,
but were rE!jected in both. In 1967 Representative Bob Sikes introduced a bill in the
House (H.R. 24~23) "For the relief of the living descendants of the Creek nation of
1814." Ca1vin McGhee went to Washington accompanied by his attorney, C. LeNoir
Thompson. Hnd testified on April 6 and again on April 24 before the Subcommittee on
Indian Affairs. The bill. however. was opposed by the Attorney General and was never
enacted. The proposed legislation did have one positive effect, however: it made the
Congress alllarE~ of the existence and conditions among the Poarch Creeks. The Joint
Economic Committee reported in America Indians: Facts and Future that 750 Cr'eek
descendants liv'ing in Escambia and Washington counties attended their own churches
and segregated schoo~.
On August ~:7, 1971 the council filed articles of incorporation as the Creek Nation East
of Mississippi. which officially incorporated the Poarch Creeks into a non-profit
organizatior,. This pivot in the direction of their history changed their income pattern
for one thir,g. j~rom small donations by community members to larger grants from various
agencies. thereby having a significant economic impact onJhe community. By this time
as well, and t.hroughout the 1970's and 1980's, the newspaper accounts and journal
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articles of which the Poarch Creeks were subjects are too numerous to delineate.
Special notice should be taken of the work of Professor J. Anthony Paredes of Florida
State University. however. It was around 1972 that he began his extensive ethnographic
research into -the community. taking oral history and eventually writing, to date, half
a dozen an thropological papers on the ethnohistory of the Poarch Creeks.
In NovembE!r of 1974, Chief Houston McGhee formally entered the Poarch Band of
Creeks into a Consortium Agreement with the Coalition of Eastern Native Americans
(CENA).
The Poarch Creeks became consortium members at that point, and have
remained S(I; in more recent years the current chairman of the council. Mr. Eddie Tullis,
has held art administrative position in CENA. On May 15, 1975, The Native American
Rights Fun4i submitted a petition for Federal acknowledgment on behalf of the Poarch
Band of C ~eelcs. The petition asserted that a trust relationship exists between the
Band and t 1e United States. The main issue involved centered around an offer by the
State of Alablima to deed the land upon which the Poarch Consolidated Indian School
stood to the United States, to be held in trust for the Poarch community. At that
time, however" there were no criteria for Federal acknowledgment or any systematic
procedure tOi evaluate such petitions, so that no action was taken immediately. Governor
George Wallace formalized this offer of deeding the land in a letter to Commissioner
Thompson on September 15, and this was followed by another letter from The Native
American Rights Fund on September 22, reiterating their earlier request.
This reque!;t precipitated a study, ordered by Commissioner Thompson, in order to
determine the legal status of the land and the history of its granting and transfer.
After an E'xhaustive study by the Office of Trust Responsibilities in t~e Bureau of
Indian Affa irs, Com missioner Thompson issued a Memorandum to the Associate Solicitor
of the Depllrtment of the Interior stating that fla positive evidence of record" supports
the claim that the March 3, 1817 statute had no application to the Lynn ~cGhee
reserve sec ured under the 1836 statute. The land claim issue for the Poarch Band of
Creeks is ~;till unresolved.
In 1976, the, Poarch Creeks received a Federal grant of $117,775 from the Department
of Labor for 8t CET A grant due to the provision of awarding monies to American Indian
groups. In the summer of 1979, two more large grants were awarded to the Poarch
Creeks: on,;! fr'om the Department of Education under Health, Education and Welfare for
$64,358 ani} one from the Administration for Native Americans (ANA), also under Health,
Education B.nd Welfare, for $47,000. In 1982 the Poarch Band of Creeks received a
"status cla:~ifi(~ationfl grant from the AN A enabling them to hire professional researchers
to help in the preparation of the second and revised petition they submitted for Federal
acknowledi:rnent on January 14, 1980.
In May of 1978, the State of Alabama established under the Alabama Act #677 the
"Southwest Alabama Indian Affairs Commission." The Act provided, in Section 4, that
the "Commissiion shall be composed of those members of the Council of the Cl'eek
Indians of the! Mississippi [sic]." There was at that time a new wave of interest in
Alabama c)nc1erning the aboriginal natives of the area, and the Poarch Band of Creeks,
being the prominent surviving community in the state having maintained Indian identity,
were the center of the interest. One concrete development which ensued from the
establishmfmt of this Commission was the involvement of the Poarch Band of Creeks in
the "Talla4}egli project," an archeological excavation of aboriginal artifacts conducted
by Dr. Roger Nance of the University of Alabama. The Poarch Creeks were given rights
to the artlfac~ts produced by the excavation, and have placed certain of the pieces in
their own museum and in others around the state.
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In Septemb4!r (If 1979, the Coun~il of the Poarch Band of Creeks passed a resolution
to become :nembers of the National Congress of American Indians, into which they were
accepted. The council's chairman, Mr. Eddie Leon Tullis, has held positions of leadership
in this orgllniiation, in addition to many years of active involvement in various panels,
councils, and (~ommissions concerning Indian affairs.
Since 1980, thE! focus of activities in the community at Poarch has been directed toward
economic and educational improvements and in social programs of benefit to senior
citizens. ::he influx of grant monies has allowed the Poarch Creeks to build several
new buildings housing the equipment for crafts and cottage industry. An audio-visual
studio is utilized for production of programs for educational and informational purposes.
Genealogicd and historical research concerning the ancestors and background of the
Poarch Creeks continues. Each Thanksgiving an annual pow-wow is held, and each year
a speaker or state or national prominence is the keynote speaker for the occasion. The
Poarch Band of Creeks has achieved a level of existence and survival as modern American
Indians, ba ;ed on adopting commercial, legal, and corporate methods, which both
complements and finalizes their continuous existence as a communal entity since the
late eighte4mth century.
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AM1HROPOLOGICAL REPORT OM THE POARCH BAND OP CREEKS

Summary

EVE~~tion

83.'1(b) Evidence that a substantial portion to the
petitioning group inhabits a speeifie area or lives in a
eommunity viewed as Ameriean Indian and distinet from
other populations in the area and that its members are
deseendants of an Indian tribe whieh historieally
inhabited a speeifie area.
The Poarch Band of Creeks of today are ultimately derived from the aboriginal and
historical Creek confederacy and more immediately from a community of half-bloods
which develcoped on the Alabama-Tensaw River area, not far from the current group's
location. This community developed, beginning in the latter 18th century. within and
as part of the Creek Nation.
The relatively acculturated half-bloods were highly
influential in the Creek Nation in this era. Many of them in the Tensaw area acquired
title to their lands after the cession of this area to the U.S. under the 1814 Treaty of
Fort Jackson, ltnd most remained after the main body of Creeks removed to Indian
Territory in J.836-7. The community, although initially drawn from a variety of the
Creek towns, WBlS a highly intermarried group and formed a fairly well defined community.
Between 1840 and 1850, a portion of this community moved inland from the river about 15
or 20 miles and settled in what is now the northwest corner of Escambia County,
Alabama. T1is was a previously unsettled area, and remained very isolated and thinly
populated ur til the end of the 19th century. The families which settled inland were
drawn from a v~lriety of the half-blood families in the Tensaw area community. Among
them were I:he children of Lynn McGhee and a large number of descendants of Sam
Moniac, Sr. These settlers clustered together in several hamlets of Indian families and
for several decHdes maintained social relationships with their kinsmen nearer the river
and remained pnrt of the larger half-blood community. They were considerably poorer
than those ir the older settlement areas, and many became increasingly poorer, especially
after the Civil War.
A portion cf the community gradually became socially distinguished from the other
descendants of the Creek half-blood families that had settled in that area and became
tightly interrnar'ried, living close together in several small hamlets. By about 1875 or
1880, a distinct group had evolved, separate from the other Creek descendants in the
area or the remnants of the original community on the Tensaw River. Some degree of
cultural dist inction from non-Indians probably persisted until the latter decades of the
19th century.
By 1900, this "core" of families were essentially the only ones still
identified as Indians in this area, and were socially segregated from whites in Indian
schools and chUirches.
The Poarch Cr4~eks have remained, to the present, a very cohesive group, with very
definite social distinctions made between them and others in the area. Two of the
nineteenth I!entury hamlets, at Head of Perdido and Hog Fork, still exist, as does
another, PO!lrclh Switch, which formed in the 1920's from residents of the earlier
settlements. . Although there are no longer segregated schools, there are still several
churches Which. are exclusively or largely Indian.
The settlements form a clearly
identifiable community at Poarch. A significant portion of the membership resides in
nearby Atml)re or neighboring areas of Alabama and West Florida such as Pensacola,
and maintain e}ctensive social and kinship relationships with the home community. The
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-2Poarch Band of Creeks have historically maintained a distinct community and thus meet
criterion b.

- 83.'1(c) A statement of facts which establishes that
the petitioner has maintained tribal politieal influence
or other authority over its members as an autonomous
entity throughout history until the present.
Initially, the Tensaw community formed within and was politically part of the Creek
Nation, within which many half-bloods were influential leaders. There were also a
number of inflUEmtial men, leaders specific to this community. such as Dixon Bailey,
David Tate, and the famous William Weatherford. The community established inland
initially remained part of the larger half-blood community. For this specific community,
oral history lind supporting indirect evidence from documentary sources such as church
and court re:!ords show a variety of clearly recognizable but not formally appointed
leaders from at least the 1880's onward until 1950, when more formal leadership was
established. ThE!re were generally more than one of these informal leaders at one time,
who exercise.i influence in maintaining social control, organized community efforts such
as church anl1 s(~hool building in the settlements, saw to providing work for community
members, were religious leaders, and fulfilled other functions.
These figures were
recognized a!i sUich by non-Indians locally and sometimes played a role in dealing with
non-Indians. The most prominent and widely influential of these leaders was Fred
Walker, who was a leader between about 1885 and 1941. There is evidence in the limited
documentatio1 available for the several previous decades to this that several community
members men'joned in those documents were informal leaders of the kind described above.
A number oj' a,C!tions were taken by the community in the late 1940's to improve
community conditions, including a community boycott of the schools and the organization
of a committae to which successfully forced local school authorities to provide the bus
service which would allow the Indians to attend junior high and high school.
The first for mal leaders in the sense of a single leader with a definite title and a
clearly defint!d role was Calvin ~cGhee, who was chosen in 1950. A charismatic leader,
McGhee led both the Poarch community and also a wider claims movement among Eastern
Creek descendal1lts until his death in 1970. McGhee and other community leaders were
dealt with b:{ l()cal non-Indian authorities as representative of the Indian community.
McGhee heae ed the council of the Creek Nation East of the Mississippi, established in
1950, which was based at Poarch and was dominated by Poarch <!ommunity leaders.
After McGhEe's death, under a newer generation of leaders from within the Poarch
community, the council gradually evolved into a formal governing body for the Poarch
community alone!.
The Poarch Band of Creeks and the predecessor community from which it has evolved
have maintained identifiable leaders and political processes within a highly cohesive
community sinCE! its origins in the late eighteenth century within the historic Creek
Confederacy. The Poarch Band of Creeks therefore meets <!riterion c.

83.'1(a) A statement of facts establishing that the
petitioner has been identified from historical times
untfi the present on a substantially continuous basis,
as "American Indian," 01' "aboriginaL" A petitioner
shall not fail to satisfy any criteria herein merely
because of nuetuations of tribal activity during various
years.
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IdentiCicatiOl!, of the Creek Nation or Confederacy is well established. Records from
about 1800 clearly identify the community of half-bloods resident in the Alabama-Tensaw
area as an Indian community within the Creek Nation and which continued after the
Removal tOlndian Territory of the main body of the Creek Nation in the 1830's.
Evidence of idEmtification of the community that developed inland in what is now
Escambia County. and the group of settlements and "core" families that developed from
it into the c:urr'ent Poarch Creek Band rests initially on the consistent distinction of
this group from other persons resident in their area. Families in these settlements
were consistently distinguished on the censuses from 1860 onward, usually identified as
Indian, indic!iting that a distinct body of individuals existed there which was identified
as Indian by thE~ local residents. There are few descriptive accounts of any kind that
might have described and identified the group between 1850 and 1890, because of the
remoteness lLnd isolation of the area. One account from 1875 identifies the homestead
at Head of F'erdjdo as being granted by treaty to the families resident there. The writer
of this account is known to have been extensively involved in the Indian community
from 1875 t,) at least 1913 and in later years very actively promoted their claims as
Creeks with both the Federal Government and the Creek Nation in Oklahoma. A 1911
account indicates the writer's knowledge of the local Indians as early as 1871.
Several documents in the 1890's indicate the identification of a settlement of Indians.
Oral history indicates that segregated Indian-only schools and churches, known from
records to lIavE~ existed as early as 1908, developed before the turn of the century.
Documents from 1913, in connection with a timber trespass suit concerning the Indian
grant land, identify the local Indians as a group of Creeks. Identifications of the Indian
community In the area become clearer and more frequent after that point. They
include miss ,onslry reports beginning in 1929, a visit by a '3IA agent in 1934, a brief study
by anthropclogist Frank Speck in 1941 and numerous identifications by scholars and
government officials after that point. The Poarch Band and the com munities out of
which it developed have consistently been identified as Indian since earliest times, and
therefore meet cri terion a.
ORIGINS IN THE CREEK NATION

The Poarch Band of Creeks of today is derived from a portion of the historic Creek
Confederac~,. specifically a settlement of "half-bloods" of the "Friendly Creeks." The
"Friendly Creeks" refers to those who sided with the United States in the Creek War
of 1813-14 B,nd, subsequent conflicts in the Removal period of the 1830's. In the later
18th century, a community of "half-bloods" developed on the Tensaw River, near its
junction wi':h the Alabama River, in what is now southwestern Alabama. The area was
outside ot tile main areas of settlement of the Creek Nation, though within the boundaries
of the Nation. Located close to Mobile and the Spanish settlement of Pensacola, the
area provided an opportunity for trade and agricultural and stock-raising enterprises.
The area thus attracted half-bloods from the Upper Creek towns to the north. Many
of these pe:>ple initially developed holdings both on the Tensaw and in the Upper Creek
towns they were from.
The term "half-bloods" refers to a class of people which developed within the Creek
Nation in t1e 18th and 19th centuries who were widely acquainted with, and influenced
by, white (!ulture. Unlike other elements in the Nation, they aggressively sought nontraditional economic means, e.g., developing plantations. This class was increasingly
influential within the Nation during the later nineteenttt century and included such
famous historical figures as Alexander McGillivray and William McIntosh. The half-
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-4bloods were th4! descendants of marriages between Creeks and whites resident within
the nation. These whites. termed "Indian countrymen." were usually traders resident in
the Creek towns. The half-bloods were by no means highly assimilated to white culture
nor automatically on the side of the whites. Many sided with the elements most hostile
to the advance of the whites into Creek territory. and some were even prophets in th~
traditionalis t movement which led to the desperate "Red Stick" rebellion of 1814. U.S.
Indian agent BEmjamin Hawkins. writing of such people in the town Crom which Sam
Moniac and other ancestors of the Poarch Creeks came. remarked that they had "lost
their language [i.e•• English] speak Creek. and have adopted the customs and manners
of the Creeks" (Grant 1980). Hawkins further reported that they practiced polygamy
and that thl~ Creek custom of matrilineal inheritance held among them. Thus when
Alexander ~1cGillivray died. his children did not inherit but. following the rules of
matrilineal illheritance. his property went to his relatives on his mother's side. Lachlin
Durant. McG illivray's half-blood nephew. testified in 1854 that a husband had no control
of his wife'S property and that it was inherited by an uncle. nephew or other maternal
relative (Chancery Court of Mobile 1851).
Initially prohably just an area of holdings of some of the Upper Creek half-bloods. the
Creeks in tl1e Alabama-Tensaw River area came. by 1800. to form a community. distinct
both from Ule whites settled in the area and from the Upper Creek towns, with which
they still r ~tai.ned relations.
References from this period indicate it clearly was
considered to be a part of the Creek Nation. Hawkins wrote in 1816 that the halfbloods, beCHlse of conflicts with the Creek leadership due to their changes from
traditional ways, had applied for and after several years "obtained from the Convention
of the natieln leave to settle on (sic) Alabama near the white settlements on Indian
lands." Haw <ins further referred to them as being "in possession of lands assigned them
by their chiefs ••• " (Grant 1980). Thus the settlement was formed under the authority
of the Creel: Nation. Peggy Summerlin, a half-blood resident on the Tensaw. said that
she had IIfled from the half breed settlement in the Creek territory on the Alabama ••• "
in 1813 as ~. result of the Red Sticks' destruction of Fort Mims in that area (Lackey
1977). An ~stimated 60 families were resident in the settlement, which was near an
area of whi1H settlement. A white man who had lived in the area, Samuel Edmonds,
testified tha': in the early 1800's there were IImany Indians living in the said neighborhood,"
referring to thE~ Alabama-Tensaw community, but only three white families (Chancery
Court of Mc,bilE~ 1851).
A good idea of the settlement pattern of the Alabama-Tensaw community can be gained
from the claims filed by its members after the 1814 Treaty of Fort Jackson. The
Tensaw area was among the areas ceded to the U.S. under that treaty, even though most
of its reside1ts had sided with the U.S.. A provision in that treaty for Friendly Creeks
to acquire individual title to lands was implemented under an 1817 law which provided
that they COJld select sections of land which included their "improvements" and provided
for granting fee simple title to their children if they had continued to occupy them. Of
39 claims made! under the act, 27 were filed by Indians from this community (U•• S.
Congress 18~:2-6,1). The lands selected ranged along and on either side of the Alabama
River over ,i distance of about 15 miles, roughly between Fort Mims and Claiborne,
near the to Nn of Mt. Pleasant.
Also within this area were the lands of William
Weatherford, Sa.m Moniac, Sr., Lynn McGhee, and Semoice, which were not included in
these claims. Sam Moniac Sr. did not file for lands. apparently because he sought
He was eventually successful in
separate corJpensation for his very large holdings.
receiving some compensation by means of Congressional legislation.
A number of others failed to get title to their lands under--the 1817 law, for a variety
of reasons. These included Lynn McGhee and Semoice (either McGhee's brother or his
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-5brother-in-law), who had been settled on contiguous lands, Susan Marlow (wife of Sam
Moniac Jr.) and Samuel Smith. These people petitioned Congress in the 1830's for
relief, which was granted by several acts. Smith, McGhee and Semoice were, by an
1836 act, gre,nt~d rights to select as a reserve under the Fort Jackson treaty a section
of land (640 aCI'es). An act the following year allowed them to select the lands in
several tracts rather than a single section. Unlike lands gained under the 1817 act;
however, no provision was made for gaining fee simple title to these lands (U.S. Congress
1789-1812).
Initially drawn from a variety of Upper Creek towns, the particular half-blood families
of the Alabama-Tensaw community became highly intermarried. Half-bloods of this era
more often than not married either other half-bloods or other Creeks. Among the more
renowned raInili~i!s was that of William Weatherford, the famous leader who sided with
the Red Sticks. William was first married to Polly Moniac, sister of Sam Moniac Sr.,
who was married to William's sister Elizabeth Weatherford. Weatherford later married
Mary Stiggins, flRother half-blood. Sam Moniac's son, Sam Jr., married Susan Marlow,
daughter of :inother half-blood. Another son, Dixon, married a Bailey, also a half-blood.
William Weathel~rord's mother was Sehoy McGillivray, sister of Alexander McGillivray.
Sehoy was ~:lso married to David Tate, whose descendants included the Tarvins and
Dreisbachs. Sam Moniac, Sr.'s father had two wives, producing a second Moniac family
which included the famous David Moniac.
The resulting web of kinship relations is too complex to describe completely. Some
further rela tionships include the Colbert family, cousins of Sam Moniac through his
mother Polly Colbert. These were also related to Alexander McGillivray. as apparently
was Lynn McGh4~e. whose descendants are prominent in the current Poarch Band. Married
into these fnmilies in a variety of ways were the Sizemores, Baileys, Hollingers; Durants,
and Marlow~:, all half-blood lines.
While a few com munity members removed to Indian Terri tory during the Creek Removal
of the 1830's, most remained in the Tensaw area, which had been part of the State of
Alabama since 1819. Baldwin and Monroe Counties were formed in that area. A trickle
of communi 1:y members emigrated voluntarily to Indian Territory over the balance of
the century, and some contact with relatives in Indian Territory was maintained by others.
Among repol~ted leaders within the Alabama-Tensaw community was William Weatherford,
who reluctantly sided with the Red Sticks and led their forces. He was evidently quite
influential hoth before and after the war. Woodward (1859) states that "He was no
chief, but had much influence with the Indians." Sam Moniac Sr., one of the wealthiest
of the half-hloods, led several units of Friendly Creek half-blood warriors in the campaign
against the Red Sticks. Dixon Bailey similarly led a unit of Friendly Creeks. Documents
concerning efforts to gain compensation for damages suffered during the war, and gain
clear l$nd titlE! after the Ft. Jackson treaty provide evidence of a number of communal
efforts to nfililence white institutions to provide relief. Besides efforts directed at
the Federal government in the decade after the Ft. Jackson treaty, the communHy
petitioned the Alabama General Assembly in 1832 to memorialize Congress for restitution
for propert{ losses suffered as a result of siding with the U.S. in 1814. Signers included
Lynn McGh,~e. Semoice. William Hollinger. Lachlin Durant, George Stiggins, John Weatherford, David Moniac and eight others (General Assembly of Alabama 1832).
EST }.BLISBMENT OF MEW INDlAN SETTLEMENTS AT BEAD OF PERDIDO
AND NEARBY AREAS
Sometime I:etween 1830 and 1850, most probably after 1840,8 portion of the half-bloods

living in

tl\l~

Alabama-Tensaw area moved inland about 15 to 20 miles east and settled
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-6on lands along the upper course of the Little River and lands immediately south and east
SettJem4mt was principally in township 3 north, range 6 east (T3N, R6E) and
sections immedi,ately south and west of it (see maps). The settlements eventually
evolved, during .. the course of the 19th century, into the geographically concentrated,
closely intermarl"ied, kinship-based communities which form the base of the contemporary
Poarch Band 4)( Creeks. During the course of the 19th century, these settlements came
to form a sociallly segregated community, discriminated against as Indian by whites in
the area. They gradually became separate from the half-blood community on the river,
which did net survive until the turn of the century.
oC it.

The area in which these families settled was one of heavy forest, with almost no
previous settlers. A branch of the Federal Road from Montgomery to Stockton ran
through it. The road ran from northeast to southwest, passing through the lands where
one family, Jack and Polly Rolin, later settled and hence less than a mile from the
northernmost of one of the two Lynn McGhee grant tracts (see below), in T3N, R6E.
Running southwest, the road then passed through the Head of Perdido area in township
2 north, ranl{e S east, running about two miles west of the second McGhee grant area
(La Tourette 18:J5). The latter area is the location oC the most important Poarch Creek
settlement t 4)day·. The only settlement prior to the 1840's appears to have been stage
stops, one in t:he area of the Polly Rolin lands.
The area remained a remote,
underpopulated area until close to the end of the 19th century. Transportation was
limited. with no water routes.
The reasons fOt, the move are unclear, although the families that moved were much
poorer than theiir relatives near the river (see below). and they may have been unable
to obtain lands there. Lynn McGhee, and perhaps others, may have been familiar with
the area through stock-raising or hunting. McGhee was as much a stockman as farmer,
and stock running in the open woods was a major economic activity in the Tensa w
settlement. It was a major economic activity in the river area throughout the 19th
century, and ()p4~n range existed in the Poarch area as late as the 1920's. Livestock was
as important a source of revenue as farming before 1880 (Jones 1881) and hunting in
the extensive forest was an important source of support until the 1890's.
The largest ~oncentration of Indian families when the area was first settled was in or
near T3N, R fiE, the more northerly of the sections discussed here.
Records of land
acquisition tly Indian families show purchase in 1854 of lands in T3N, R6E by William
Gibson and Bi:dney Lomax, and in T3N, R5E, a few miles west. just across Little River,
by Alex HolUnger (General Land Office 1854).
After Lynn VIcGhee's death in 1849, his heirs, Richard, Nancy, Peggy and Jack (another
son, William, WI!lS deceased) selected under the 1837 legislation 79.94 acres of land in
section 15 or T3N, R6E. They also selected 239.97 acres in the Head of Perdido area,
in T2N, R5E. about 10 miles southwest of the first area. The latter was by far the
earliest formal acquisition of land title in that section. The balance of the 640 acres
the family was entitled to was not taken up. Other families, shown on the 1850 censCls,
also settled in the area but did not seek to acquire title to land for some years, i.e.,
lived on pub.ic land. This practice evidently remained common in this largely unsettled
region, most of which was public lands, until the 1880's, when the growth of timbering
brought increased settlement and large scale acquisition of public lands by the timber
companies. Pollly Rolin's testimony in 1893, when she homesteaded land, indicated she
had probablr settled on the land in the 1840's. Her land was immediately adjacent to
the northern McGhee tract, an area later known as "Red Hill."
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-7Even those "rho legally selected land were settled there some years earlier. Besides
Polly Rolin, ~iiscussed above, McGhee, Hollinger and Lomax are on the 1850 census, i.e.,
before they "urchased their land in 1854. The exact dates of settlement are uncertain.
The 1830 cenaus- shows many of these families apparently resident nelCt to Indian families
known to have! r~emained on the Alabama River. Thus in 1830 Lynn McGhee is nelCt tO I
and probably resident on, Margaret Tate's plantation. The 1840 census for this area is
alphabetical, DrE!Venting any inferences on specific locations of households.
Discussion oj' locations in this and succeeding sections of this report are based on
inference from relative location of households on the census schedules, i.e., consecutive
or near consecutive household numbering. These were compared with locations known
from land and other records, later testimony such as homestead applications, and other
data.
In most cases, consistent patterns over long periods of time were evident,
correspondinn to historically known settlements.
Comparison with other documents
indicates tha t the listings of households on the census were generally incomplete, i.e.,
some family members or households were not enumerated. It was not determined how
many "missing" families were due to census error and how many were due to residence
elsewhere. Only Baldwin, Monroe and Escambia County census schedules were checked,
and in some ~~ases, not all portions of these schedules.
No specific place-name is known for the general area, which is now in northwest
Escambia CClunty, where the half-blood families from the Tensaw-Alabama River area
settled. Thf! area where most of the families initially settled, to the north (in T3N.
R6E), is known now, loosely. as the "Huxford" area. Within this, the specific areas oC
the Rolin and McGhee land was known in the late 19th and early 20th centuries as
"Red Hill," I\lith post offices known as Local and Steadham nearby. "Head of Perdido"
has been consistently applied to the T2N, R5E area, including the southern of the two
Lynn McGhee land grants but not limited to that immediate land.
The 1850 Feder:9.1 census for Baldwin County indicates a settlement of Indian families
which is evidently in the T3N, R6E area. Shown in the area are Jefferson Hollinger.
A. VIc. Weal herford, Richard McGhee (son of Lynn), Nancy McGhee (daughter of Lynn),
Peggy McGhf~e (daughter of Lynn), Matilda Moniac Lomax (niece of Sam Moniac, Jr.)
and husband Sidney Lomax (an Indian countryman), Jack McGhee (son of Lynn), and
Peggy Moniac Gibson (niece of Sam Moniac, Jr.) and husband William D. "Bart" Gibson.
About 50 pel)pIE! are represented in these households. Some important families, indicated
by other evidence to have been in the area were not shown on the schedules, i.e., those
of Sam Monilac Jr., Polly Rolin, and William Colbert.
William McGhef~, Lynn's son, was elsewhere in Baldwin County, at Montgomery Hill, and
thus apparently never lived inland. As far as could be determined from the censuses,
no one was :nitially resident on the Head of Perdido lands, although later Indian testimony
indicates some were.
Major concentrlations of half-blood families remained along the river, as noted, in Baldwin
and Monroe County just to their north. In close proximity in Baldwin County were
Edward StMdh,am, Wm. Sizemore, Mary Sizemore, Amelia Stiggins. Elisha Tarvin, J.D.
Dreisbach, ~farl~aret Tate, and several Earles. In Monroe County were William Hollinger,
Charles anc John Weatherford. and several Hathcocks and Taylors. These were all in
the same gf:ner'al area, though less concentrated, with more non-Indians, than those in
Baldwin County,
The Indian families settled inland were very poor and for· the most part remained so
throughout the 19th century and well into the 20th century. These families were far
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-8poorer than those remaining on the river. Thus in the river area William Sizemore is
shown, on the 1850 census, with 1357 acres under cultivation, property worth $4736,
and with 41 sla.'lfes, Margaret Tate is shown with 350 acres, $4800 in property and 22
slaves. Most of the half-bloods on the river are shown as slaveholders with property
holdings above $1000. In contrast, inland, Jefferson Hollinger had 15 acres under
cultivation (no slaves, no valuation listed), Richard McGhee (son of Lynn) had 25 acres',
no slaves; ne, valuation, and the others similarly. Even these figures for the McGhees
are higher tl1sn in the 1890's, when their homestead papers indicated usually less than
10 cultivated acres. Lynn McGhee's estate in 1849 was valued at $300, with no land
holdings indi ~a tied.
ESCAMBIA COUNTY CREEK SETTLEMENTS
AND ECONOMIC PATTERNS FROM 1860 TO 1910

The following section discusses the basic information concerning the settlements of
Creeks in wt,at is now northwestern Escambia County, up to around 1910. The description
here focuses on what is known from land, census and other documentary records, and
relates the l~hal1ges to changes in the economic forces and other influences from the
surrounding :lon-Indian society. A separate analysis (ollows, examining in detail the
intermarriagf! patterns and identification of the group in these decades, which are
crucial ones in .~hicti the community becomes more tightly interwoven and distinguished
from surrouf1din:g Indian descendants and non-Indian families. Subsequent sections will
also describE: in more detail churches, education and other aspects of the local Creek
society in tt ese decades.
The 1860 Federall census for Baldwin County reflects the continuation of the localized
settlement d Indian families which was established before 1850. There are some
additional fa Tlilies listed and two settlements are indicated by the clusters of households
listed on thE! Cf~nsus. In general, the same families appear to be resident near each
other and the c'omposition is similar, with some additions. Thus Sam Maniac, .Jr., not
shown in 18!,O, is shown somewhere near his nieces, Polly Rolin and Matilda Lomax.
The overall char'acter is of small hamlets of the half-blood Indians, part of the population
closely related families, e.g., the children and grandchildren of Lynn McGhee, the rest
with some kin relationship but not as closely related, e.g., Hollinger, Horsford and
Moniac. Ttle nrst cluster of households on the census, with Polly Rolin and Jack
McGhee, is tentatively identified as corresponding to the northern McGhee grant plus
the neighboring lands known from later documents to have been occupied by the Rolins.
The second !lus:ter may correspond with the Head of Perdido McGhee grant.
Households llsted in sequence in what appears to be township 3N range 6E were those
of Sidney L(IIO a:!C , Claiborne Hosford Jack McGhee (son of Lynn), Frances and Richard
Coon (believed to be Rolin), Jack and Polly Coon (believed to be Rolin). This cluster
is very similar to one appearing in 1850. The Coons are identified as Rolin on the basis
of correspondence of names, ages and family relationships to Rolin on later docume~ts
(e.g., the 18(;6 state census) plus their statements to Guion Miller in 1906 that "Coonll
was their Injian name (indicating it as a family name). A few listings away are David
and Catherille Moniac, Simon Hadley and William Colbert, Jr.
Another clmter of Indian households, a few household numbers on the census from the
first, consisted of Peggy McGhee and William Adams (her son), Sam Moniac Jr. (including
a Jefferson Hollinger, 15 and Wesley Dewires, II in his household), R. L. Taylor (a close
relative of William Colbert), Nancy McGhee (Lynn's daughter) with her daughter Mary
Steadham and sE!veral small Steadham children (John V. Steadham was not listed), Carmen,
John F., and Richard McGhee and other children of Lynn McGhee's son Richard, listed
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-9in one household, and W.P. Hathcock and another Hathcock, a Bordan, a DeWire and a
Taylor, all ill one household. Close to them were several Hadley's.
Missing from tl1ie census of this area, but shown on the Conecuh County schedules, a
few houses Ilpar't, are William Colbert, Sr. and his family and William D. (Bart) Gibsorr.
It was not deter'mined how far this area was from the two clusters. It may have been
close to T3H, R6E, since the Conecuh County line is only a few miles from there.
Colbert's SOli, married to Sam Moniac's niece, is one addition to the T3N, R6E area in
1860. He is thE! founder of one of the main Poarch family lines.
The occupations of the Creek families in this area were all farmer or day laborer
(meaning far n worker but not a farm owner), except William Adams, who was a blacksmith.
Most remain,~d poor. The only Creek individuals who had any significant property were
Samuel Moniac, Jr., with $350 real and $1650 personal property and Nancy McGhee
(mother-in-ll:.w of John V. Steadham) with $1200 real and $500 personal property. Few
non-Indians in the area had any wealth either, with the exceptions of Gilbert Cruit
$2100 real and $8600 personal property and a railroad contractor with $11,000 in "personal
property." A railroad agent as well as some railroad laborers are listed elsewhere in
the immediate area, suggesting that they were part of the 1861 extension of the railroad
line through the Williams Station area.
Clusters of Indian households near the river are still quite evident. One in Baldwin
County has Tunstall, Padget, Stiggins, Sizemore, Moniac, Miles, Tarvin, Steadham and
Earle. Mos1: of these had substantial or very large property interests. Close together
in Monroe County, probably near Little River and near the "Huxford" area were Charles
Weatherford, the adult children of John Semoice, George Sizemore, a Hath'cock and a
Freeman family.
There were two state censuses, one in 1855 and one in 1866, both of limited value. They
do indicate ,9, few individuals in these areas who do not show on the 1850 and 1860
Federal censuses. In particular, the 1855 census shows Sam Moniac, Jr. in the same
general sec tion as the Coons (Rolins) and two of Lynn McGhee's children, Jack and
Nancy. This: indicates he may have moved to the T3N, R6E area before 1860. The
1866 census shows additional Rolins not shown on the Federal censuses, but shown in
other, la ter rE~cords.
I

A number {If men from the local Indian settlements served in the Confederate Army.
The most prominent of these in terms of the Poarch group's history may be Richard
McGhee, SOl of Richard McGhee, who later played a leadership role in a timber trespass
suit (after 1900) and the formation of a Sunday school at Head of Perdido in 1891.
McGhee, wounded in the war, evidentlY,received a pension the rest of his life. Among
the others from the local Indian families who served were Richard Rolin, Lynn McGhee,
(a grandson of the original Lynn), James L. McGhee, William W. Adams, William M.
Deas, William Gibson, William Colbert, John Hinson and Adam Hollinger. There were- a
few troop nov,ements through the area during the war, mostly towards the last year or
two. TherE is some reflection of this in oral history. One Union movement was along
the rail line through Williams Station (see below).
The decade; immediately after the Civil War brought a number of important changes in
the social orgl!lnization of the Creek community as well 8S the changes in the forces
affecting tllem. Between about 1870 and 1890, some of the Indian families, which had
increased freatly in size, became very closely intermarried with each other, so that a
distinct gr(JlJp emerged. This group, which became the Poarch Band, was distinguished
from whitES lind the other descendants of Creeks in the area and in later years
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-10discriminated against by them. The settlements continued to be very tightly clustered
geographically Bmd became more strongly based on the network of close kinship ties
built up by the intermarriage between local family lines. Two new Indian settlements
were formed d1i1~ing this period. In this same period, organized churches and the first
public schools ~'ere introduced. There was also the beginning of economic change9,
with the growth of lumbering and the building of several railroad lines.
It is difficult past this point, i.e., the 1870's, to trace continued relationships with the

Creek families who remained in the general Alabama River area, i.e., elsewhere in
Baldwin and l~onroe Counties. The earlier evident clusterings of families there gradually
disappeared. In any event, their relationships with the Escambia County Creeks, i.e.,
the nineteenth century communities which became the Poarch Band, appear to have
diminished greatly in this era, as the Escambia County group became very insular and
isolated in it:; re~lationships. Some marriages outside the area are known for the 1860's
and early 18'ro's. After this point, the marriages of the Escambia County group became
very localized, ii.e., drawn solely from the immediate area. The history of the Creek
descendant (imnies elsewhere in Baldwin and Monroe Counties was not examined past
this point. Although their ties with the Escambia County group diminished, oral history
indicates that some knowledge of them and relationships continued, at a low level, into
the 20th century.
The intense lnte~rmarriage patterns mentioned above are discussed separately in a later
section. They, along with the common settlement areas and land holdings, indicate the
closely knit community that existed at the time. Another indication of this is found
in marriage l'E~c()rds, which show many marriages took place at homesteads. within the
settlements, and were witnessed by other community members. Thus in 1861, Adam
Hollinger married Virginia McGhee, with Richard Rolin as witness. In 1883, Sam Rolin
and Frances McGhee Walker were married at W.H. Gibson's (in the then-new Bell Creek
settlement). Affidavits made in 1906 by community members at the Eastern Cherokee
enrollment stated that they had known other community members, depending on age, as
long as 35 to 4S years, i.e., well back into this era (see below).
In discussing th,e Escambia County settlements, which evolved into the Poarch Creek
Band, the te~m "core" families will be used for those which were part of the closely
intermarried

~~rQoup

which became strongly identified and distinguished as Indian.

The

term "periphE~['al'l1 lines will refer to local families like Hollinger, Hadley, Hathcock, Oees
and Hosford, identified at the time as Indian and initially part of the Indian settlements,
but which later had only limited intermarriage with the "core" families and came to no
longer be idEmtified as Indian. Also included with these will be lines from the "core"
families which "went with the whites" i.e., married outside the group and came to not
be distinguished as Indian, e.g., especially, the Lomax branch of the Moniac family, and
the Steadham br,anch of the McGhees•. There were also other Indian descendant families
which had some Creek ancestry from the Alabama-Tensaw community which were relative
latecomers te, the Escambia settlements and not identified as Indian there or intermarrred
with the "core" families.
Escambia County was formed in 1868, principally from Baldwin County, as well as parts
of Conecuh County (Brewer 1872). Brewer's history of Alabama noted Escambia as the
"least agricultural of all counties" but stated that the "splendid pine forests" were now
yielding a considerable revenue. The population in 1870 according to Brewer. was 3047
whites, 951 I>lac!ks and "Forty-three of the 98 Indians in the state live in Escambia,"
evidently a reference to the census figures (Brewer 1872)•. _
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-11As Brewer's history indicates, the major force for economic change in Escambia County
came through title growth of lumbering. The first lumbering on a large scale began well
to the east of .the Poarch-Atmore area, around Brewton. Jones in 1881 speaks of the
great change taking place in the previously thinly settled South Alabama area, with
the growth of lumber mills and settlement. The lumbering from the beginning has been
done by large companies, often from outside the area. In the Poarch area, the first
impact was felt. in the 1870's. The first mill in Atmore was built in early 1870's and
the first large r:nill, by W.M. Carney in 1816. Land records show that most of the
pUblic lands in townships I, 2 and 3 north, ranges 5 and 6 east were taken up by large
interests by thl:! ea'rly 1880's. A few of the Creeks are shown as mill or railroad hands
even on the 18'70 census. The 1880 census shows the first big local population increase.
However, it is not until around 1900 that the Creeks are shown to be working in any
large degree in the lumbering and associated industries, apparently remaining largely
small farmers until then.
The first ruHroad in the immediate area was the Mobile and Great Northern, built in
1861, whictl r~tn east to west through the southern part of the county (Waters 1972).
On this linE! was Williams Station, later Williams, and now Atmore, about 8 miles from
Head of Perdido and about 15 from the "Huxford" area, where most of the Creeks at
the time w'~re living. A second line, date of construction unknown, was the Escambia
Railroad (no longer in existence), shown on a 1892 map as passing just west of Head
of Perdido, th'ence through the Jack Springs and Huxford areas (Rand McNally 1892).
The organized church history in the area is of some note because preachers who served
as pastors for some local churches are known to have preached among the Indians and
are frequently shown as ministers for marriages performed within an Indian settlement.
It is probs ble that initially some of the core families participated in the organized
churches, in the era when the local population was largely Indian and before the strong
distinction between the Ilcore ll lines and families that became socially non-Indian had
fully developed.
The first known organized church in the area was the Mars Hill Baptist church organized
at Jack Spr.ings in 1869. John V. Steadham reputedly provided the land for it. The
first pastor was A.J. Lambert, from 1869 to 1874, and again from at least 1885 to
1889. Lambert, like several other preachers at this church, was in these years preaching
at a numher of churches throughout Baldwin, Monroe and Escambia Counties, and
sometimes western Florida. Lambert was followed by John David Beck, an important
figure in l·)cal Creek history for the next several decades. Beck is listed in one source
as pastor for 1875 and 1876, but elsewhere is shown as having preached there for 10
years (Lasher 1899). S.W. Jones was pastor for a number of years, beginning in 1881
(Bethlehem ~!lptist Association 1846-99).
There wel'e few churches in under populated Escambia County initially, and probably
none in the Poarch area until the Mars Hill church was established. Accounts of Ba¢ist
missionari:!s in the 1870's and 1880's speak of the isolated character of the area and
of organi:ring' churches and Sunday schools among populations which had none. The
"frontier" c~hnracter of this is suggested by the reference of Lambert (1878) to his work
in "this dark corner of Southern Alabama."
Beck by B11 ~Lccounts was much more involved than the other ministers with the Creeks,
both in tt,e Poarch area and elsewhere in Baldwin and Monroe counties. One community
member stated that he was "the first Baptist preacher after this here church (reference
unclear)" and he "come out here to Bell Creek and preach for us 25 years" (Paredes
1972-74). Beck's interest and knowledge of the Creeks was indicated by his 1875
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-12obituary otl'eggy McGhee, which refers to her homestead "granted under the Red
Jacket TreatJ." His involvement was actually longer than 25 years, since he was writing
Washington on t)ehalf of the Creeks at least as late as 1907, 32 years after the McGhee
obituary. B4!'CiE- "knew about this Indian war we was in, that they'd taken that land
(Paredes 197 Z'-4)i."
Public schools have existed in the area since at least 1870. Records show a white
school in township 3 north, range 6 east in 1870 taught by Mrs. E. Tarvin of Jack
Springs, with an .enrollment of 40 students and one in township 2 north, range 6 east by
a Mr. Hansel, also from Jack Springs. In 1879, a white school in township 3 north, range
6 east was t!iught by Martha M. Lomax, grandniece of Sam Moniac, Jr. Her receipt for
pay was sign'~ by John V. Steadham. Lomax is also shown as teaching a white school,
no location indicated, in 1882 (Alabama Department of Education 1866-1911). This
accords with other evidence that children of the Steadham and Lomax families were
much more llterate and educated than the "core" families.
There appeal's t.o be some indication that in the earlier decades a few of the core
Creeks had IIotten some education. Thus the 1850 census shows John F. McGhee and
some of his siblings attending school, possibly with one of the schoolmasters shown in
the households of Jefferson Hollinger or Alexander McGhee Weatherford in the same
settlement. The 1860 to 1880 censuses show no Creek children as attending school.
The availabl.~ evidence indicates that besides John F. McGhee and his brother Richard,
perhaps a few other older generation individuals had some degree of schooling.
Beck, Jones and Lambert are shown in records of Indian marriages at times more or
less corresponding to the approximate dates of their ministries at Mars Hill, but Beck
is shown for other years as well. Lambert is shown as marrying three Creek couples
in Monroe County in the 1860's, probably through other churches he pastored there,
for Qualls-Dees in 1869, Hollinger-Taylor in 1870, and also Weatherford-Shomo 1890.
Jones in 1881. s,nd 1884, years when he was pastor at \'tars Hill, married a variety of
individuals from both core and peripheral families (see below). In 1881 he married H.
Colbert and A. Taylor, at William Colbert's house (all Indians) and John Steadham and
M.O. Boon, I)eripheral to the later Indian community, at a T. Lindsey's house. In 1884,
he married ~rilliam Roland and Eliza McGhee, at William Adams' house (all Indians),
and Frank M4~Cawley and Emma Steadham at J.N. Steadham's house.
Beck's recorded marriages in this era show a similar pattern. In 1876, at the time when
he was pastor Elt Mars Hill, he reported to the Alabama Baptist that he had married "at
my January appointment at Lomax" William Adams and Alice Gibson, Adam Hollinger
and Elizabejl Lomax, and Thomas Lindsay and Mary Boon. The former two couples
were individuals who were part of the local Indian community. He is also shown as
the minister in marriages between Indians at the Huxford area in 1883 and 1884 and
again in 19(I~r ~md 1908 (Escambia County n.d.).
During the la,te 1870's and early 1880's, census and land records show significant shifts
in the Indiull settlements and in the character of the area in general.
This was
presumably ~til1lulated by eC!onomic changes brought by the advent of the railroad and
the ooginning ()f the timber industry, which also brought with it a sharp increase in
white population. In this era, therefore, the Indian settlements began to be less isolated
than before, In this era there is the ooginning of a trend of movement of the Indian
population 1C1wards the south part of the area, i.e., to the Head of Perdido grant and
lands not fut' from it. One of these was a new settlement area, established by the
Gibson family. later known as Bell Creek. The Indian population in these clusters was
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-13139 in 1880 (l'arE!des 1981). The white population of the county went from 3047 in 1870
to 4106 in H80 (Paredes 1975).
On the 1880 (!eJfs,us schedules, the "Huxford" (T3N, R6E) area shows a similar composition
to that in 1810, less migrants to the Head of Perdido area. Almost all of the IndiaFt
households are shown with consecutive household numbers. The Red Hill area appears
to consists 01' three Rolin households, Francis, her mother Polly, and her brother John,
married to Rody Taylor, a Colbert. Also there are Alex McGhee, one of Jack McGhee's
sons, and Mariah Adams McGhee, Jack's widow. plus seven children. Next came Adam
Hollinger (married to a Lomax), Matilda Moniac Lomax, and households of her children,
one married ':0 8t Boon and one to a Keller. William Colbert, Jr. and his family are also
in this cluster. Indicated within a few houses are Clairborne Horsford, M. M. Taylor,
John Hadley and Westly DeWires.
Indicated on the census to be at Head of Perdido was William Adams, married to Alice
. Gibson (plus :;evf~l'al Walkers, cousins of Adams). The next household, with Lallie McGhee
Oees, also ifl'!luded her brother Richard McGhee and two of her adult children, but not
her husband William Dees (Semoice family). The next household was John Hinson, married
to Elizabeth. l-linson is believed part of the same Creek Hinson family intermarried
elsewhere in thE! Escambia group (see below). His wife could not be positively identified.
Then came John F. McGhee and his wife Polly Louisa Gibson, and Alex Roland and his
wife Mary Hathcock. Head of Perdido at this point had increased greatly in size, with
an influx from Huxford, and was much more diverse in terms of families, with McGhees,
Roland, Hatt(!ock, Hinson, as well as two Gibson'S married in. The 1870 census showed
that DeWire a.nd part of Richard McGhee's family had already moved to Head of Perdido.
Added in 18HO were Alec Roland. who according to later homestead papers, moved there
around 1877 and was followed by his brothers Sam and William around 1882 and 1884.
The homestE:ad papers, from 1891-3 (General Land Office 1890-94), indicate that the
Indians werE not living solely on the Head of Perdido grant, since when Alec Roland
settled in 1:~'77 on land just south of the grant, he bought improvements already made
by John F. McGhee, who evidently had occupied it without title.
A major move was that of the by now large Gibson family, formerly on land near Red
Hill. who settled around 1877 on Bell Creek, in township 2 north, range 5 east, about
three miles northeast of Head of Perdido (see map). They did not actually homestead
the land, i.e •• start to acquire title, until 1891. The census in 1880 shows three
households, William Gibson and his wife Margaret Moniac along with three adult children,
Bennety, Drucilla, and Gideon, plus at least one grandchild. son William Henry Gibson
and his wife Elizabeth Hinson, and William McGhee and his wife Julia McGhee. Elizabeth
Hinson was the grandniece of the Betty Hinson who married Lynn McGhee'S son Richard
and also dE riv4:!d from the Horsford family. William and Julia McGhee were children
respectively of Lynn McGhee's sons Richard and Jack. Their presence indicates that
the Bell Cl'eek settlement was as much an expansion of the Indian community as a
movement (If cIne family.
Land recortJs show numerous attempts by the Indians to acquire title to additional lands
in this period. The Colbert family purchased a land tract in section 16 of T3N, R6E
in 1880, just west of Red Hill, probably the section they had already been living on.
Purchase was not completed until 1889. Homestead applications were filed in the 1870's
by John F.. McGhee, Richard McGhee, William Adams, and in contiguous areas, Sam
Adams and Richard McGhee. These were evidently cancelled, as the land areas involved
were later homesteaded and patented by others, non-Indians, in the 1890's wave of
homesteads (Escambia County n.d.). Similar applications by- Mary '\1cGhee Steadham and
a non-IndiE.n were also not completed. The reason for this large-scale failure to grant
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-14these homes teads was not clear. Members of the group filed homestead applications
again in betweE!R 1890 and 1894 and were more successful.
OCCUpatioM ot_ Indians on this census were all either farmer or laborer.
valuation data was not analyzed for the 1880 census.

Property

No longer sh::>wn at "Huxford" in 1880 is Sam Moniac Jr., who is now shown in a cluster
of Indian households in Monroe County, location uncertain. This cluster also includes
Sam's son Junes, James Hathcock, Charles Weatherford, Alec Sizemore, Sam's daughter
Liza, married t~::> John !VIadison. and two households from the Semoice family. ~ot too
far in terms of household numbers were Dolph Reed, two Quarles families and some
Freemans.
Statistical r~~ports of the 1890 U.S. census show 173 Indians in Escambia County. Three
hundred eighty··four additional Indians were shown on special Indian schedules, not
identified b~ county. which may include some areas of Escambia County (Bureau of the
Census 1937). Individual census schedules for this area were destroyed in the 1920's
and hence were not available for examination.
Information about the Creek hamlet at Head of Perdido, and its involvement in churches,
is found in nn account of the founding of the Judson Baptist Church as a Sunday school
in 1891 (Sims n.d.). The church is located on land just to the northeast of the Lynn
McGhee gra lt and was founded as a Sunday school in 1891 by Reverend A.T. Sims. It
became a reguI.!lr church the next year. Sims account of the founding of the Sunday
school states that ItI got a good congregation, some of them Indians, to meet with
me ••• " "Bro. Dick McGhee, an Indian who had lived all of his life on. the very
grounds where we were holding the services, kept a good lightwood fire burning during
the services .••" This refers to Richard \1cGhee, brother of John F. McGhee, who
is discussed below in reference to a timber trespass suit. W.T. Ficklin, a white who
lived adjacent to the area, was made "Superintendent" and was a church officer in
succeeding ~'ear's.
This account id·entifies the existence of a body of Indians at Head of Perdido. There
seemed to be no question about the involvement of the Indians in the new Sunday
school. Latm' rlecords and oral history, however, do not indieate a long term involvement
with this church, not even as much as there was at Mars Hill. A separate Indian church
at Head of Pel~dido was built around 1910. The Judson ehurch cemetery, however,
indicates thl! existence of a major soeial distinction, since it is divided into Indian and
white sections. Those headstones in the Indian section for which individual names could
be identifiec:1 show Indian burials from 1911 to as late as 1955, drawn from a wide range
of core Poarch families (McFarland, et.al. n.d.).
In 1893, Rever4~nd John Beck sought assistance from the Federal government for the
Alabama Cr4!ek~;. Beck is believed to have been preaching in the Indian settlements in
Escambia County in this period, although not shown as affiliated with an organized
church therE!. Beck wrote to the Secretary of the Interior, "by the request of many of
the Creek Indians to whom I have preached for the past twenty years in the counties
of Baldwin l:nd Monroe ... " He inquired as to the rights in the lands in Indian Territory
"to be divided in severality," an apparent reference to allotment of Creek lands under
the act creatin~t the Dawes Commission. The Indian Office replied that they would have
to be admiHed to citizenship in the Creek Nation to be able to share in any land
rights, and refE!rred him to W. C. Perryman. the Principal Chief. Beck's omission of
Escambia County in the letter appears inadvertent, in view <>f his involvement with the
Creeks therl~ and his extensive work with them a few years later in applying under the
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-15Eastern Cree( cllaim (Guion Miller 1906-09). A number of Poarch families indicated on
the Eastern Cr4:!ek applications that they had applied for Creek benefits in 1893.
Although onl~, two actual applications for Creek citizenship have been found. there is .
record of Be~k ,assisting with at least one citizenship application from Monroe County.
suggesting he pr()bably worked with the Escambia County families as well (Miller 1906-9).
By 1900, the~e had been further movement to the south end of the general Poarch area
by the core ramilies. The population of the Head of Perdido settlement had increased,
and an addi tional hamlet had been established, known as Hog Fork. A number of
homestead al)plications were filed between 1890 and 1894, on lands settled by the
Indians in the previous two decades. Most of the surrounding lands were by this time
owned by ti Tlbe!r companies or other large holders. Settlement dates discussed are
based on statements in the homestead applications and are approximate.
The 1900 census shows eight households at Head of Perdido, some with multiple families
in them, repl'esenting over 40 people. Three of the households were children of Richard
McGhee, LYlll1\1cGhee's son. These were the Lutrece Walker family, Richard's son
Richard McGlhe4~ in a household with several nieces and nephews, and William McGhee,
married to Julia, Adams, granddaughter of Peggy McGhee. Also there were children of
Lynn's son J !lck, who were formerly resident in the Red Hill area. These were Alexander
:'v1cGhee and his wife Betsy, plus in one household, Alexander'S adult siblings Betsy,
Dick and Mary. A third group were Rolins, originally from Red Hill. These were Alec
Rolin, his brother Samuel, and what are probably the children or other descendants of
their brother Richard. These households were probably on the lands the Rolins had
homesteaded immediately south of the Head of Perdido grant, which the homestead
applications indicated were settled in 1877, 1882 and 1884 <General Land Office 1890-94).
Bell Creek in 1900 had expanded, according to the census. It was still centered on
the William "Bart" Gibson family, whose now grown children formed an expanded number
of separate households, seven of them, with 37 people. Notably, William Adams and
his wife had moved over from Head of Perdido, where they were in 1880, and another
household c'>nsisted of their daughter and her husband, a '\1cGhee. Other spouses in
the community were Hinson, Horsford and as various "v1cGhees. Thus the settlement,
though based somewhat on the large Gibson extended family. contained a diversity of
families.
A new settlemE!fit, known as Hog Fork, was established around 1886, by John F. McGhee.
The date is based on his 1893 homestead application. The land was about four miles
east of the HE!ad of Perdido community and two or three miles southeast of the Bell
Creek comnunilty (see map). The 1900 census shows three households, two of them
with severE] adult children of John :'v1cGhee, and their families. One household was
John and h,g wife Polly Gibson, who were formerly resident at Head of Perdido, plus
nine childr4m and four grandchildren. The second household was John's son Lee, ':tis
wife, Ida Rolin, and their children. The third household included John's son Charles
and his WifE!, .Jerusha Rolin. and John's son Frazier and his wife, Emina.
The 1900 census for the "Huxford" (T3N, R6E) area shows few of the Indian families
and may b,~ somewhat incomplete. The Colbert settlement is evident on the census,
consisting (.f three households, with multiple families in them, totalling 22 people. These
households were Will Colbert, Jr. with his wife and and quite a few adult children,
Will's son James and his wife, Florence Walker, and Will Colbert's sister, Verbenia.
Also listed were several boarders, all from Indian families •. ' The land for the settlement
consisted now of the original Will Colbert tract, purchased in 1880 and a nearby parcel
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-16which his sorl Ja.mes had settled on about 1889, and subsequently homesteaded (General
Land Office 1.890-94).
After 1900, the- isolation of the Creek families from the Escambia County settlements
began to del!re~lSe, as members of the group changed from being almost exclusively
small farmer:1 and sought work in nearby areas. The hamlets continue up until the
present day tlut the census and other documents (Guion Miller 1906-09) provide evidence,
supported by ora.l history. for the growth of temporary residence away from the hamlets
for work, pa ~ticularly in lumbering, pulpwood and other forest-related industries. The
1910 Federal census reflects the importance of these new sources of work both in the
settlements Ilnd outside, with occupations such as log team driver and the like listed.
The oral history indicates that a number of men had their own teams or trucks and
organized tellins of Indian workers, i.e., were labor contractors (Paredes 1972-4, F. D.).
Some of the:le. e.g., Will and Neal McGhee, were able to use this economic base to
provide community leadership (see below).
The 1910 census, which is the last one available to the public. enumerated 163 Indians
in Escambia I::ounty and 291 in Monroe County (Bureau of the Census 1937). In Huxford,
Head of Perclido and nearby areas, the census was taken in such a way that the
composition 1)( the individual settlements cannot be reliably determined. Two "blocks"
with a total 1.3 Indian households appear to correspond to Head of Perdido, Bell Creek
and Hog ForIe. The Huxford area shows at least six other Indian households, with some
indication a few families had moved back to that area since 1900.
Census enumeration districts outside, but adjacent to the Poarch area, show a number
of Indian fam ilies from the core families. This reflects the beginning, as noted, of
work outside the immediate area of the hamlets. A couple of families are shown in
enumeration <lisllricts just to the south, i.e., the town of <\tmore (formerly Williams) or
areas just ellst and west of it. In the Jeddo enumeration district of Monroe County,
just north 01' th.e Escambia County line, were Adams, Colbert, Gibson, Woods, Hinson,
McGhee and other Poarch families. The Guion Miller applications in 1906 reflected a
similar pattern, with a number listing as their post office Lottie (a few miles west of
Head of Pel'dido), Carney (two miles to the south), Perdido, Nokomis (just west of
Atmore) and Jeddo. A number of families are known from oral history to have worked
in West Florida, just below the Atmore area, beginning in this period.
COMMUNITY COHESION.
DISTINCTION AND IDENTITY BEFORE 1910

Introduction
The post-18!iO nineteenth century Creek community in northwest Escambia County was
highly cohe!li.ve, and sharply distinguished socially from the surrounding non-Indian
populations. The previous sections have discussed the origins of that community from
the Creek Nation and the basic evolution of the settlements in Escambia County after
1850, including some of the economic and social forces affecting it. The community
during this ~Ieriod evolved into several geographically (!oncentrated, closely-knit, kinshipbased hamlets. The Indian families of these hamlets became very tightly intermarried
with each othel~ and came to be socially distinguished from other local descendants of
Creek famil,f~S. The latter, referred to here as "peripheral" as opposed to the "core"
families of the hamlets, became socially classed as whites. The "corell families continued
to be iden':ifiE~d as Indian, and, probably beginning in the 1890's, were formally
This Indian
discriminate j llgainst, having separate Indian churches and schools.
community,Nhi'~h is now known as the Poarch Creeks, was w~ry poor, largely uneducated,
and importa ltly, was not just socially but probably somewhat culturally distinct initially
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-17from surroundin'l non-Indians as well as from the "peripheral" Indian descendants. After
about 1870, the local Indian community was no longer part of a larger half-blood
community ill southwestern Alabama, i.e., the larger group from which they had originated.
The following sections review in detail community cohesion, the pattern of in-marriage
which helped shape the changes in the community, evidence for cultural differences,
and the character of the local identification of the group as Indian. Later sections
treat in more detail the social organization of the hamlets and the nature of political
process witrin the group.
Community I~ohesion and Distinction
The primary blises for community cohesion were the extensive network of kinship
relationships reinforced by the continuing intermarriage within the community, plus the
geographical closeness of families within the settlements. The settlements in turn were
only a few miles from each other. Although the hamlets were distinct, kinship ties
and social relations between them were extensive (see discussion below). Community
efforts werE: the basis for organizing and maintaining the schools and churches within
the settleme nt (see detailed discussion below). Oral history accounts describe com muni ty
hunting and fishing expeditions in the 19th century.
A variety 1)( records indicate in detail both a high level of social interaction of
community nembers, and their familiarity with and support of each other, and also the
distinction t.etween them and non-members of the community, with whom there was less,
and not as important, interaction. One such body of records are those of Indian
marriages, showing they frequently took place in the household of a community member
other than that of the immediate relatives, and that the witnesses were often other
community members. The homestead applications of 1890-94 of community members
show many of the witnesses were drawn from within the Indian community. Thus the
application of Polly Rolin was witnessed by Alexander\1cGhee and William Colbert and
the application of Sam Rolin was witnessed by John F. McGhee, William Rolin, Gid
Gibson, and Richard McGhee, from a cross-section of families. Some non-Indian witnesses
do appear on the Indian applications. In contrast, the application of Sidney Lomax, Jr.,
a "peripheril" family by that time, was witnessed only by non-Indians (General Land
Office 1890--4).
A similar pattE!rn is evident in the affidavits for the Guion Miller applications, in 1906
and 1907. Those making the affidavits testified to their acquaintance with the applying
individual f')r Ell stated number of years, often for several decades before the application.
A detailed study of a large number of these applications showed that the primary
witnesses for the "core" families were from other families in their community, while
the witnes~es for the "peripheral" families, i.e., ones no longer part of the Indian
community. were not drawn from the "core" families but were non-Indians or other
Indian descmldunts. This reflects both the community cohesion and the social distinctions
discussed hl~re. This material is discussed in detail below, in connection with the overllll
Guion MillE:r' application process.
A third oo<ly of evidence is found in the witness lists for Escambia County Court cases;
which wel'e "available in part from 1876 to 1902. These lists are from cases of Indians
who wel"e tl"iE!d, indicted only, or for whom an indictment was sought in connection
with event!: such as fighting at a community gathering, or other crimes. The witnesses
were either almost entirely or predominantly from within the Indian community, both
for state Bnd defense witnesses. Thus for an 1883 murder case, the state witnesses
were Williwn Adams, Joseph \1cGhee, Lallee Deas, Tracie Walker, Alice Adams, Joseph
Rolin, and Richard McGhee, plus four non-Indians. An 1888 case had as witnesses
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Cruiasy [sic] Walker, Dick McGhee, John McGhee, Wesley Dewires and Frazier McGhee
(State of Alabama 1876-1902).
Analysis of Poa:reh Creek Marriage Patterns
A detailed analysis of marriage patterns was made as part of the overall analysis af
the eharacttH' of the community, changes in it, and the distinctions from surrounding
populations. This analysis confirms the existence of a strong, closely intermarried
community. The historical analysis shows the emergence from the larger community of
a somewhat distinct group of families, very closely intermarried, which correspond to
the populati::m of the historically known hamlets. These families continue to form the
basis of the current Poarch community. By around 1900, these are the only families
still identified as Indian in the Poarch area. Thus the data on marriage patterns,
settlement patt,erns, the interaction data discussed above, and on identification correlate
closely with each other, as well as with other accounts of the Indian settlements.
Marriage pattel'ns were examined by general historical eras rather than by generation,
because of the frequent wide range in age between siblings. Some examination was
made of all of the local population (before around 1910) thought to be of Indian descent,
with a cone entration on historical families linked with current Poarch families. The
data on the "pt:!ripheral" (non-Poarch) lines was examined to validate the distinction in
marriage patterns exhibited by different family lines. The description here is approximate,
because of ':he complexity of the marriage patterns and because it was not possible for
all of the populations to definitively establish all kin relations and marriage dates. The
patterns which emerge, however, are very strong, as well as consistent, as noted, with
other available social data.
Members of the half-blood community on the Alabama River were closely intermarried
with each oCher' (see discussion of that community). The marriages of the initial settlers
that moved inland from the Alabama River, marriages which occurred before about
1845-50, reJ'lect this. Thus Sam Moniac, Jr. was married to Susan Marlow, and Lynn
McGhee to Hettie Semoice. Lynn McGhee's son Richard married a Hinson, probably a
half-blood, Lynn's son and daughter Jack and Peggy married Adams', race unknown.
Nancy McGllee"s husband is unknown, and Lynn ~cGhee's other child, William, did not
settle in the new area. Sam Moniac, Jr. 's brother Dixon was married in an earlier
period.
H s children married Indian countrymen, i.e •• Peggy to William "Bartl! Gibson,
Matilda to Sidney Lomax and Polly to Jack Rolin (possibly a half-blood).
Relatively I'ew marriages occurred in the local population between approlCimately 1850
and 1870. Most appear to have been within one or another family line derived from
the Alabama-Tensaw community. One of Sam Moniac Jr.'s daughters married William
Colbert Jr., a half-blood related to Moniac and Sizemore. Colbert's niece, Matilda
Taylor, married into the Rolins. In this era, one of Richard McGhee's daughters married
a Hathcock. son of Elizabeth Marlow (a half-blood from the Tensaw settlement), while
another dat:ghter married a son of John Semoice. His son, John F. McGhee, married a
Gibson. All Adam Hollinger married Virginia McGhee, daughter of Jack. Another of
Jack's daul~htE!rs married a non-Indian named Walker. Nancy McGhee's child Mary
married Jotlll V. Steadham, a descendant of the half-blood Earle line. Some of the
local descelldants of earlier marriages with whites, such as Lomax and Madison, largely
married nOll-Indians from here on, as did most of the descendants of John V. Steadham.
Indian marriages in this and following eras, whether to other Indians or to non-Indians,
are localiZEd, i.e., marriage partners are drawn from the immediate area. This reflects
the isolaticn of the area. It also correlates with otherirtaications that ties between
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-19the Escambi!l County settlements and their relatives still on the river declined after
about 1870.
In the succet!dinig era, between approximately 1870 and 1890, the character of marriages
of some of those from the McGhee and the Moniac "lines" changed greatly. This refers
to the Gibson, Colbert, Rolin and various McGhee families, descendants of marriages,
as noted above, with a variety of half-bloods. In the previous era, there was only one
marriage be t'Neen any branches of the McGhee and Moniac families, and none within
either of thest~ two segments.
Following this, what can only be called intense
intermarriage occurred between these fainilies. Of the children of John F. McGhee,
six married Rolins, one married a Colbert, while one married back into one of the
McGhee linE!s. John's brother William, married around 1875, married both a Rolin and
a McGhee Hnd his children married three from McGhee lines (including one Walker),
two from M)niac lines, one from another Creek line and two married non-Indians. The
Walker chilcr'en married two McGhees, a Colbert and three non-Indians. Peggy McGhee's
one child mHrrit~d a Gibson. Jack's children, those (or whom marriages and descendants
are known, mal'ried a Gibson, a Rolin, a McGhee, and a Hollinger, and one unknown.
Some of thE Hathcock descendants married back into these two lines.
Also in the 1870 to 1890 era, of families descended from Sam Moniac, Sr., William
Colbert's cllildren married one McGhee, one Walker, three other local Creek lines
(Taylor, QWLlls and Hinson) plus three non-Indians. One of Sam Moniac, Jr.'s daughters
married a M(!Ghee while two other children married non-Indians. Of the Rolins, besides
the many l~cGhees already mentioned, one married a Taylor and one a Hathcock
(descendant~; of local Indian marriages in the previous generation).
Of tpe Gibsons,
besides thofe B.lready mentioned, three married other local Creeks, Hinson, Moniac and
Horsford, and one a non-Indian. Most of the Lomax line children did not marry in and
no descends nts are represented now in the Poarch Band of Creeks.
In summary, between 1870 and 1890, there was intense intermarriage within and between
the various '\1cGhee lines and the Gibson, Colbert and Rolin branches of the Moniacs.
Many of thl~ other marriages of people in these families were with other families then
classified a, Indian, i.e., Hollinger, Deas, Taylor and Hinson.
The high intermarriage between these families begins in the era while the area is still
very isolatEd 8lfld the population small and does not reflect initially a distinction from
other lndial lines in the area, except that the latter married non-Indians somewhat
more freqwmtly. From all accounts, strong social discrimination against these closely
intermarriell fa.milies doesn't occur until the following era, 1890 to 1910. The marriage
pattern is I:hus not the result of it, but may in part have stimulated it.
Beyond this ern, intermarriages become overwhelming as the population increases. Rough
counts indi<~atf! the next era of marriages, 1890 to 1910, continues the intense intermarriage bEtwE~en the main branches of the by now thoroughly intermixed lines. Samp~s
of the children of a given person show six in- vs. two out-marriages, 11 and three,
three and (our', two and none, and so on. It is possible that intermarriage tended to
reach the limits of available kinsmen who were not too close kin to marry.
Marriages Nith non-Indians in all periods frequently produced descendant lines which
married ba~k into the "core" as intensely as others-e.g., the Rackard, Walker and
Presley fa rlilies.
While there was some tendency among children of Indian-white
marriages to marry outside the community at a greater rate than those of Indian-Indian
marriages, Bl majority of the children of Indian-white marriAges appear to have married
back into the community, indicating that despite the non-Indian spouse, the primary ties
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-20were to the lndian side. There does not appear to have been a differential rate of
males and !emdes marrying out, and the children of marriages where the non-Indian
was male or W~lS female were both likely to marry back in. Some lines from Indian
females, like Stl!adham and Lomax, primarily or entirely diverged from the Indians, while
others like Walker and Presley did not.
Throughout this process of intermarriage, which was most intense between a portion of
the local Indian families, a distinct group emerged from the original larger group of
Indian families which had settled in the area. These marriages were also geographically
very localized and after about 1870 no longer reflected contacts with half-blood families
elsewhere in southern Alabama. The closely intermarried families clustered geographically
around the [ndian settlements, i.e., the lands at Red Hill and Head of Perdido, the
Colbert land:;, and eventually at the Bell Creek and Hog Fork areas. It is these families
which by 19110 (~ome to be essentially the only ones identified as Indian on the census
and other do(!urnents. These constitute the "core" families whose communities became
the Poarch Band of Creeks of today.
Their ancestry includes McGhee, Moniac,
Weatherford, Sizemore, Semoice, Marlow, Hathcock, Colbert, and other families from
the earlier Cre~!k Nation.
Survival of Cultural Differences
The half-blood community on the Alabama and Tensaw Rivers was quite culturally
distinct from the non-Indian culture of the time, even though greatly changed from
aboriginal CI'ee~: culture. Although the culture of the Poarch community has essentially
been that 0;' poor rural southerners since some time in the late nineteenth century,
oral history indicates that some cultural differences survived until at least that time,
and may hel~. to explain some of the social distinctions and community changes discussed
above. The oldest recollections (Paredes 1972-74), from individuals born between 1880
and 1900, is tha.t the old people could still talk what one referred to as "that old crazy
talk" but thut her husband had referred to the "Indian talk" as "foolishness." It was
reported tha t Jrohn F. McGhee had tried to teach his children the Indian language.
Speck (1941) WliS told that Dick McGhee, .John's brother, was the last one who had
been able to speak the Indian language. Calvin Beale, in 1965, was told by then Chief
Calvin \1cGhee that when he was a boy, some of the older Indians could still speak
Creek, and <lid so when they didn't want the children to understand. Beale understood
McGhee, who was born in 1902, to be referring to his grandparents, e.g., John F.
McGhee.

Pme<ies (1975) collected eight or ten items of Muskoghean vocabulary which

were still known in the community in 1972-74.
It would appH8r then that the generation born about 1840-60 was the last which commonly

used the CrE!ek language, i.e., grandchildren of Lynn McGhee, and that by 1880-90 its
use was limited to older people. It is likely that the decline of cultural differences
probably foI:.ow~ed something like this time-line, thus still existing to some degree in
the 1870-90 E!ra at the same time that the strong intermarriage and distinction of core
Poarch families was occurring.
Paredes (1975) describes a number of other "folk culturell items, such as funeral, curing
practices, fo·)ds and others, some with parallels to Creek or Southeastern Indian practices.
He notes, howe"er, that many of these even though possibly of Indian origin, are shared
by the non-l1diEtn rural folk culture. One unambiguous item, still made until about the
1940's, was 'sof'kee," an Indian corn soup. Sofkee is derived from the Muskogean word
for that SoUi~ although, curiously, community members did not identify it as an Indian
word, regarcling it as ol"dinary vocabulary.
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The educaticlnal experience of the Poarch Creeks reflects both the low economic and
social positi(11l _of the community in the latter nineteenth century, as well as much of
the twentieth c!entury, and also the social distinctions which were made and which
became stronger in the last two decades of the nineteenth century. The core familie's
in the nineteenth century for the most part received little or no education. More began
to receive education in the 1890's. Some time around 1900, Indians were shifted to
segregated,:ndiB:n-only schools in community-built halls in the hamlets.
Oral history ac(!ouri.ts from the very oldest informants indicate clearly that before the
turn of the (!entury the few Indians that did receive schooling went to school with
whites (Paredes 1972-4). Evidence of literacy derived from homestead applications and
the like indi~ates, however, that few from the core families received much education.
In contrast, thE~ "peripheral" family lines like the Steadhams and Lomaxes appear to
have been almost entirely literate in this era. It appears also that initially, before
the Civil ¥'jar, a few from what later became the core families did receive some
education, e.. g., John F. and Richard McGhee, but that after this, the level of education
declined be}:)w its already low level, even though public schools were in operation in
the area since at least 1870.
The 1910 Cf!l1SUS casts some additional light on the subject. It lists as able to read
and write a large proportion of the young adults, ages 20 to 25, suggesting that they
had been attending school around and just before the turn of the century. It also lists
as literate SOmE! of the elder generation, such as John F. and Richard McGhee, ages 67
and 69, Williarn Rolin, 54 and also James Colbert, 37. This tends to support the
hypothesis t lat there is a period in which almost no Poarch Creeks received education,
after the ir i tis.l period in which a few did. It also supports the oral history of the
oldest members that suggested some Indian children had gone to school before the turn
of the centJry.
The scarcity OIf school records makes it impossible to determine exactly when the
segregated, Indian-only, schools were established. The earliest available documentary
record show) two in existence in 1908, when they were still funded by parent subscription
(Escambia County 1908-25). The character of these settlement-based schools, and the
subsequent I~vol.ution of the local schools for the Poarch Creeks is discussed in following
sections. 'The Indian schools which were established were classed as a sutrcategory of
the white schools, and their pupils reported in the statistics for the white schools.
Oral history suggests a historical process of tightening distinction against Indians. As
prominent ~, man as J. V. Steadham is said to have had his children challenged and is
reputed to halJ'e countered by establishing another school, which was attended by his
children and by white children. The Colbert school may have been established in a
similar fastion, as a result of children having problems in the existing schools. Neal
McGhee, WllO 'Nas relatively well off, sent his children north to Blacksher school n~ar
Uriah. An attempt to exclude Indian children from the school there was reportedly
blocked by Mr. Blacksher, a leading citizen of that area. Sentiment to exclude Indians
from white schools seems to have been strongest in the Huxford and nearby McCullough
areas, strolll~ ftround Poarch, and relatively minimal elsewhere in the region except for
Pensacola U~.D., Paredes 1972-4).
Identificati~n

as an Indian Group
Between it:; founding around 1850 and 1890, there is, because of the scarcity of records,
only limited direct identification as Indian of the Escambia County Indian community.
Identifications of race on the Federal censuses for the area between 1860 and 1910,
however, clear'ly indicate the families of the Indian settlements there were identified as
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-22a socially distinct population who were, with some fluctuation from census to census,
identified as Indian.
The 1860 censtis identifies all of the later core families as Indian, and also identifies
most of the other local families derived from the Alabama-Tensaw community as Indian.
This identifi :!ati.on is particularly significant in that the census that year did not make
provision fol' enumeration of Indians as a distinct category. Thus it appears that the
identificatio 1 locally was quite strong, leading the enumerator to add a distinction not
in his instru,!tions. Provision for enumeration as Indian on the Federal census does not
appear until 18'70. The inclusion of non-core families as Indian in 1860 is consistent
with the cOIH!IUlsions discussed earlier that the later distinctions between them and the
core familie; had not yet developed in 1860.
The 1870 and 1880 censuses are less consistent, with some of the core and other lines
being identified as Indian, and others as white or mulatto. The families so distinguished,
however, arH consistent with those labeled Indian in 1860, and those appearing as Indian
in 1900 and Jl910. This period correlates with the period discussed above, where there
were changE!s in marriage patterns and distinctions between different Indian families.
A significant r~!ference in this era is that in Beck's 1875 obituary of Peggy McGhee,
which refer~ to the granting of her "homestead at Head of Pedido [sic] under the Red
Jacket [sic] Tre:aty." Given the context of Beck's extensive involvement with the local
Indians, this indicates he identified them then as Creek Indians (see discussion of Guion
Miller appliC!atlions, below). Brewer's 1872 history of Alabama, in its write-up of
Escambia CCtlmty, noted that "forty-three of the 98 Indians in the State live in Escambia."
This apparelltly had reference to census figures. Escambia is the only county for which
Brewer mad~ r,~ference to the number of Indian residents.
The 1890 census statistics show that 173 Indians were returned on the census for
Escambia County. The census schedules themselves, as discussed, are no longer in
existence. Other kinds of materials from this decade, though, make a more specific
identification of a group of Indians. Sims' account of the 1891 founding of the Sunday
school at Head of Perdido is the clearest reference to a group of Indians in that area.
His pamphlEt refers to the inclusion of a number of Indians, by the context living
immediately ,adjacent, on the Head of Perdido grant. One, Dick McGhee, is specifically
named. Be :!k's 1893 letter asking assistance for the Creeks of Alabama inexplicably
does not s~'E~cifically mention Escambia County, even though Beck had provided the
Peggy McGhee obituary in 1875, and worked extensively in 1906 to 1909 with the
Poarch fami lies, which he identified as Creek Indians and urged to apply for the Guion
Miller enrollment.
There are h(o other 1890's identifications of note. The 1894 Census Bulletin for the
Five Civilized Tribes in Indian Territory stated "••• it is true that some Creek Indians
are still re:;i.ding in the states of Georgia and Alabama ••• " This probably reflects
the applications for citizenship from Alabama Creeks (Ward 1894). Less specific. is
LaFargue's I'ec!ollection in 1941 that he had attended "some forty-five years ago" a
tribal meeting of Choctaws in St. Tammany Parish, Louisiana. LaFa.rgue stated that
they "had ,nvited to their powwows representatives from the remnants of tribes in
Mississippi and in Alabama."
A further piece of evidence is found in the statements of Thomas Ficklin, an aged
white man r'esident in the area all of his life. Ficklin writing in 1924 in connection
with timbeJ' rights at Head of Perdido stated that Richard Walker (who was born in
the 1860's) was born on the land and had lived there all his- life. Ficklin in 1911 clearly
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-23referred to the Indians as living on the Head of Perdido land, and indicated his knowledge
of them went bllCk forty years, i.e., around 1871 (Chatterton 1911).
In 1900 and afterwards, identifications as Indian and as a group, and specifically as
Creek, become sharper and increasingly frequent. The 1900 Federal census returns to
consistent identification of the clustered families of the hamlets as Indian. All are
identified as Indian except the Gibson family, whose members are listed as white. None
of the peript,eral families are listed as Indian at this point, which correlates with the
social distin~tions indicated by marriage patterns and patterns of indicated social
association di:o;cllssed earlier. The earliest school records, from 1908 (Escambia County
1908-25), lis': the Gibson and Poarch Indian schools, which were at the Bell Creek and
Head of Perliido settlements, respectively. In a 1903 news article in the local paper
concerning the pardon of John Rolin, who was convicted of murdering Will Colbert at
a frolic, Rolin was referred to as "an old Indian of this county" (Standard Gauge 1903).
On the 1910 (!ensus, the Indian identifications correlate almost exactly with the families
which were part of the Indian communities at the time, and with present-day Indian
family lines. Only these families are listed as Indian.
The status 0 r Indians was in some ways a subcategory of white in the biracial Alabam a
system of thle time. The segregated Indian schools of the early 20th century were
administrati'J E!ly white rather than colored schools. Indian marriages were recorded in
the "white" marriage record books, but the individuals were often labeled as Indian,
particularly in bIter records. Indian men appear on a 1912 jury list, many again labeled
as Indian (E:;carnbia County 1912). The Indians were not allowed, in the latter period,
to go to thl! ~lme churches and schools as whites, but could marry whites. A midnineteenth (!~~ntury account gives some idea of the Indian status. Featherstonhaugh
(1844) commentled that his Indian coachman, whom he considered socially beneath him,
was invited by his white host to eat with them because, although dark skinned, lithe
blood was [rldian not African and he was therefore one of the southern aristocracy."
Featherstonhaugh's account refers to his travels in Monroe County in the 1830's.
The identifi'~ations for this period, except for Beck in 1893, do not specify Creek as
the kind of Indian until after 1900. The historical presence of the Creeks in the area,
and in partic!ular famous figures such as William Weatherford and other individuals, was
common knc wle~dge in the area throughout this period, judging by the available local
histories written at the time. This suggests that the identification was as Creek. The
Guion Millel' applications indicate a large body of individuals identifying as Creek with
some specifit! knowledge about it (i.e., McGhee's grants), and known as Creek to at least
a few non-IndiiHI witnesses.
The 1910 censm; for areas near Poarch listed several families from the group on separate
Indian cenS\IS schedules, as Creek. The Jack Springs Beat schedules, which cover the
area where all of the hamlets were, did not use the special schedule, but instead lis~d
all the families on the general population schedules, as Indian. Families from the Poarch
area were shown, for Jeddo Precinct in Monroe County, on the special Indian schedule,
but were inl~l(plicably listed as Choctaw, even individuals with famous Creek names such
as Wea therj'()rdi.
There is, m'f~ra.l1, frequent identification on the census of a consistent body of families
in the Poal'(~h area as Indian, distinguished from other local families also of Creek
ancestry, ilnd geographically concentrated.
Together with the limited direct
identifications of the group of families as an Indian group and the strong evidence of
social distilctions, particularly from the 1890's on, this indicates that the individual
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-24identificati(Jns are based on identification of the group, with somewhat fluctuating
boundaries, as Indian between 1860 and 1900. The census identifications as Indian are
very strong in !860 and again in 1900 and 1910 (and probably 1890), and make evident
distinction 4)lr t:he group in 1870 and 1880 as well.
HISTORY 1900 TO 1941

Outlined below are a series of contacts with the Poarch Creeks from
10 to 1941 by
a variety of outside agencies and individuals. All of these provide clear identification
of them as an Indian group. Several of these provided important information about the
group and influenced the development of the group. This section provides background
to the followin'g two sections which outline the evolution of the group's community and
political orgflnization.
Participatio~

in the Eastern Cherokee (Guion Miller) Applications (1906-9)
Reverend Jo,hn Beck again pursued the interests of the Creeks with the Federal
government i.n 1906. Beck actively worked to have the Creeks in the Poarch area and
also elsewhm'e in southern Alabama sign up for the enrollment in the Eastern Cherokee
claim which WBlS begun in that year. This enrollment, under Special Commissioner Guion
Miller, was authorized by Congress in 1906 as a result of Court of Claims decisions of
May 18, 1905 and May 28, 1906 making an award for lands taken from the Eastern
Cherokee. Beck, in the promotion of these applications, was clearly declaring the
people to be Creeks, and it isn't clear why he thought this was an appropriate vehicle
for the Creeks.. Guion Miller's report (1909) noted that "some of these are recognized
members of thE! Creek tribe, others while not recognized as members of the Creek tribe
claim as de:;cendants of some Creek ancestors." Most of them, Miller noted, so stated
in their ap{tlicutions.
Beck signed his correspondence "Creek Indian agent and attorney" and evidently
represented himself to some of the claimants as being authorized by Washington to
conduct the enrollment (King 1907). He even submitted a "final report" of his work in
enrolling peopl'e. In response to several inquiries, Guion Miller (1907) wrote that Beck
was "never app,ointed or autho('ized by any department of the Government to act as a
Government agent in the matter of the enrollment of the Eastern Cherokees."
Beck from 9.11 evidence conducted several meetings in the Atmore and other Escambia
and MonrOE c.ounty locations at which claimants signed up. He then submitted the
applications himself to Guion Miller, resulting in several large fairly long series of
applications with consecutive serial numbers. He evidently also tried to keep track of
the further c~or'respondence of Miller with the applicants. Beck strongly promoted the
applications among the Poarch families, whom he had known for 30 or more years, as
well as oth4!r Creek descendants in that area and also in 'v1.onroe County. His efforts
are well rerllembered in the oral history. One person stated that Beck "wrote us up for,
I believe, i': was a dollar and a half form [sic]."
The applications (Guion Miller 1906-9) provide some further evidence of the high degi'ee
of internal cohesion within the group of core families and the social distinctions which
had arisen between them and other families of Creek descent in the area, even some
of those fairly closely related to them. The applications contained an affidavit, usually
signed by two witnesses, which stated that they were well-acquainted with the applicant
and how long they had known him. An analysis was made of a sample of 71 applications
drawn from across-section of families, core and otherwise. The primary witnesses for
core families were, if not immediate relatives, almost always others from the Indian
community Blnd not from the other Creek descendant lines nor from whites who were
long resident in the area and long acquainted with the Indians. An examination of the
dates of the applications and what is known about who was evidently present at
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-25the meetingl' indicates that the witnessing patterns are not the result of who was
available to sign forms.
The McGhees in the sample were primarily witnessed by,
besides othel~ McGhee's, Rolins, Colberts, Adam Hollinger and Origen Boon. The Rolins
were primarily 'I¥itnessed by other Rolins, Gibsons, McGhee, Adam Hollinger and Richard
Padget. The pri.mary Gibson witnesses were McGhees and Adam Hollinger. The Colberts,
based on a limited sample, did not fit the pattern, being witnessed by Weatherford,
Taylor, and fl[oUinger. The peripheral lines, on the other hand, like the Steadhams and
They were witnessed by
Boons, werE not witnessed by any of the core families.
Weatherford, Si:l;emore, Allen, and Adam Hollinger. Applications for Creek descendants
outside the local area were witnessed by altogether different sets of people than the
local Atmor4~ al'ea families.
Certain indi'tiduals are more common than others among the witnesses, possibly indicating
some of organi2:ed role on their part in the application process. Of particular note is
John F. McGhel:!, one of the few literate members of the group, His application is one
of the most detailed, and was the first processed by Guion Miller, indicating Beck
probably sut·rnitted it as the first application. Other common witnesses are McGhee'S
wife Polly Louisa Gibson, Drucil1a Gibson McGhee, Dave Gibson, Adam Hollinger,
Josephine Hollinger, Richard Pagett, William Dees and Lige(?) Boon. Only Boon and
Padgett seem to fall clearly outside the pattern of witnesses with long-standing
rela tionships wi thin the group.
An examina1ion of four sets of consecutive applications, which comprise most of those
found, show:; that Beck's efforts seem to have started in the Poarch area and among
the Indian community's families. The first batch of 24, all signed October 15, 1906,
were all from the immediate Atmore area and essentially all were from core.families.
A second set of 127, mostly signed between November 7 to 14, 1906. were again almost
all from the Atmore area and largely from core families, but now including some others
from an ap~arent meeting in Jeddo, Monroe County. Two further sets, of 64 and 41,
signed mostly from December 7 to 15, 1906 and March 7 to 12, 1907 respectively, show
a progressivE~ "scattering," with fewer and fewer Poarch families and coming from a
wider span of Streas, reaching into West Florida and more widely in Alabama. This may
indicate ths t the process started with the clearly distinguished Indian community at
Poarch, and interest then spread to other Creek descendants, many of which Beck was
familiar wit'1 f['om preaching around the region.

There were evidently some newspaper

accounts au,().
The forms are a rich source of information on genealogy of the Poarch families. They
also cast some historical light on how they saw themselves. A standard phrase under
"remarks" was "The Red Jacket Treaty ••• gave to Linn :\1cGhee to live upon a section
of U.S. government land known as Head of Perdido (Tatevill) [sic] and one known as
Red Hill •• "n A variant said McGhee had a permit to live on the land "in perpetuity
without cost 01' damages in the Red Jacket Treaty."
Presumably as part of t.his effort, Beck evidently also wrote to the President. His
letter was (lot found, but a reply was found which indicates he had pled for "executive
clemency for the part of the Indian tribes that remain in southern Alabama." His letter
was evidently uccompanied by one from Charles Weatherford. The Acting Commissioner
of Indian Affairs (Larrabee 1906) replied that he knew of no band of Indians located
in southern Alabama and that any that might be found were descendants of Indians
chOOSing to remain after Removal and therefore not entitled to rights to share in the
lands and funds. of the Creek Nation in Indian Territory. Beck (1907) replied, "on behalf
of the Indians in Southern Alabama," that there was nothing in the treaty the
Commissionl~1r (!ited that indicated any surrender of rights.
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In 1911 a Puder'a! government timber cruiser filed a report of trespass on the Head of
Perdido Indhlll lands by the Carney Mill Company, for allegedly cutting timber on the
lands over the protests of the Indians and without authorization to cut on Government
lands.(Chatter'tolll 1911) The trespass allegedly took place in 1904. The affidavits in
connection wiith the complaint indicated that Richard (Dick) McGhee protested to the
company at the time, on the grounds that it was government land. The company stated
that the timb.~r rights had been bought from one of the heirs, Emma Steadham McCawley,
who apparently was resident on the land at the time, and was paying taxes on a portion
of it. The I'~~dE!ral district attorney filed suit, and testimony was taken from witnesses,
but the case ,II'as settled before going to trial, with a judgment entered in 1915 for $2,000.
The testimony in the case offers some useful information about the group. T. W. Ficklin,
a white living adjacent to Head of Perdido stated that he had passed by and through
the land for ·10 years and it was occupied all of that time by the McGhees. Richard
McGhee himllelf stated he was born there (in 1845), and had been living on it and
cultivating it ever since, and noted other McGhee descendants living on it as well
(Chatterton UHl). A letter from the lumber company's lawyer (Stevens 1913) refers to
his acquaintance! with "the Indians living in the locality in question" and "with different
members of ':he tribe." Thus he is clearly identifying a group of Indians.
Although the timber trespass suit was settled, the McGhee grant lands both at Head
of Perdido and Huxford were taken out of trust in 1924, with fee simple patents issued.
The Departm,mt of the Interior had earlier, during the suit, taken the position that the
acts authori2;ing the McGhee grant did not provide for granting fee simple title and
subsequent acts had not modified this (Jones 1915). Ficklin (1924) and some of the
heirs had wr itten, seeking authority to sell some of the timber on the land, in order
to provide bettel~ homes for the Indians. No explanation was located for the Department's
change in pO!iition on the patentability of the land, but it advised in 1924 (Parrett) that
the Departm4~nt had decided that the heirs were entitled by virtue of the 1817 Act
implemeting, the Treaty of Fort Jackson to have a patent in fee. It is not clear which
heirs actuall~, got title to the land.
Two other i::\entifications of the group appear in 1921 and 1922.
An interesting
identification of the community appears in a 1922 publication of the Alabama Anthropological Soc!ilety. In a note regarding some maps and materials on Creek history
provided by John Swanton of the Bureau of American Ethnology, it was noted that a
person, evidently studying the materials, "visited the community locally known as the
'Indian secticln' in the western part of Escambia••• there are nearly one thousand listed
by the Census as Indians." He stated that there were on a few full-bloods among them
(Brannon 192 Z). Owen's 1921 history of Alabama notes that near the town of Atmore, "is
a small Indian, r'eservation on which there are still about 45 Indians."
In 1929, the Episcopal church sent a missionary couple, Reverend Edgar Van Edwards
and his wife, to work with the Indian community at Poarch. Edwards worked the·re
from 1929 to 1943. For the first two years, he was assisted by a medical missionary,
Dr. Macy, and his wife. Mrs. Macy continued to work in the community for a number
of years. E::IwBlrds worked diligently to improve conditions in the community, seeking
the help of t.he Bureau of Indian Affairs and local agencies to improve health and
educational c()nditions. The mission was very successful among the Indians, converting
much of the Head of Perdido and Poarch Switch communities especially, and gaining
the support of Fred Walker, the most important leader. The mission materials provide
extensive idE!ntification of the group as Indian over the following decades, and also
considerable Information about its social organization and political leadership. This
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material is discussed in the subsequent section on community social organization and
political organiz;ation.
Letters from missionary Edwards to the Bureau of Indian Affairs led to a visit to the
community in 1934 by a representative of the Bureau, S. H. Thompson. Edwards originally
wrote in 1931, saying he was interested in "a small tribe of Indians located near
here ••• " arid requested help for them from the Indian Bureau. He referred to 200 acres
of land the government had given them. Thompson's (1934) short report stated that
the group 01' Indians there regarded Will McGhee as their leader. Thompson located
the 1924 lanlj PEL tent. He also noted four Indian schools as enrolling 130 to 140 students.
In 1941, anthropologist Frank Speck of the University of Pennsylvania visited the
community and wrote a brief article reporting on it. Speck's visit was on behalf of
the Bureau (If Indian Affairs (Zimmerman 1941) and was one of a number of visits by him
or his students to unrecognized Indian groups in the east in the 1930's. The Bureau in
this era was making an effort to determine what it could or should do for such groups,
focusing particularly on economic and education needs. Speck's article (1947) indicates
this was the purpose of his visit. The request presumably grew out of the earlier visit
by the Bureuu Indian Affairs agent in 1934. A response. if any, to Speck's report, was
not found. Thle tone of this report is that local institutions, specifically the schools
and the Epi!i(~opal church. had matters well in hand. This in part explains the lack of
further acti·)n.
COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION AND SE'M'LEMENTS

The Poarch Cr.eeks have lived since their first settlement in what is now northwestern
Escambia G)unty in small settlements or "hamlets" of closely clustered houses. Each
hamlet was 1'1. <!ollection of families closely interrelated by kinship ties. although each
settlement hl'l.d a distinct character. The settlements had varying kinds of land bases,
some on grant lands, some on homesteaded or purchased lands. There continue to be
several ham L(~ts up until the present day, in which a significant portion of the population
lives.
The evoluU>n of these settlements in the nineteenth century was described in the first
section of I:his report. This section will describe in more detail what is known about
the social l)rgfLnization of these settlements and the social ties between them, based
on ol'al, ethno~~raphic, and documentary data. The initial focus of settlement was in
the T3N, RilE .area, more recently referred to as "up around Huxford" or just "Huxford."
The initial !;ettlement areas here were in the "Red Hill" section. consisting of the
McGhee relif~rV'e in that area and the adjacent lands where the Polly Rolin and related
families lived (see map). Nearby were lands of the Gibsons and Moniacs. A little
,later, around 1860, the Colbert's moved into the area. near the other families, in an
area which eaRle to be known as the "Colbert settlement." The records indicate initially
at most a l:ew people were actually resident on the grant land at Head of Perdi$1o,
latter testi 1110ny (cf. above) notwithstanding. Beginning around 1870, there was a trend
for the Indian population to move toward the south end of the local area. An additional
hamlet, at BE!ll Creek, a few miles south of Huxford, was founded around 1877 when
the Gibson family and some related families moved down. The Hog Fork settlement, a
few miles ~.()utheast of Bell Creek, was founded around 1886, and centered around the
extended fllmHy of John F. McGhee. In roughly the same years, the population at Head
of Perdido W8.S increasing and also becoming more diverse in terms of families, with
the Rolins frelm Huxford moving in and Gibsons and others marrying in. The Huxford
area settle tlents were greatly reduced in population by the turn of the century, although
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-28some familiE!! ¥fere still living there in the 1930's and a few still live there today.
The grant limd there is still held by one of the Neal McGhee family.
In the 1920's aind 30's, the Hog Fork area expanded, with the growth of the families
there, aided by the availability of cheap, timbered-off land and also sharecropping work'.
A new Indi-m community developed in the 1920's at Poarch Switch, attracted by
sharecropping' work and work at the railroad switch yard at that location. The new
hamlet was a composite of families from the older ones. At roughly the same time,
the Bell Creek hamlet gradually dwindled in size and was abandoned, many of its
members mo ving: to Poarch Switch, which is a mile or two south.

Each of the hlilmlets had a distinct identity and were seen by the Indians as being
somewhat diffel~ent in character, even though there were lots of kin ties and intermarriages ~~tween and movement between them. Thus there was a sense that "up
around Huxfm'd'" was somehow a little more distinct, and different kind of people than
elsewhere, and that those at Bell Creek perhaps thought themselves a little better than
the others, while the Poarch Switch community was considered to be a little "lesser"
than the otters, perhaps because it was poorer. This differentiation remains a feature
of the grou(l's social organization. In the past decade or so, with the development of
a formalized council dealing with community-wide issues, leaders have tried to respond
to a sensitivity on the part of particular hamlets as to how well they are represented
on the counl~il and whether they are "getting their share."
Hamlets gen~!rally had a fairly well defined social life. Each at on time or another had
a community building, built cooperatively by members of the community, which generally
doubled as church and school. Social life included "frolics," which meant a dance or
party. TheBI~ ehurch meetings and other cooperative events such as log rollings and
qUiltings att~ac1ted Indians from the other communities (Paredes 1975). Some evidence
suggests common economic activities, such as hunting and fishing expeditions, the latter
probably limited to the pre-1900 era.
The interhanLet ties were and are many. When a "frolic" was held at a house in one
community, I'nmilies from the others were invited. A church in one hamlet might hold
a "fifth Sunday" meeting, and this would be attended by members of the churches in
the other Sl!ttl.ements.

Summer revival meetings, running a week long, would bring

together faIT ilies from different hamlets. These meetings were reportedly only attended
by Indian falTtilies, i.e., brought together the Indian community (F .0.).
Speck's (1947) l~eport, although quite limited and containing some errors, does provide
a view of tile ~troup in 1941. He reported a population of 500, living in a "scattered
community." He was told of the tradition that the grant land compensation to Lynn
McGhee for his services and that of "his band of friendly Creeks." He was told 220
acres remained in the possession of the Indians, and was "free land available for use
and residence by the members of the band." This indicates the land, while technically
individually owned at that time, was in practice viewed somewhat communally. The
"bond of fam ily kinship" was reported as strong as that formerly in Creek clans. Speck
also noted (U:lnc!es in private homes (probably frolics), as a source of social cohesion.
A complete l.a.cllc of contacts with other southeast Indians was noted.
The land bases of the different settlements were, as noted, somewhat different, two
being partia:.Iy the McGhee grant lands, others having been purchased or homesteaded
by various families. The Red Hill and Head of Perdido lands were combinations of the
grant lands there and neighboring homesteads and private-lands. Particularly before
the 20th century, some households were almost certainly squatting on nearby public
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-29lands. ACi!Ounts Crom oral history suggest that even in the early 20th century, the
hamlets were quite isolated from non-Indians in the area, as the country was relatively
sparsely poPuUlted. Great blocks of land, further, were in forest. held by the timber
companies, line) thus otherwise unused except for hunting and running cattle.
Speck in 1'~41 understood the Head of Perdido lands to be communal. indicating that
even thoufh ilndividuaUy owned, there they were in practice usable by the entire
community settled there. The mechanics of how community land was handled and how
Kinship relations and the
decisions \ierE~ made about this are not entirely clear.
authority (If heads of families appears to have accounted for part of this process.
There was alot of swapping and selling of land between community members in the
different hamlets.
A description of the Colbert settlement suggests that there the family members. or the
family hea<I, simply decided among themselves where housing was to be built. as younger
family membel's set up new homes. Bell Creek may have been similiar, even though
the several tlracts there were legally held by particular family members who had
homesteaded them. Poarch Switch represents a different situation. since it is based on
a large number of small tracts of land purchased from the timber companies from the
1920's onward. Despite the individual land ownership, Poarch Switch developed as a
neighborhood I~f Indian-owned houses, not intermixed with those ot non-Indians. Hog
Fork is sOlliewhat similar, even though starting with John F. McGhee's homestead, as
this was ~Iarceled out among family members and many of the younger generation
purchased housing plots and sections to farm.
The Head cC Perdido lands were the subject of some intra-group connict. partly revolving
around the timber suit and the patenting of the land. As near as can be determined,
although f,imilies are described as being free to build where they wanted, specific
sections ald areas within the grant were regarded as in some sense "belonging" to
particular families. Thus "Richard McGhee's place" is referred to both in the timber
suit doculTlEmt.s and oral history. Earlier. William Adams appears to have been the
primary us~r ()f a section, probably the northwest end of the grant. One oral account
records a conflict with Will McGhee over timber rights on the land.
Although ttlere were organized Baptist churches in the Poarch area at least as early
as 1869, i'; is unclear to what extent the members of the core families attended them
and up until what point. The oral history indicates that, at least in the latter decades
of the ninete~~nth century, they largely attended exclusively Indian churches located in
the individual settlements. reflecting the increasing discrimination against the core
families ill that era.
Though probably not having formally organized churches. the
communiti4!S tlad services by various ministers who preached in different locations in
south Alabama and west Florida (rom the 1870's on. John Beck. who also preached at
the Mars Hill church in the Poarch area, is perhaps the best known of those who
preached in the settlements.
Available c'hurch records and marriage records for the organized churches are limited.
While the~r show some of the lay church officers. they do not allow determination of
the overalll membership of these churches. No records of the settlement churches exist.
Lists of church officials at Mars Hill, such as clerk and delegate, show a few partIndians, such as James, John and Alex Boon. In the 1890's, J.V. Steadham and his
children, including Emma McCawley, as well as D. Bryar~_ and W.T. and W.H. Gibson
are shown (Bf~tl)lehem Baptist Association 1846-99, Elim Baptist Association 1895-1914).
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-30These, excHpt the Gibson's, who tend to have relatively high status, are not families
of Creek desc,ent who were, in this period, from the Indian community.
It appears tha.t the Creeks in the area had been Baptists for a long period.

One
community member, born in 1884, stated that he "had never heard the old people talk of
a time when there was no church in (the settlements)." He further stated that "there was
a whole lot of old 'forehead' people [i.e. elders] brought up under the Missionary Baptist'
church" (F~lredes 1972-4), The obituary for Peggy McGhee which appeared in the
Alabama Baptist in 1875, indicated she had been a Christian and had been converted,
presumably to the' Baptist faith, possibly by a minister named Boyles who is known to
have died in 1858. Paredes (1975) states there were no memories of pre-Christian
religious practices.
The building' a,f one community church is reported in the local Atmore paper in 1910,
which describes the building of a Free Will Baptist church at the "McGhee settlement,"
i.e., Head (It Perdido (Browning 1910). Will McGhee is recorded in the oral history as
having orgullized the men of the settlement to build a church building at Head of
Perdido, on thte location where the Episcopal church was later built. This may refer to
the 1910 chur(!h.
The 1920's brought major shifts away from the Baptists. Missionaries from the "Holiness"
church, a non-formalized, fundamentalist "redemptive" movement had at first been
resisted, b\Jt sc>metime in the 1920's, gained a strong body of followers. Very different
in charactEr than the Episcopalians, the two movements seem to have appeared at
roughly the same time, the Holiness movement probably predating by a few years the
Episcopalians, who came in 1929. The Episcopalians were strongest at Head of Perdido,
though init,ully with a somewhat larger following which included Poarch Switch. The
Holiness movement was initially strongest in the Hog Fork area. A key family in that
movement was that of Lee ~cGhee at Hog Fork, whose son Mace McGhee became and
still is a Holiness preacher with an Indian church. The advent and success of these
two very different movements in the community corresponds to an era of seeking
economic inpr()vement and better conditions, and is believed in the community to mark
something c f all end to the era of the lowest economic and social conditions for the group.
More recently, the church composition of the community has increasingly fragmented,
to the regr,!t of community members. There are few Episcopalians left, and the Holiness
church has dbfided. Important churches, still largely or entirely Indian, include a
Pentecostal church, a Baptist church and the Poarch community church, an outgrowth of
a Mennonite church. The latter is centered at Head of Perdido and seems to be the
successor to the Episcopal Church.
The Indian schools based in the hamlets may have been established as early as just
before the turn of the century. These schools were initially of a "subscriber" form,
i.e., parents ~!lid a dollar or so a month per child, and hired the teacher. Initiative
for these \'E~ry local schools seems to have come from within the settlements. Arter
about 1910, teachers were provided by the county, but the schools otherwise remained
the same, E,.g., the community provided the building. Community individuals, apparently
the organiz ers, probably men who were informal settlement heads, often served as school
trustees an,j "e!numerators. 1I Indian schools existed at one time or another at Bell Creek
(Gibson sch:>ol), Poarch Switch (Rollin school), Colbert settlement, Neal McGhee's settlement and (If' c:ourse at Head of Perdido. The individual settlement schools continued
until 1939, wh,en a consolidated Indian school was established at Head of Perdido, as a
result of the I!fforts of the Episcopal missionaries.
/
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-31The economic progression of the community went from the isolated farming of the 19th
century, to logging, pulpwood and related work beginning in the early twentieth century.
Added in the J920's was sharecropping, which developed as land cleared from timber
was put into> agriculture. Much of this employment was in regions outside of, but near
Poarch, i.e., nt~ighboring Monroe and Baldwin Counties, Alabama and Escambia County,
Florida. Migrlmt work throughout the east became important after World War II.
Despite these (~~anges, there was and still is a population of several hundred Indians in
the hamlets and elsewhere in the immediate area such as in Atmore itself. A survey by
the Episco(:al church in 1932 showed about 450 individuals in 106 households, in five
hamlets, with 119 at Head of Perdido, 173 at Poarch Switch and Hog Fork combined,
68 still at Bell Creek, and 93 at Huxford (Macy 1931-6). A 1973-74 survey showed
369 individuals in 89 households, in three hamlets, 159 at Head of Perdido, 148 at
Poarch Swit,~h and 62 at Hog Fork (Paredes 1981).
Although ttl4~ name for the overall group, "Poarch Band of Creeks," is a relatively late
one, there yr8S a clear sense of common identity among the interlinked Indian settlements,
based on tlleir common origins, shared kinship ties and common distinction from nonIndians in the area. The focus of identity as Indian in the Poarch community has
historically be~m very localized, i.e., phrased in terms of local kinship relationships and
the somewhat special local distinctions made between Indians and whites. Thus it
appears the t they thought of themselves mainly as "the Indians" or the "Indian families,"
with the knowledge that they were Creek and the awareness of the two land grants
as having been given to "old man Lynn McGhee (Paredes 1981)." The reasons for
\fcGhee being granted the land were known in terms of a reward for some kind of
service to Andrew Jackson in the Creek War, and as a result of a treaty.
Even presently, after years of effort on Creek claims and the contact with and reading
about othel Indians, the focus of group identity is still primarily local. The two issues
most commonly spoken of, and still with great feeling, are the local discrimination
against Indiuns in the past, especially in the area of education, and the McGhee grant
land and its "loss:' Community focus is still very much in terms of particular family
affiliations and which hamlet a person's family is derived from. This is consistent with
the character of the group as basically a "social isolate (Paredes 1976)," in which
kinship sentim'ents are the primary day-to-day social element and are even today as

important HS e:thnic ones. This of course is characteristic even of recognized Indian
tribes with long experience dealing as a strongly defined legal unit with outsiders, that
social COhE sion is a combination of kinship and locality. There was essentially no
contact with or knowledge of other Indian groups until after World War II - thus
identity wu not phrased in relation to other tribes.
POLITICAL PROCESS IN THE POARCH BAND

Political PI'OC~!SS Before 1947
There was 10 formal political organization among the Indian settlements in the nineteenth
century nor in much of the 20th century, in the sense of an established, named leadership
position or re,~ular body such as a council. There were, however. identifiable leaders
and other evidence of political processes for the period for which some records are
available end for which there is an oral history, i.e., after about 1880. There is also
evidence (I'om which to infer leadership in the several decades before that, the most
isolated pe~.iod, after the Escambia County settlements were established. Leaders existed
in the sense tl'lat there were individuals recognized within tile group (and often outside
it) who ha41 strong respect and influence and were looked to to see to community needs
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-32and who hud the ability to shape the actions and decisions of community members.
These leaders. with the possible exception of Fred Walker, tended to be most influential
and clearly id4!ntifiable in specific kinds of situations, while having some degree of
more general -influence. Their ability to function in these situations occurred in a
context ot Qlui1te isolated, small communities, in which there was exceptionally strong
social coheHion and in which there were intensive ties of kinship within which pOlitical
influence must have operated.
Types of sbJations for which leaders were identifiable were as "peace-makers," settling
disputes anci muting physical conflict, economic leaders, looked to in matters of economic
security, religious leaders, settlement heads, and leaders in circumstances dealing with
external institutions such as schools. Examples of communal. cooperative actions were
also found. e.g., building the communal hall in a settlement.
The most if1ipol~tant leader and the one with the most general influence. most widely
respected i 1 the different settlements. was Fred Walker, who played at least some
leadership rlle from as early as the 1880's until his death around 1943. An illustrative
example. widely cited in the community. is the experience of the Episcopal missionary
Edwards when he came in 1929 to establish a mission among the Indians. He reported
that he viHi.ted around and made the announcement that he would preach at the
schoolhouse at Head of Perdido. but nobody came. He was told to get the permission
of Fred Walker. which he did. and the next day, his service was full. Walker's influence
led the Episc!op,al missionaries to identify him as younger or assistant Chief. and Allec
Rolin, then ulmost 100 years old, as chief (Edwards n.d.). It does not appear that the
term chief N'aS used among the group before then.
Walker genuine-ly appears to have been a man of broad influence. Edwards stated,
"••• the Indiians were hard to approach, they seemed to trust no one until Chief Walker
came to ou:' side." Oral accounts of this approach legend. Walker, who had been a
deacon in the Bl!lptist church before then, evidently saw the missionaries as an opportunity
to improve mmmunity conditions and worked extensively with them. mobiliZing community
men and resources to build the church at Head of Perdido and another, since gone, at
Poarch SwilC!h. One account stated, "we really appreciated that old man." "He was
somebody W4~ c()uld just depend on" (Paredes, 1972-74). He is indicated as someone who
maintained -~lose contact with everyone in the community, who was very much present,
and always found time for others.
Speck (19471,_ writing about his 1941 visit, reported Fred Walker as provisionally called
chief, as hav'iOit kept the group together for many years through prayer meeting. and
as well liked and trusted by the people, through whose cooperation the church and its
activities were built' up. At the same time, he reported there was "no recognized
leader possE:ssing energy and experience" to represent the group and direct its efforts.
This appeal'll to, reflect the non-formal nature of Walker's leadership, and the lack of
anyone who mi:ght forcefully pull the group out of its depressed economic and social
position. S;>eck also makes an obscure reference to an "Ellick McGhee" as the last
formal leadm'. This may refer to Allec Rolin. since there is no indication the Alleck
McGhee of I:hat generation was considered a leader. Also in the political realm, Speck
noted correc!tive efforts arising within the group to reduce drunkenness and other social
problems.
Walker is 8 leader who appears prominently in another aspect of political process,
discussed by Paredes (1975), which was particularly important before the 1920's. Paredes
refers to the use of physical force as a means of social oontrol and the settlement of
disputes. The India.ns then by their own a.ccount were regarded as a "rough bunch." in
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-33part a refiedioll of the fact that fights, often with knives, were a common occurrence.
According to the Indians. the whites were afraid of them. One source said that even
the prison I(1Jards from the nearby State prison. pursuing an escaped prisoner, wouldn't
enter an Indian community without first getting permission from them. It was said,
"Back in th4!m days, you donft never bother the Indians ••• (Paredes 1972-4)." A
frequent scene ot tights. evidently. were the "frolics."
Fred Walker and Frazier McGhee are recalled as two who apparently exercised some
restraint on fights, i.e., had a kind of "peace-maker" role. According to one account,
"Frazier anc Fr'ed Walker wouldn't let them use a knife or like that." Walker would
only"••• let them tight with their fists and best man whip." One of the ostensible
causes of fight:; was foul language in front of women. Court records from 1876 to
1902 show H number of indictments and some trials of Poarch Creeks which bear out
the self-characterization that they were a "rough bunch" but also suggest that Fred
Walker and '~razier McGhee did in tact play some kind of restraining role on the rougher
behavior.
The court rE!(~or'ds, from 1876 to 1902 (State of Alabama), list a large number of cases
involving Indians, most frequently obscene language, disturbing the peace and adultery.
Those indicted seem to represent a limited number of individuals, some of whom appear
repeatedly. Fr'ed Walker only appears once in the role of someone charged with an
ocrense. He and many others from the community are listed in 1891 in connection with
a "large aff~aYl'" involving one "Slick" Seal, a non-Indian. This is almost certainly the
same event '~,!lrr'ied in oral history where Seal attacked Walker and others and was "cut
like a hog." Frazier McGhee was also involved in this incident. Neither Walker nor
McGhee wel'E~ (~onvicted.
Fred Walkel'. a,nd to a slightly lesser degree, Frazier McGhee, appear frequently in
these recorti" as state witnesses against Indians charged with various crimes.
An
examination of the state witness lists in various phases of court proceedings for a
variety of:!asf!s shows that Walker and McGhee were consistently called as state
witnesses. sJmetimes as the only ones. The other state witnesses were almost always
from within the Indian community. but otherwise varied from case to case. This pattern
suggests, gi 1ren the character of the offenses, the "peacekeeper" role may have actually
been a wider one of attempting to provide a means of social control and maintenance
of "proper" standards of behavior in the community. This is consistent with Walker's
role as a c~lIrch leader. although this latter position could not be dated this far back
with certahty. Being called as as state witness implies some recognition of his
community ()()sition on the part of the local court authorities.
The most well known examples of "economic" leaders were Will McGhee, based at Head
of Perdido .lnd Neal McGhee, in the Red Hill area. The leadership of both seems to
have been tased on the economic success, Will McGhee as a pulpwood hauler and lal:\or
contractor llnd Neal McGhee as a farmer and also in pulp wooding. Both were highly
aggressive snd therefore also somewhat resented for some of their actions. In particular,
both managl!d ~o dominate portions of the original land grants, Will McGhee at Head
of Perdido and Neal at Red Hill. This in turn formed part of the basis for their
economic Sll(!CE!SS and therefore their influence.
Will McGhE!E~ was noted for having kept many of the men in the Indian community
employed ill h.a.rd times. having had as many as six trucks hauling pulpwood under
contract. ~ril1 also is remembered for having lead the move to have a school at Head
of Perdido, bringing in a teacher, Roberta Stewart, who also boarded at his house
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-34(Paredes 19'12-4). The BIA report in 1934 (Thompson) stated that "they regard Will
Maghee •• , as their leader." He, together with Fred Walker, organized the building of
a communit~' church at Head of Perdido before the Episcopalians came. Will McGhee
also provided Silme support for the Episcopal missionary, stating that no one before had
helped the Indinns like that. Will McGhee was quite visible to non-Indians as a leader.
A non-Indiall re!called recently, "Old man Will was the leader when he was among them.
When Will ~1cGhee spoke, people listened" (F.D.).
Neal McGhee if anything had even greater respect than Will in the non-Indian community.
One Indian !~lid, "Back in them days ••• he was the onliest Indian that had anything,
that made anything." "They didn't push him at all around there." (Paredes 1972-4)
McGhee re"ortedly maintained a small settlement on his land, with a school and a
church. He had enough land to have sharecroppers on it when most Indians were more
likely to be shl!lrecroppers, and also was a contractor with the big logging companies.
His leaderstlip is still remembered among whites in the area. One local white said,
"Neal ~cGh,~e was known as the Indian chief. What he said, they done. When he was
among the Indinns, they did what he said. If they had a party and a ruckus started and
he ssid sto", they did" (F. D.).
Alec RolinNss evidently identified as "chief1' by the Episcopal missionaries because he
was the oldH:;:t man in the community, and perceived by them as of importance therefore.
There was Lt:tl4~ other information available from oral accounts or other written accounts
to indicate he was inCluential.
Rolin died soon after the missionaries came, but was
baptized by them before he died.
There is sorle I~vidence that Richard (Dick) McGhee (son of Richard McGhee .. grandson
of Lynn)· played somewhat of a leadership role.
Richard McGhee was active in an
earlier period than Will and Neal McGhee. It appears he took some initiative in the
timber treSt'8SS case, protesting to those cutting the timber. Among the documents in
the case is! somewhat grudging comment that (at least in the eyes of local whites) he
was accordl~d a position somewhat above the rest of his family because he was a
Confederate veteran (Stevens 1913). His household does, in the oral history, play a.
C!entral role, with quite a few references indicating that it was the frequent location
of social gil therings and also a number of references to Head of Perdido as the "Dick
McGhee" grant.

McGhee also appears in Reverend Sims' account of the 1891 founding

of the SUn(I~LY school which became Judson Church, aiding Sims in preparing for the
meeting. NieGhee was the only Indian named in the account.
One characteristic of most of the leaders cited is that they are "located" in the "center"
of the most intense part of the network of intermarriage that developed in the latter
part of the rurleteen"th century. That is, they are in the family lines of the children
of Richard McGhee, closely married with the Rolins (see earlier discussion). Thus they
had a wide base of kinship ties on which to draw for influence.
Other, less influential or less widely influential leaders also existed. For example Lee
McGhee wa3 a leader of the Baptist church in the early decades of the century. John
F. McGhee appears as possibly playing an influential role in certain contexts, perhaps
because of his literacy. He may have played some role in the Guion Miller enrollment
process, since he is one of the most frequent witnesses and apparently helped several
of the people fin out the forms. He also saw to it that his brother, Richard McGhee,
who was absent, had an application made out. He also appears with some frequency in
the homest~!ad applications. From these and other documents he appears to have been
one of the rnolr.e effectively literate individuals in the community.
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-35Another kind of leadership role, known as early as around 1900, was that of "settlement
heads," like Dave Colbert, Bill (William H.) Gibson, who served as school enumerators
and trusteel. olrganizing the effort for a school with the community, and maintaining
relations wi th -the county school authorities. Oral history accounts also recall figures
such as theBe olrganizing local men to perform road work, i.e., playing some kind of role
as road "OVerSE!er" in the system whereby local roads were maintained by required labor
by local mE n. This system went out of operation around the turn of the century.
The leader~: discussed above functioned as early as the 1880's, in the case of Fred
Walker and Frazier McGhee, and possibly a bit earlier, to the 1870's if Richard :\1cGhee,
born in 1845" 'Was innuential immediately after his return from the Civil War. In the
same gener!ll 4!ra as Walker and Frazier McGhee are Dave Colbert and Will Gibson,
(born about UI64 and 1859 respectively) who were settlement heads. Neal and Will
McGhee, born flbout 1874 and 1879, respectively, represent a somewhat later generation.
For the ea'liest era for the Escambia County settlements, approximately 1850 to the
1870's, WhWl the figures discussed above begin, there is limited evidence in the
documentar), rl~cord for figures who played a leadership role. (Escambia County 18681900, Bald'Jlin County 1860). These are Indians named in the county commissioner's
records betweEm 1860 and 1885 for duties in connection with overseeing and organizing
work on county roads in the local area. In the later decades such men were relatively
prominent Hnd played something of an intermediary role for the Indian community with
outside institutions, e.g., Dave Colbert and Bill Gibson (see above). Those named in
the earlier E!ra, who may have played a similar role, are Adam Hollinger. William "Bart"
Gibson, William Colbert and Alexander McGhee Weatherford. Weatherford in 1861 was
an inspector for the general election. Gibson, though a non-Indian, was a good' candida te
for an innuential role because he lived in and was part of the Indian community and was
a senior kinsman to a large portion of it. Colbert and Gibson were the fathers of
Dave Colbert 'lind Bill (William H.) Gibson, respectively.
Political O~~1ization After World War II
In the late 1940's, community discontent with the segregated Indian schools proved a
stimulus to several community actions and the formation of an organization which was
to evolve into a formal government. World War II brought isolated people into much
broader conta'at with the outside world, through army service and work in defense
plants. Th:!se experiences underlined to many community members the disadvantages of
the poor education they had received. Some reportedly were refused army induction
and certain kinds ot jobs because they were so poorly educated.
Calvin McGhee, son of Lee McGhee, an early church leader at Hog Fork and grandson
of John F. M(~Ghee, "emerged in this period as the important community leader, and a
much stronlef one than any previous. Paredes (1981) describes him as "charismatic" and
it appears I vlllid characterization of his effect on the community members and also on
non-Indians he dealt with. The imprint of his personality on this era is so strong that it
is difficult to, elicit much discussion of the nitty-gritty of political process in the
community, bE~cause community members mostly talked about Calvin, and how Calvin
had really ra:ised the Indians up and brought their cause to the attention of the
governmen1: (F'.D.). Calvin's focus in fact was on improvement of the status of the
Indians, fO(~lJsing strongly on improving education, recognition of their claims-i.e., clearly
grows out of the post-war attitudes and concerns of the Poarch community.
Communit) resentment was with the quality of the Indian school and the fact that they
were effel!tively prevented from attending junior high and high school because the
schools w4!l~e in Atmore and McCullough. but the school bus would not pick up the
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-36Indian childl'en. The Poarch Consolidated School was the same one built by the Episcopal
Church on :.ancl at Head of Perdido in 1939-i.e., the county provided teachers only.
At one point, Jack
Regarding 1he school busing. two kinds of actions were taken.
Oaughtry blocked the road and forced the school bus to take on his children. Although
a single action, it greatly stirred up feeling in the Indian community, and is still
remembered as the symbol of community actions at the time. Around the same time,
1947, Calvin McGhee brought suit against the school board to force it to pick up the
Indian children. McGhee also gathered several of the leading men of the community
and confronted the superintendent of schools and also presented his grievance to thenGovernor F~)lsom. McGhee's suit was handled in part by C. Lenoir Thompson and Hugh
Rozelle, lah'yen who subsequently worked on the Creek land claim.
A third community action concerned the quality of the teachers and the lack of an
adequate school building at Poarch. The exact timing of this in relation to the actions
discussed aoove is unclear, but appears to have been at essentially the same time.
Concerned about what they felt was the very low quality of the teachers provided at
the Poarch Indian school, parents in the community organized a boycott of the school,
keeping theil' c~hildren out of school for a month (Paredes 1972-74). The concern was
with both the quality of the education and, apparently, a lack of discipline.
According to one of the leaders. Roberta Sells, "We all got together and decided that
we wouldn't s4!nd our children to school.
We felt that we didn't have to have the
teachers WE had (Paredes 1972-74)." Eventually the school superintendent, Weaver, met
with them at the school and promised new teachers. He also promised a new, countybuilt school. building. McGhee's suit, or at least his protest, appears also to have
involved th.1! request for the new building. New teachers were evidently provided almost
immediately. !By 1949, the school system had built a new school building and agreed
to provide busilng for the Indian children.
In 1950, an organization known as the Perdido Band of Friendly Creek Indians of Alabama
and Northwest Florida was formed, to pursue the Creek claim before the Indian Claims
Commission.. The name reflects the local community, centered at Head of Perdido. The
organizational meeting at the (Head 00 Perdido Episcopal church, October 14, 1950,
was to "form a band to take care of the Creek Indian Affairs (CNEM 1966)." About 300
to 400 people attended, "mostly just right around in the community with the different
settlements from Huxford and Hog Fork and Poarch (Paredes 1972-4)." What was strictly
a local imp-!tus from the Poarch community quickly grew to a wider movement of Creek
descendants throughout Alabama, Florida and Georgia, i.e., well beyond the community
and beyond me~mbers. of Poarch families living and working outside the local area.
Calvin McGhe~! was chosen chief because "he had a good personality and he believed
in fighting tor what he wanted. They just looked to him and he made them be that
way because of the way he acted and how be worked after he became chief (Paredes
1972-4)." It d40es not appear that McGhee played much of a leadership role before the
school protest, but came to the fore at that time.
A process o,f -enrollment began almost immediately. Initially just a list in a register,
it evolved intot a much more complex process. There was a good deal of confusion on
the part or many individuals signing up concerning whether they were there for the
claims, or rnerely joining the organization.
The council that was set up had, on the advice of one of the lawyers advising them,
Judge War4!" ilildividuals from a broader base than the Poarch community itself. Ware
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-37advised theIR they should have members from different families, and carrying different
names. This was evidently intended to make them as broadly based as possible for the
claim. The initial council consisted of the following from the Poarch community: Roberta
Walker Sells, -:Leola Manac, Brooks Rolin, Claude Colbert, Kinzie McGhee and Dave
Presley, as 1NeU as Calvin McGhee. Also elected were Ruby Weatherford from Bay
Minette, . TClrn Weatherford, John Williams and Arthur Reed from Uriah, John Phillips
from Robertsdlille, and Julius Webb from Mobile. Arthur Reed, although not from a
Poarch area family, was married to a local McGhee. Reed and Weatherford and perhaps
others were known to Calvin McGhee and others at Poarch because of contacts in the
30's when '/arious Poarch families were working in Monroe County. The new council
included se',erBLl of the leaders active in the school question just before, i.e., besides
Calvin ~cG hee!, Roberta Sells and Brooks Rolin.
Council mel11bel~s after the initial meeting were elected by the council when replacements
were needeli.. Council membership required a strong commitment of time, use of vehicle,
and, report4!I::UY, expenditure of alot of personal funds.
The organization and the Creek claim fit well into McGhee's drive for greater recognition
for the Indians.. He apparently saw it as one way of building up a base of support and
recognition. One of his themes was seeking recognition that there was still a group
of eastern Cre,eks, i.e., that they had not all gone to Oklahoma. The organization was
not formed through any contact with the wider Indian world, but because a new teacher
in the lndiull school had heard about the claims process. One local lawyer working
with the g~oup had previously assisted the Choctaws in ~ississippi and another had
some Congressilonal experience relating to Indian matters.
In July 1951, on the advice of one of their lawyers, C. Lenoir Thompson, the name of
the group vms changed to the Creek Nation East of the Mississippi. The minutes record
that it WllS changed "to our historical name to alleviate any confusions to our
identity ••• (CNEM 1950-83)." This appears to refer to the issue of seeking recognition
that there wer'e still eastern Creeks.
Alot of McGh~!e's activity focused on influencing non-Indian opinion and governmental
officials at an levels, building up a base of political support outside the community.
This reverses the previous almost complete isolation of the community and established
a "tradition" c4)ntinued today. Several of the current leadership have worked extensively
to maintain political relationships with other Indian groups and also to maintain links
with Alabama politicians.
The broad HIflrollment in the organization created what Paredes (1976) has called Ii "dual
constituency" il.e., the Poarch community, and the wider body of Creek descendants (as
many as 7,UOO eventually applied to the BIA for payment as eastern Creeks). The dual
character e,f' the organization created a kind of strain which became clear after McGhee
died in 19~'O Ilnd the claims were paid. There had already been a feeling that the
council w&, tc>o focused on the land claims question. This led the leaders from the
Poarch conmunity to gradually develop the council into a governing body for that
community.
Local political processes were not at this point carried out by the council, but by
McGhee arid ~llso others on the council who were from the local community, acting
outside thE! council. Calvin Beale, reporting on his 1965 visit to the community, noted
that "The ,~hiE~f of the group is Calvin W. VJcGhee. He is easily the dominant political
and community leader of the Escambia County group, and has been so far many years."
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One of thE! outgrowths of the kind of positive image and the personal relationships
McGhee built up and was that he was able to "do things" for community members in
need, i.e., intE!rVene with the sheriff if needed, find a scholarship, etc. Beale noted
several health-and education programs from local agencies in operation in the com muni ~y,
evidently a; a result of McGhee's actions. He also noted that around 1947 McGhee
and others sought to have a sale of Indian land nullified. McGhee and several others
were made trustees of the Indian school.
In 1966 anj 1967, toward the end of the "claims" period, Calvin McGhee sought to
bring younger l~eneration members onto the council, reportedly with an eye to changes
in what Ule council activities would be in the following period and transferring
responsibilit ies.. Added in 1966 and 1967 were Buford Rolin and Edward Leon Tullis,
who have been major leaders of the group since at least 1970. Also added was Houston
McGhee, Calvin's son, designated as successor to his father.
According 10 one member of the council at the time (Paredes 1972-4) land claims had
been the sol,e purpose of the organization for 15 to 20 years. The older members of
the council 'were tired of the work and used to looking to Calvin for leadership. With
the death
Clilvin McGhee in 1970 and the payment of the first Creek claim in 1912,
there was It change in the philosophy of the council, who felt they could and should
assume responsibility for things if they were to account themselves a representative
body. The younger members only agreed to join with the agreement of McGhee that
the organiz1l1tion ought to expand its goals to serve the community in a larger variety
of ways (F. D.).

0:

In 1971, CNE:\1 was incorporated as a non-profit organization. The incorporation provided
a vehicle fl)1' l~rants.
It also provided for a process of election of members of the
council as ~. board of directors. The stated aims in the articles of incorporation are
provision of Ilssistance in preserving culture, furtherance of education and, in connection
with this, t:> develop a central meeting place all for the Creek Indians East of the
Mississippi. In this same year, the council established an annual Thanksgiving Pow-wow
or homecom .ng, at which an annual JTlembership meeting was held. This has developed
gradually into l!l major cultural event, attended by Indians from different parts of the
country asNelll as many whites. It is a major fund-raising event for the group. It
reportedly was started in response to the creation of a similar event by a rival group
representing enstern Creek descendants, the Principal Creek Nation East of the
Mississippi, at Florala (Paredes 1981). This post-1970 era also saw the founding of a
variety of ether organizations of Creek descendants in Florida, Alabama and Georgia.
These were t.o some degree seen as rival to CNEM.
The philosollhy at this point of the CNEM leadership, which was dominated by Poarch
individuals, ",'as to provide service to Creeks, no clear demarcation being made between
providing servic!es to the many Poarch families in Pensacola and other nearby areas,
and the mallY ,other Creek descendants or claimants in these areas. Some kinds of
grants and programs did not make such a distinction possible.
Strains from thle dual constituency, and some differences of opinion among members of
the council, be't!ame evident as the council's fuhctions and programs expanded. The
existence of the distinction between the Poarch community and the others was made
clear, and the problems of the dual constituency were strongly underlined to council
leaders from Poarch, in a 1973 meeting to decide the disposition of money from a
second Creeic claim, Docket 275. The conflict was over pooling the money for education
and other group projects or making a per capita payment as had been done with Docket
21. Buford Rolin and other council leaders at the meeting were pushing for its use in
such commulli.ty projects (CNEM 1973).
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-39Rolin said the tund should be set aside for "educational, social and other things we need
in this area hell"e in the community, and for Creeks all over••• " It was clear that Poarch
was seen b:( them as a center for maintaining Indian culture. Houston McGhee, then
Chief. said "this community right here in this school house has made suppers up for the
money [the eftort to win the claims] but I don't see too many of these faces out when
supper was made to fight the case." This is a reference to the fund-raising efforts at
Poarch to rund Calvin McGhee's many trips to Washington to push the claims case.
Rolin said ut o,ne point, "we've yet to hear someone come forward from this community."
In the end the vote was for individual payments. but the experience reportedly caused
a shift in the thinking of the Poarch leaders. Council composition had always had a
majority from Poarch and apparently a larger effective majority because they were
more geographically concentrated. In 1972. the ratio was still 9 Poarch to 5 other.
In 1973 it ~ias at least 13 to 4. By 1977, the entire council were from Poarch families,
and almost all resident in the immediate area (CNEM n.d.). Reportedly. there was a
conscious polk~y to replace retiring council members with people from Poarch families.
A quick examination of the only available voting list, from an annual meeting, 1977,
at which 213 voted, shows that at least 80 percent were from Poarch families. and
predominantly resident in the Poarch area (CNEM 1977).
After 1971. the council gradually came to be seen in the community as a governing
organization. One sign of this was objections from one or another ot the hamlets that
they weren'1; well represented and weren't getting their share. something that was raised
as early a~; H172. The council in this era included a number of different individuals
with influence within all or part of the community, and it sought to erriist such as
council members. Calvin :vIcGhee had clearly and emotionally been the local group's
leader, along with his wider roles.
Gradually, after his death, the council as an
organiza tion took on tha t role.
Thus the CNEM council gradually and consciously narrowed itself down to the Poarch
community ~tndl non-resident members derived from those families. It was not until 1979,
however, that specific membership criteria were established and a roll created which
defined who was eligible to vote.
Parallel to the "narrOWing" of the council to Poarch and its gradual acceptance as a
governing )ody, the organization evolved into one with a broader set of functions. A
series of grants was awarded, beginning in 1971, which have continued to be the major
source of inc(llme for the organization. The primary focus was on education, vocational
training and ()ther community services. By 1973. the council had a fairly elaborate
structure d clQmmittees and programs. and a large staff, funded under a CETA program.
In 1974. the council began efforts to gain eligibility for Federal services. In 1975, the
council petitioned the Federal government for recognition of the Poarch Band of Creeks.
It based its claim on the former trust land, i.e •• the :\1cGhee grants and an offer by
the State of Alabama of the former school site as land to be taken in trust. Around
1978. the (!ouncil began to use the dual names, Poarch Band of Creeks for the community
and Creek Nation East of the Mississippi for the corporation, which is now viewed as
the administrntive arm of the band.
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GBNEALOGICAL REPORT ON
THE POARCH BAND OP CREEKS
GENERAL COMCLUSlONS

The members l)f the Poareh Band of Creeks (hereinafter, PBC) descend from ancestors
who were.dentiCied as Creek Indians. Identification has been in Federal, state, and
local recor,js smd because the descendants of these early Creek aneestors have continued
to live in the ,area surrounding modern Atmore for more than 150 years, their lives can
be traced and -documented in the official records of Baldwin, Escambia, and Monroe
Counties in Alabama. Intermarriage between family lines has occurred to such an extent
over the years that most members can trace their Indian ancestry to more than one of
several early Creek ancestors.
The petitij)nel~ has submitted a governing document which describes its membership
criteria and the procedures through which it currently governs its affairs and its
members. The tribal council of the PBC, for administrative and legal purposes, is
referred tel under the name Creek Nation East of the Mississippi (hereinafter, CNEM).
Although t1e council utilizes the CNEM name when acting for the PBC, it is nonetheless
composed or fmrolled PBC members who meet the eligibility requirements of descent
and blood degree and have been duly elected by the tribe's members.
Members of the PBC are not enrolled in other North American Indian tribes and the
PBC has 110t been the subject of legislation which has terminated or forbidden the
Federal reUttil)nship. Based on the above conclusions, the Poarch Band of Creeks meets
the requiwrnents under Sections 83.7(d) through (g) of Title 25 of the Code of Federal
Regula tions.

83.7(d)

A eopy of the group's present governing doe-

ument. or in the absence of a written doeument. a
statement describing in full the membership mteria
and the procedures through wmelt the group eurrently
governs its affairs and its members.

The petiti)ner is currently operating and governing its members under bylaws adopted
in NovembE!r of 1982. Two sets of bylaws were available for review, however: one
dated November 8, 1979 (CNEM(PBC) 1979); the other, which are the current bylaws,
was adpoted November 14, 1982 (CNEM(PBC) 1982). The tribal council of the Poarch
Band of C r'eeks is identiCied, for administrative and legal purposes, under the name of
Creek Nati'on East of the Mississippi, Inc. Eligibility for eleetion to the tribal council
is limited to enrolled members ot the Poarch Band of Creeks who are 18 years of age
or older.
The petitioner was incorporated as a non-profit corporation under the laws of the State
of Alabamsl on August 27, 1971. Incorporation was under the administrative and l~gal
name of the tribal council, i.e., CNEM (CNEM 1971).
The 1979 byll!tws, submitted with the initial documented petition, were revised in 1982
to create ~hE! more restrictive bylaws under which they now operate. The significant
differenCEs which exist between these two documents are found in the area of eligibility
requirements.
Under the 1979 bylaws, there was no blood degree requirement and
eligibility for' membership was limited to persons who were identified as Indian on the
source d(t(~urnents, or whom the tribal council knew to be Indian, and their direct
descendarts.
The Source documents identified were the- Escambia County general
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-2schedules uld/or the Monroe County special Indian schedules of the 1900 Alabama
Federal population census (Bureau of the Census 1900).
The 1982 rE!"isiion of the bylaws instituted the following changes. It established a blood
degree requirement for the first time. Second, it identified a third source document
for use in ,1etermining eligibility-the general schedules of the 1870 Escambia County,
Alabama, F E!dE!ral population census (Bureau of Census 1870). Persons identified as
Indian on aTl~r one of the three source documents were declared to be full-bloods. Living
descendants of these individuals must be of 1/4 or more Creek Indian blood to be
eligible for membership. The third and final change was the inclusion of a statement
prohibiting dual enrollment, i.e., concurrent membership in more than one tribe.
Conclusion
The PBC has provided a current governing document which describes its membership
criteria anc th'e procedures by which it governs it affairs and its members. The Poarch
Band of Creeks meets Section 83.7(d) of the regulations.
83.1(e) A list of an known current lDelDbers of the
group and a eGpy of each available forlDer list of
members based on the tribe's own defined criteria.
The membership must consist of individuals who have
established, using evidence acceptable to the Seeretary,
descelldancy from a tribe which existed historically or
from historical tribes which combined and fWlctloned
as a single autonomous entity.
Membership Rolls - Past and Present

Two rolls of the PSC membership were available for review: the current roll, prepared
as of October :~5, 1982 (PBC 1982); and one Cormer roll, dated June 1, 1979 (PBC/CNEM
1979), whic~ is the basis of the 1982 roll.
The earlier roll (hereinafter, 1979 roll) was submitted with the initial petition. This
roll contained the names of 1.298 members whose eligibility was based on the 1979
bylaws. Eligit,ility Cor membership at that time was contingent upon identification of
the individual illS Indian-or whom the tribal council knew to be Indian-on the Escambia
County generall schedules or the Monroe County special Indian schedules of the 1900
Alabama FEderal population census and their direct descendants. The 1979 roll was
officially c]c)sed to new members on June I, 1979.
By the summer or 1982, over 700 active, pending applications had accumulated. Some
applications WElre new, though others represented individuals who had previously applied
but been unabltl! to document their ancestry satisfactorily in time to be included in .the
1979 roll. In August or 1982, a special meeting of the tribal council was called to
review the 1979 membership criteria and discuss the possibility of reopening the tribal
roll. Speci fic questions considered relating to membership included whether a blood
degree requirement should be established and how to implement such a requirement; how
to handle births and deaths on the roll; and whether dual membership (i.e., concurrent
membership in more than one tribe) would be permitted. <CNE:M Minutes 1950-1982)
The outcome! of the special meeting was a tribal membership resolution which redefined
the group's membership criteria (PBC(CNEM) 1982). This~t'esolution ultimately became
Article III (!;et forth below) of the revised bylaws adopted November 14, 1982 (CNEM
(PSC) 1982>.
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-3ARTICLE III
Membership Criteria
Secti~n 1. Eligibility.
TribuJ. membership of the Poarch Band of Creek Indians shall consist of:

(a)

All persons enumerated as Indian on the following official documents:
1870 U.S. Census of Escambia County, Alabama.
(~D
1900 U.S. Census of Escambia County, Alabama
(3)
1900 U.S. Special Indian Census of Monroe County, Alabama.
(1)

NOTE:
For the purpose of computing blood quantum of their
descendants (blood relatives) all Indians eligible under Section 1(a)
are hereby declared as Full-Blood (4/4) Creek Indians.
(b)

All living descendants of those eligible under Section 1(a) of at
one-fourth (1/4) degree Creek blood, provided they are not'
enrolled as members of any other tribe, group or band of Indians.

lE~ast

(c)

All children of at least one-fourth (1/4) degree Creek Indian blood
born to an enrolled member of the Poarch Band of Creek Indians.

Sect~m 2. Adoption
The Tribal Council shall have the power to pass resolutions or ordinances
governing future membership, adoptions or loss of membership.

Section 3. Re~uirements
All quaH ied Creek membership applicants shall submit a completed
official enrollment application to the Tribal Council on a prescribed
form titled "Application for Tribal Membership in the Poarch Band
of Creek Indians," AND that such form be filed with the Tribal
Council within the time specified by the governing body.

W--

(b)

Applicant must provide the Tribal Council a completed genealogy
(pedigree) chart with support documentation (birth certificates,
marriage records, wills, affidavits, or other substantiating evidence
of direct descendancy as claimed).

(c)

The Review Committee appointed by the Tribal Council shall review
e!ach membership application and support documentation to determine
membership eligibility in accordance with established requirements.
All evidence will be retained by the Poarch Band of Creek Indians.

(d)

Tribal
of the
8lppeal
Tribal

(e)

membership shall become effective upon an affirmative vote
majority of the Tribal Council. Any rejected applicant may
to a Grievance Committee which shall be appointed by the
Chairman.

All applicants determined eligible for membership in the Poarch Band
Creek Indians shall be included on the tribal roll and shall be
~lccorded all rights, privileges, and responsibilities prescribed in
E!xisting By-Laws of Creek Nation East of the Mississippi, Inc.,
udministrative arm of the Poarch Band of Creek Indians.

()f
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The most signifieant ehange instituted by the resolution was the establishment of a 1/4
or more Creek Indian blood degree requirement for all living deseendants of persons
who were ide:ntitied as Indian on one of the three official source documents. The
official d04!uments to be used as the basis for determining an individual's eligibility aJld
calculating tht~ required blood degree were those eited in the 1979 bylaws plus a third
doeument, the 1870 Escambia County, Alabama, Federal population census. Concurrent
enrollment in another "tribe, group, or band" was officially prohibited.
In conjunction with the adoption of the new membership resolution, the council directed
the staff tl) publish notices in the loeal newspaper defining the newly adopted criteria
and indieating that the PBC roll would be reopened and new applications accepted until
Oetober 1, 19U2. All qualified Creek applicants were urged to apply by completing an
offieial membE!rship applieation on the prescribed form within the time specified. Each
applicant was required to provide a completed ancestry chart and such supporting
documentation (birth certifieates, marriage records, wills, affidavits, and other
substantiati ng evidence) as was needed to establish their deseendaney from the Creek
ancestor b4!ing claimed. (CNEYI Minutes 1950-82)
A review (!ommittee was appointed to screen the applieations of all persons on the
PBC's 1979 roll plus all aetive, pending applications (approximately 700) reeeivedsince
June 1, 19'r!9, which had been the cut-off date for the 1979 roll. The eight-member
committee included six PBC members (the CNEM chairman, viee chairman, treasurer,
two council members, and the genealogist/arehivist) and two non-members from the
CNEM staf:1 (tlhe executive direetor and the tribal planner). The CNEM's vice chairman
was designated to serve as chairman of the review committee. The eommittee was
charged w.t:h applying the newly adopted criteria equally to each applicant and
maintaining th4:! confidentiality of the files. The committee was directed to meet eaeh
evening unt il E!Very file had been reviewed and report on actions taken at the November
14 council me~!ting. (CNEM ~inutes 1950-82)
The commil:1:ee,'s review produced the second and current roll of the PBC, dated "as
of October 25, 1982" (hereinafter, 1982 roU). This roll is essentially the 1979 roll from
which 273 members were deleted and 445 new members were added to bring the total
current me,n:bership for aeknowledgment purposes to 1,470.
The new members added were relatives of existing family lines already present in the
PBC memtE!rslhip and represented persons who had not provided the necessary
documentation in 1979. The 273 names removed from the 1979 roll included 249 members
who were determined to have less than 1/4 degree Creek Indian blood and/or could not
satisfactorily document their ancestry; six members who had requested removal; one
who held membership in a recognized tribe; and 17 who were deeeased (Drew 1982).
No eorrelation could be found between persons removed or added and their addresses.
Of the penons removed from the 1979 roll, 80 percent were from Alabama and Florlda
with virtuallly all from Escambia County, Alabama, (in which Atmore is located) and
adjaeent or Ile~lrby eounties in Alabama (Monroe, Baldwin, Mobile) and Florida (Escambia,
Santa Rosa, Okaloosa). Seventy-six percent of the total members added were from
Escambia and the same adjoining or nearby counties in Alabama and Florida.
Persons added appear to be immediate relations of existing members who previously had
not provided the necessary documentation to establish their eligibility or had not formally
applied for membership. This supports a conclusion that th~1982 revisions were in fact
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-5a result of t.he reevaluation under new criteria and not part ot a larger process to
expand the membership beyond the bounds of the present community.
A geographiC!a1- analysis of member addresses shows the group's membership as a whole
to be largel:, cC)flcentrated in Atmore and the surrounding or nearby counties in Alabama
and Florida.
Distribution of PSC Membershie
AlabB rna & Florida
A'L
(Counties of Escambia*,
Baldw in, and Monroe)
Elsewhere in Alabama
FL
(Counties of Escambia,
Okaloosa, and Santa Rosa)
Elsewhere in Florida

87%

65%
2

19
1

Othel' than Alabama & Florida

12

Addr4!sses unknown
...

51~

lreside in Atmore (Escambia) AL

In response to a question regarding potential additions to the tribal roll, the chairman
stated:
Those individuals not on the Tribal Roll of the Poarch
Band of Creek Indians, but who may be eligible if an
application was submitted will not exceed 200 persons.
(Emphasis added)
-Further, a breakdown of this estimated 200 individuals
is as follows: (1) An approximate 90 persons are known
Creek Indians and eligible in accordance with
established criteria, but who have not submitted an
application; and (2) An estimated 110 Creeks may be
eligible within the tribal service area (50-mile radius)
but for various reasons have not submitted an
application. (Tullis 1983)
In at least cIne case, an active mem bel' of the PBC com muni ty did apply and qualify but
was inadvel'tently omitted when the 1982 roll was prepared.
Bvaluation under their Membership Criteria

;\'Iembership criteria, adopted in November 1982, state that the tribal membership of
the PSC shall consist of all persons who were identified as Indian on one of the three
official source documents and their living, direct descendants (blood relations) who are
of 1/4 or mor'e Creek Indian blood. The official documents to be used are Federal
population~ensus schedules of Alabama, specifically the 1870 and 1900 general schedules
of Escambii County, and the 1900 special Indian schedules of Monroe County. For the
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purposes of computing the degree of Indian blood, all persons listed as Indian on these
source doclJments are determined to be full-bloods.
The membet~ 1lnd ancestors of the PBC have lived in the area surrounding modern
Atmore tor approximately 150 years. Their lives and the lives of their ancestors are
well documtmte!d in Federal, state, and local records. Family lines which are present
in the currEnt I~ommunity are lines that have been there for generations. These families
can be read:ly identified in the census records being used as source documents as well as
in other ce:1SUS records which are extant for the counties of Baldwin (formed in 1809),
Monroe (formed in 1815), and Escambia (formed in 1868 from Baldwin and Conecuh
Counties) fl'om 1850 through 1910. (Note: The 1850 census was the first schedule to
list all member's of a household by name. The 1880 census was the first to include
the individu!i1's relationship to the head of the household. The identification of individual
families is necessarily less accurate and not as reliable prior to 1850 since only the head
of the household was listed with numbers of males and females living in the household.
(Bureau of Census 1979»
In most ca:il~S, individual members and/or their direct line ancestors can be readily
identified a:; Indian on the designated source documents. In a few instances where the
ancestor wus not identified as Indian on the source document (census schedule), the
council app4!arS to have exercised its prior authority to declare the individual a fullblood based on other substantiating evidence. The authority to confer full-blood status
on persons not identified as Indian on the source documents (i.e., "••• who the Tribal
Council knclws to be Indian ••• ") was spelled out in the 1979 bylaws, but was omitted
from the IS 82 revision. The council appears nonetheless to have taken great care to
document tlll~se! cases thoroughly with other existing evidence.
One such exa.mple of the council's action concerns a family whose children (born between
1848 and approximately 1870) were identified variously as Indian and non-Indian. In
the 1870 SOUrCE! document the children appear as non-Indians and their mother as Indian.
In the 1880 I~ensus-not a source document-both the children and their mother show up
as non-IndiBns (Bureau of the Census 1880). In the 1900 source document, all female
children (Hen adults) were enumerated as Indian, while the males show up as nonIndians. In 1910-again not a source document-the only male located was enumerated
as Indian (E:ureau of the Census 1910). "Indian" as a racial category was not listed as
an alternativ'e in the instructions published for census enumerators until 1870 (Bureau
of the Cemus 1979). In the case discussed above, the tribal council credited the male
children of thE! family with full-blood status based on information taken from other
census sche,julE!S that were not source documents and on corroborating evidence of their
Sibling relati40nships to the females who had been identified as Indian on the 1900 census
source doclJ mente
.
The establillhment of a blood degree requirement in 1982 necessitated a reevaluation
of the 1979 roll under the new criteria. This reevaluation ultimately led to the remqval
of 273 previ()us: members: 249 who were determined to be of less than 1/4 Creek Indian
blood and/ol' cCluld not document their ancestry satisfactorily; six who requested removal;
one who wa:; an enrolled member in another recognized tribe; and 17 who were deceased.
As was repo'rtt~d earlier, no correlation could be found between persons removed and
their addreH~,es. The reevaluation under the new criteria and the reopening of the roll
also provid<!d the council with an opportunity to review the more than 700 active,
pending ap~.ucntions on file and, from that number, to add 445 new members.
In spite of the 1982 additions and deletions, the composition of the membership is
essentially the same as it was in 1979. All of the same basic family lines are still
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-7present and the geographical distribution of the membership as a whole is virtually
unchanged. This is not unexpected, however, since more than 1,000 of the group's
members al,1~lear on both the 1979 and the 1982 rolls.
The bylaws require the individual applicant to document thoroughly his descent from
one of the t.hree source documents. Based on BF A's review of materials contained in
the PBC arc~hives, it is clear that careful attention has been paid to documentation and
the evaluation of it as evidence. Available documentation of a member's ancestry is
likely to iMlucle photocopies of birth, death and/or marriage records, wills, deeds, church
and/or schocil records, funeral records, citations to census records, newspaper clippings,
as well as other published and unpublished materials which can be used to verify and
corroborate intormation found on the individual's ancestry chart.
Independen:: rE!search was also conducted by the BFA genealogist in the appropriate
Federal and 101~al repositories. This research produced no genealogical evidence to the
contrary tt us substantiating earlier findings based on a review of tribal archives.
In an effort to verify blood degree information provided on the 1982 PBC roll, the BF A
calculated and compared blood degrees at random. BFA calculations were made using
the same presumption used by the tribe (i.e., that persons identified as Indian on the
source documents were full-bloods) and were based simply on the presence of a member's
ancestor(s) on one or the other of the source documents and not on specific evidence
provided by the members. Where calculations did not agree with blood degrees reported,
BF A calculsLti()ns usually showed a higher degree of Indian blood. This was generally
due to the ~;pE!cific member's failure to provide the council with the additional evidence
needed to 4!Il'edit the member with Indian blood from more than one ancestor. In a few
instances it was simply a miscalculation. While many of the PBC members can trace
to more than one ancestor on the designated source documents, the membership criteria
do not require them to do so unless it's necessary for blood degree computation purposes.
An analysis was made of the blood degree information reported on the 1982 PBC
membershi,1 ro,11 with the following result:
Membership by Degree of Indian Blood
Degl'!!e of Indian Blood
Fuu:hlc,od (4/4)
3/4, but less than 4/4
1/2, but less than 3/4
1/4, but less than 1/2
Les!: than 1/4

Percent of
PBC ~embership

~r
53

JI

2
100%

45
%

have 1/2 or higher
blood degree

98% meet minimum 1/4 blood
degree requirement

Bvidenee of Creek Indian Ancestry

The source documents cited in the bylaws do not in themselves identify persons
enumeratej as Indian by tribe; therefore, some discussion must be given to what evidence
is availablE! to establish their ancestry as Creek.
Relief Ac ts emd Depredation Claims
..
Virtually ILU ·of the members of the PBC can trace their Creek Indian ancestry to one
or more of s!!veral early Federal sources recognized as being Creek:
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ClailDs ()( Friendly Creek Indians paid under the act of March 3, 1817 (H. R. Doc.
200, :ZO:l, 1828);

2)

An Acf for the Relief of Samuel Smith, Lynn MacGhee, and Semoice, friendly
Creek: Indians, July 2, 1836 (6 Stat. 677);

3)

An llC!t for the Relief of Susan :vIarlow, July 2, 1836 (6 Stat. 678);

4)

An AC!t to amend an act approved the second of July, 1836, for the relief of
Saml.E!l Smith, Linn McGhee, and Semoice, Creek Indians; and, also, an act passed
the :lec()nd July, 1836, for the relief of Susan Marlow, March 2, 1837 (6 Stat.
689); or,

5)

An A(~t for the Relief of the Heirs of Semoice, a friendly Creek Indian, August 16,
1852 (HI Stat. 735).

Depending on 1their age, current members are as C!lose as three generations and as far
as seven arid ~.ossibly eight generations from the Creeks identified in items 1 through
5, above.
IntermarriaHe between family lines present within the group has occurred to such an
extent over the last 150 years that familial relationships within the community today
are extrem4!ly intertwined. It is impossible to estimate the number of members who
can trace to, each family line or to each early Creek ancestor.
Fourteen f~lrnily tree charts were developed by the staff in order to understand and
visualize the interrelationships between individual families present in the 1920's. Each
tree chartN'as labeled by one or more of the primary (recurring) surnames common to
Poarch Creek families found on the chart: McGhee, Rolin, Walker, Presley, Gibson,
Daughtry, Colbert/Sizemore, Jackson, Madison/Deas/Semoice, Woods, Hathcock/Hollinger,
Steadham,:l.ackard, Moniac. Twenty-four surnames that occur frequently throughout
the group's history were identified including, in addition to the surnames used on the
charts note4i above, the names Sells, Hinson, Horsford, Adams, Weatherford, and Marlow.
Surnames Sl~!st the complexity of the problem and the degree to which intermarriage
has occurred.

A rough and very conservative estimate of the degree to which family

lines have iiltel'married by the 1920's can be seen by simply counting different surnames
when they first marry into the family line tree chart. Seven of the 14 family tree
charts inclu(ie at least 7 of the 24 different surnames common to Poarch families.
Although Of1e chart showed that 16 other surnames had intermarried, the average number
of initial intermarriages ranged between 6 and 7.
The above estimates are very conservative for several reasons:
1)
The lI1Jrname was counted only once (the first time it married in) though several
individwL1s by the same surname from within the community may have married
into that particular chart; and,
2)

Wher. a female married in, only her maiden surname was counted representing
her f8lther's side of the family. No effort was made to identify or count her
mother's maiden name which might well have represented another and different
surns me. If grandparents had been included the numbers would have expanded
even further. The extent to which these families have intermarried and continue
to do SCI, from a genealogical point of view, indicates a high degree of social
contw~t has existed and continues to this day.
-.
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-9Descendanc ~ R.olls
Two other rnOI~e recent Federal sources are available which identify PBC members as
eastern Crl!ek __ descendants, namely two descendancy rolls prepared by the Bureau of
Indian Affnirs to distribute judgment funds awarded to Creeks under Indian Claims
Commission (rCC) Dockets 21 and 275.
The earliest sward, made under Docket 21 (Department of the Interior n.d.), was to
Creeks, anel/or their lineal descendants, who were members of the Creek Nation as it
existed in L8H, who were alive on the date of the Act, September 21, 1968 (82 Stat.
855). Of ':he 41;478 persons who shared, 34,216 were Oklahoma Creek descendants;
7,262 were descendants of Creeks who remained in the East. Eighty-one percent of
the eastern Crleek descendants on this roll traced their ancestry to the claims of friendly
Creeks; 17 percent to census and other records. (Department of the Interior 1972)
The second roll, which is still in draft form pending the resolution of appeals, was
prepared ulldet' the Act of October 19, 1973 (87 Stat. 466) to distribute additional funds
awarded UHler Docket 275 (Department of the Interior 1983). This roll contains the
names of tit,e 12,454 Creek descendants (Oklahoma and eastern) who were alive on June
15, 1978. rhe roll includes persons who were listed on the 1968 roll and persons who
filed timel:r applications and established that they were the children ot persons who
appeared 01 the 1968 roll and were not enrolled at that time although they met the
requiremen:s for enrollment. Children of persons who were eligible but not enrolled
under DockE:t 21 were also eligible to be enrolled under Docket 275.
In order to shlire in these ICC awards, the individual had to establish that -his name or
the name ()f this lineal (i.e., direct line) ancestor appeared on any of the available
census roll!. or other records acceptable to the Secretary. These records had to identify
the person liS a Creek Indian. Records which were acceptable included documents or
records in tlhe archives of the states or counties or in the courthouses thereof. Examples
of accepta )le records included the following:
1)

Claims of Friendly Creek Indians paid under the act of March 3, 1817 (H.R. Doc.
200, 20:1, 1828);

2)

Cen:;us of the Creek Nation, 1833, made pursuant to article 2 of the treaty
concluded March 24, 1832 (Senate Doc. 512, 1835, Emigration Correspondence,
1831-33, pp. 239-395);

3)

LanjJ Location Registers of Creek Indian Lands, made pursuant to the treaty of
'25, 1932;

Mar~h

4)

Any emigration or Muster Rolls of Creek Indians;

5)

Any lists of Self-emigrant Creek Claimants (including those contained in Senate
Ex. [)O(!. 198, 50:1, 1888. and H.R. Ex. Doc. 238; 51:2. 1891).

The burden of proof rested with the applicant filing the claim. Documentary evidence
such as birth (!ertificates, baptismal records, marriage records, death certificates, copies
of probatE findings or affidavits were required to support an applicant's claim for
enrollment, (Office of the Federal Register 1976 and 1983)
Seventy-two percent of the PBC's 1,470 members shared or will share in the judgment
distributiolS made under Dockets 21 and 275. Four percent of the group's members
were not yet born by the most recent cutoff date (June 15. 1978 for Okt. 275) and,
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-10therefore, WHite not eligible to share. Eighteen percent, who were alive on the June
1978 date, couldl not be identified on the judgment rolls. These people may not have
applied, may have applied and been rejected, or may possibly have been accepted under
another surrultne., The balance (6 percent) of the PBC membership were rejected. No
effort was made to determine why they were rejected.
Other Rvidenee of Deseent

Guion Miller _~;tern Cherokee Applications, 1906/07
Another Federal source frequently cited as documentation of descent was the enrollment
applications !;ubmitted for an Eastern Cherokee judgment awarded by the U.S. Court of
Claims (Miller 1'906-09). These applications were submitted to the Guion Miller Commission in 1906 l;LOd -07 by persons wishing to share in the claims award to be paid. All
of the appli:!ations cited by the PBC were ones which had been rejected by the
Commission bE!CaUSe they were not Cherokee and, therefore, were not eligible to share
in the award. Many of the rejected applications were filed by current members and
ancestors of the PBC who were, by and large, residing in Atmore or surrounding areas
at that time.
The rejected ac'plications utilized had been identified as "Eastern Creek" by the
Commission b!lsed on statements made by the applicant that his Indian name was HOllinger
or McGhee lCrE!ek names) but not on proof that the individual was Creek. The
Commission's det:!ision to reject the application, therefore, was based on the fact that
the applicant was not Cherokee-not that he was Creek (Miller 1909). For this reason,
the Eastern Ch,erokee applications have been utilized and relied upon by the BF A
genealogist to vE!rify familial relationships but not for the purpose of establishing Creek
ancestry.
U.S. Federal Population Censuses
Federal popu:lltion schedules for Baldwin and Monroe Counties, Alabama, for the years
1850 through 1910 and for 1870 through 1910 for Escambia County (which was formed
from parts (f Baldwin and Conecuh in 1868) were particularly useful in verifying
relationships set forth on individual ancestry charts. Although identification of Indians
as a separatl~ rlice in the Federal schedules did not officially begin until 1870, the
enumerators in Baldwin and Monroe Counties had enumerated some ancestors of the
PBC as IndiBrl ~lS early as 1860. Ancestors of the current group can be traced for
several genel'~ltions using these census schedules. The PSC uses only three of these

schedules (1870 IlJ.nd 1900 general schedules of Escambia County, Alabama, and the 1900
special Indian schedules of Monroe County, Alabama) as source documents for establishing
membership digibility and computing blood degrees. Individuals who are identified as
Indian on thE!s~e schedules are considered to be full-bloods. Persons who can estabHsh
a valid siblinl~ rE!lationship to the full-blood on the source document may be given credit
as a full-blood by the council.
Although the petitioner has selected only three of the available Federal census schedules
covering the late 1800's community, other schedules do exist which can be used to
corroborate familial relationships and Indian ancestry. Some of the progenitors of these
early familie, appear to be present in the area as heads of households in years prior
to 1850. An entirely reliable identification, however, cannot be made since 1850 was
the first year in which all persons living in a household were enumerated by name and
1880 was th~! first year in which relationships within the household were identified.
Church Records
Church regist.ru; of the St. Anna's Indian Mission at Poarch (St. Anna's Indian Mission
1929-50), a mission church of the Trinity Episcopal Church in Atmore, provide a valuable
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-11record ot the baptism of children born to members of the Indian community. In addition
to the datH baptized, the record also includes the date of birth, and the names of
parents and ~)nsors. Notations of individuals as "Indian" appeared into the mid 1930's.
Indian Surv'!l
A survey of thle Indians of the Poarch community was taken in the early 1930's by Anna
E. Macy fCIl' St. Anna's Indian Mission. This survey lists individuals present in each
household with ~n approximate age and often some indication of relationships to other
members of thl! Indian community, i.e., "Richard Walker's dau.," "died '35," "Will's son,"
"Unmarried," eltc. The survey is divided into several communities under the headings of
St. Anna's ?oarch, Perdido Hills; St. John's-in-the-Wilderness, Poarch Switch; Bell Creek
(Old Baptist Gongregation); Huxford; Nokomis; and a final category entitled "Scattered"
which includes scattered households in Alabama and Florida. (Macy 1931-36)
Local Reco rds
Numerous (~:her local records were utilized in the genealogical research process and
were partkulalrly valuable in establishing familial relationships. The pre-1900 marriage
records, as well as the probate and land records of the counties of Baldwin (formed in
1809), MonJ'()e (1815), and Escambia (1868 from Baldwin and Conecuh), Alabama, contain
a wealth 01' evidence since PBC members and their ancestors have lived in Atmore and
nearby communities for approximately 150 years. Many of the early ancestors ot the
PBC obtail1E~d land in the 1800's. Land transactions and probate records involving the
distribution of these lands and other properties have created much documentation. In
many instalce:; other members of the Indian community can be identified as witnesses
to acts being recorded.
Conclusion
The Poarch Bund of Creeks meets its established membership criteria for the following
reasons:
1)
The linE~al ancestors (direct line, blood relations) of the current PBC membership
can be identified as Indian on the group's cited source documents or can be
estallished as Indian through the use of other valid evidence of sibling relationships
to SJmeone who is identified as Indian.
2)

SasE:(j on SF A research, applications accepted by the tribal council for enrollment
in the PBC appear to be do(!umented thoroughly by valid evidence of descent.

3)

Virt Jally all of the current members can trace their ancestry to one or more
ancmltors who have been identified as Creek in official records which are
accllptBlble to. the Secretary.

4)

Sevonty-two percent of the PSC membership have shared in judgment awards
made tl) Eastern Creek Indians under ICC Dockets 21 and 275 and can be found
on judgment distribution rolls prepared by the Bureau of Indian Affairs based- on
documentary evidence of their descent. (An additional four percent were not
eligible to share in either award based on their date of birth.)

5)

Nim!ty-eight percent of the PBC members, according to the stringent blood degree
(!omputations of the tribal council, appear to meet the group's 1/4 Creek Indian
blo(d degree requirement.

6)

BF A's independent genealogical research in Federal and local repositories turned
up flO evidence to (!onflict with information provided by the petitioner.
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-12Therefore, the Poarch Band of Creeks meets Section 83.7(e) of the regulations.

83.1(0 The membership of the petitioning group is
- eomposed prineipelly of persons who are not members
of any other North American Indian tribe.
Under currtmt bylaws, adopted in November 1982, persons who are enrolled "members
of any other tribe, group or band of Indians" are not eligible for enrollment in the
Poarch Band of' Creek Indians. Although this prohibition is a recent addition to their
bylaws, it does not appear to have ever been a significant problem. When the 1979
roll was reeva.1uated under the 1982 criteria, only one previous member is known to
have been r-emoved because of dual enrollment, i.e., concurrent enrollment in another
tribe.
Membership in the Muscogee (Creek) Nation of Oklahoma has not been an option which
was open t,) members of the PBC since membership in the Oklahoma tribe is limited to
Muscogee C1reE~k Indians who appear on the final rolls or their lineal descendants. The
final rolls being those rolls of Creeks who emigrated to Oklahoma in the mid-1800's
and which Wel"e approved by an Act of Congress on April 26, 1906 (34 Stat. 137).
CVluscogee :Crt:!ek) Nation 1979)
The petitioner states that the PBC is a separate entity from the Creek Nation of
Oklahoma Hnd that "all of the current members of the PBC are descendants of the
original CrE!E~k Nation who remained in Oklahoma after the 'Removal Era' •••• (Pet., p. 96)"
Similarly the! ~luscogee (Creek) Nation of Oklahoma has supported the PBC petition for
Federal acl:nowledgment recognizing that the PBC is "a distinct and separate band of
:vi uscogee (:::reek) Indians" and has been "since on or about March 24, 1832" (Muscogee
(Creek) Nation, Ordinance NCA 83-31, 1983). Under the Oklahoma tribe's 1979 constitution, PSC members are not entitled to enroll or receive benefits as citizens of the
Muscogee Na.tion. The Muscogee Nation formally established a government-tcrgovernment
relationship with the Poarch Band of Creek Indians in Atmore by a resolution of the
Muscogee (Cre1ek) National Council on July 30, 1983 (Muscogee <Creek) Nation, Ordinance
NCA 83-32, 19'83).
There appellirs to be some overlap, though minimal, between the membership of the PBC

and other lInac!knowledged Eastern Creek petitioners.
Conclusion
The Poarch Ba.nd of Creeks meets Section 83.7(0 of the regulations.

83.'l(g) The petitioner is not. nor are its members.
the subject of eongressional legislation whieh has expressly
terminated
or
forbidden the Federal
relationship.
The Poarctl B,and of Creeks does not appear on the current list of "Indian Tribes
Terminated from Federal Supervision" prepared by the Bureau of Indian Affairs unde'r
any of the /lames by which it may have been known. The PSC has not been the subject
of Congressional legislation which has expressly terminated or forbidden a previous
Federal reI Ii tionship.
Conclusion
The Poarch BBmd of Creeks meets Section 83.7(g) of the l"Efgulations.
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held in the City 0 Montgomery, Commencing on the Second Monday
in November, 1851. Montgomery: Britton &: DeWolf, State Printers.

1854

1854 Acts of the Fourth Biennial Session of the Genera.l Assembly,
held in the City of Montgomery, Commencing on the Second Monday
in November, 1853. Montgomery: Britton &: DeWolf, State Printers.

Monroe County, Alabama
n.d.
Wills & Deeds Books A, 8, 0, E, 11, and 22. Records of Monroe
County, Monroe County Courthouse, Monroeville, Alabama.
Monroe County, Alabama
c.183l-58
Marriage Records, Book A. Records of Monroe County,
County Courthouse, Monroeville, Alabama..

~onroe

Petitioner Docmments
Creek Nation East of the MisSissippi
n.d.
Lists of members of the council between 1950 and 1983.

Pet.

1950-1.982

Minutes of meetings of the council.

1966

Resolution of the Creek Nation East of the Mississippi Council,
December 4. Pet. App. 181.

United States Department of the Interior, Office of Federal Acknowledgement
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-17Creek Nati em East of the Mississippi
1973
Transcript of Mass Meeting at Poarch Indian School. July 22.
Manuscript in the possession of J. Anthony Paredes, Department of
Anthropology, Florida State University.

1977

Official Roll of Participants in the 1977 Tribal Council Election
held November 24. Pet.

Creek NaLon East of the Mississippi, Inc.
1971
Articles of Incorporation as non-profit under laws of State of
Alabama. August 27. Pet. Appx. 74.

1975

Creek Nation East of the
Tomorrow. Self-Published.

Mississippi:

Yesterday,

Today

and

Creek Nat ,on East of the Mississippi, Inc. (PBC)
1979
Tribal ~embership Criteria Resolution (requirements for membership
in PBC). November 8. Pet.

1979

Bylaws.

November 8. Pet.

1982

Bylaws.

November 14. Pet.

Dees, .Jenr.ie Lee
1979

Drew,

Ga~

Letter from Executive Director, PBC/CNEM, to Lynn McMillion,
Federal Acknowledgment Office. September 27. (Transmits tribal
roll of Poarch Band of Creeks and genealogy charts for each member.)

V.

1982

Letter from Executive Director, PBC, to John A. Shapard, Chief,
Branch of Federal Acknowledgment. November 16. BF A. (Transmits
1982 Bylaws with 1/4 blooO degree restriction, 1982 roll and
statistics.)

1983

Letter from Executive Director, PBC, to Lynn Mc'V1.illion, Genealogist, Federal Acknowledgment Office, re Poarch Band of Creeks'
Petition Genealogy Charts. January 14. SF A.

Poarch Bsnd of Creek Indians (CNEM)
Tribal Membership Criteria Resolution. October 17. 8F A. (Require1982
ments for membership in PBC, includes 1/4 Indian blood degree
requirement.)
Poarch BliIld of Creeks
Tribal archives (Ancestor and family folders, census transcripts,
n.d.
wills, church registers, Guion Miller applications and various other
documentary evidence).
Poarch Band of Creeks' Tribal Center,
Atmore, Alabama.
Tullis, Ed:iie L.
1982

Letter from Chairman, PSC, to "All Applicants for Membership in
the Poarch Band of Creek Indians, re Membership Application for
Tribal Roll-Rejected." November 1. BFA

United States Department of the Interior, Office of Federal Acknowledgement
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Tullis, Eddie L.
1983
Tureen, Thomas
1975

Letter from Chairman, PBC, to John A. "Bud" Shapard. (Statement
regarding potential additions to the tribal rom. November 2. BF A.
Letter from Thomas Tureen, Native American Rights Fund to Morris·
Thompson, Commissioner, Bureau of Indian Affairs. May 15. (Encloses memorandum and evidence, re eligibility of the Poarch Creek
Band to organize under the Indian Reorganization Act.)

Church Rec!ords
Alabama C'1Urehman
1930
"Perdido Hills Indian \t1ission.1t
bama. May.
Beck, John D.
1875
1876

"Mrs. McGhee."

Alabama Churchman.

The Alabama Baptist.

"William's Station."

Alabama Baptist.

Mobile, Ala-

November 30.
March 23.

Bethlehem Baptist Association
1846-99
Minutes of the Annual Session of the Bethlehem Baptist Association,
Alabama. Special Collections, Samford University, Birroingham, Alabama.
1891[32]

Deloria, Virte Sr.
1957

Minutes of the Seventy-Fifth [and Seventy-Sixth] Session of the
Bethlehem Baptist Association. Montgomery: The Alabama Printing
Company.
"Report on St. Anna's Indian Mission. 1I
Unpublished manuscript.
(excerpts provided by petitioner.) Pet. App. #107.

Elim Baptht Association
1895-1914
Minutes of the Annual Sessions of the Elim Baptist Association,
Alabama.
Minutes for 1895, 1897-1901, and 1905-14.
Special
Collections, Samford University, Birmingham, Alabama.
Jones, S. w.
1881

"From South Alabama."

Alabama Baptist. July 17. p.2

Lasher, GE!()rg:e W.,
tist Churches.
1899
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Macy, Anr.fL
1931··:36

Oxford, OH:

Indian Survey. St. Anna's Indian Mission, Escambia County Alabama.
Transcript in Birmingham Public Library, Creek Indians file.

United States Department of the Interior, Office of Federal Acknowledgement
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Merkel, Ge~)lrg~! C.
1946
"Work of the Episcopal Church Among Indians of Escambia County,
Alabama." April. Unpublished report by Vicar, Atmore Mission
Field. Pet. App. 102.
Sims, A. T.
ca. u,~n

The Ollie Long Sunday School: A Memorial to A Boy Long in Heaven.
Beatrice, Alabama. Undated pamphlet.

St. Anna's Indian Mission
1929-!iO?
Parish Registers for St. Anna's Indian ~ission, Poarch and St. John's
Indian Mission, Poarch Switch. Records of the Trinity Epsicopal
Church, Atmore, Alabama.
Land Records
Baldwin County, Alabama
n.d.
"Township Plat Book - Baldwin County." Records of Baldwin County,
County Building, Bay Minette, Alabama.
n.d.

Deed Books G & E, Records of Baldwin County.
Baldwin County. Bay Minette, Alabama.

1810-1904

Deed Books A, D, E, F, and G. Records of Baldwin County, County
BuUding, Bay Minette, Alabama.

County Building,

Escambia County, Alabama
n.d.
"Tax Sales .3c Redemption Record." Records of Escambia County,
Probate Office, Escambia County Courthouse, Brewton, Alabama.
n.d.

"Tract Book A, Escambia County." Records of Escambia County,
Probate Office, Escambia County Courthouse, Brewton, Alabama.

n.d.

"Township Plats, Escambia County." Records of Escambia County,
Probate Office, Escambia County Courthouse, Brewton, Alabama.

n.d.

Plat book containing "Transcript for Probate Office of Escambia
County, of sales, grants and entries of Public Lands in Escambia
County. Prepared in accordance with section 1974 of Code of 1896
of Alabama. Escambia County Courthouse, Brewton, Alabama.

General Lund Office
Documents concerning Purchases of Public Lands, by Nos. 18347,
1854
Sidney Lomax, and 18342, Alexander Hollinger. General Land Office,
Elba, Alabama. NARS, RG 49, Elba Cash Certificates. Pet.
1874

Documents concerning homestead entry and application No. 2478,
William W. Adams. General Land Office, Sparta, Alabama. NARS,
RG 49, Montgomery Cancelled. Pet.

1882

Homestead application No. 10106, for William D. Gibson. General
Land Office, Montgomery, Alabama. NARS, RG 49, Montgomery.

United States Department of the Interior, Office of Federal Acknowledgement
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-20General LaIld Office
1890-94
Homestead Application Files for Polly Rollins (No. 24514), James
Colbert (No. 26988), Alex Rollins (No. 27721), John F. McGhee (No.
27725), Bennety Gibson (No. 281153), Gidion Gibson (No. 28591), Sam
Rollin (No. 27719), and William Rollins (No. 27720). General Land
Office, Montgomery, Alabama. NARS, RG 49, Montgomery.
Monroe County" Alabama
n.d.
"Alabama Tract Book, Monroe County, Alabama. 1I Township 3 North,
Ranges 4 & 5 East; Township 4 North, Ranges 4 & 5 East. Records
of Monroe County, Monroe County Courthouse, Monroeville,
Alabama.
Censuses an cI Holls
Alabama Ge nealogical Register
1967-68
"Monroe County, Alabama, 1816 Census." The Alabama Genealogical
Register, Vol. IX, No.4, December 1967, pp. 186-196; Vol. X, No.2
& 3, June & September 1968, pp. 51-52.
1967

"1810 Census of Alabama, Baldwin County," pp. 63-66, and "1816
Census of Alabama, Baldwin County,"
pp.67-69.
The Alabama
Genealogical Register, Vol. IX, No.2, June.

Baldwin COllnty, Alabama
1820
Census of Baldwin County, 1820. Typescript copy from County File.
Library, Dept. of Archives & History, Montgomery, Alabama. November 6. Pet. App. 6.
Bureau of the Census
1830
Federal Population Census.

NARS, RG 29, Microcopy

~19,

roll 2.

1840

Federal Population Census.
1 and 11.

NARS, RG 29, Microcopy M704, rolls

1850

Federal Population Census.
I, 11, and 17.

NARS, RG 29, Microcopy M432, rolls

1860

Federal Population Census.
1 and 18.

NARS, RG 29, Microcopy M653, rolls

1870

Federal Population Census.
I, 15, and 32.

NARS, RG 29, Microcopy M593. r911s

1880

Federal Population Census.
12, and 24.

NARS. RG 29, Microcopy T9, rolls I,

1900

Federal Population Census.
1, 15, 32, and 33.

NARS, RG 29, Microcopy T623, rolls

United States Department of the Interior, Office of Federal Acknowledgement
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-21Bureau of the Census
Federal Population Census.
1910
1. 13 and 25.
1979

HARS, RG 29, Microcopy T624, rolls

Twent
Washington:

Questions. 1790-1980.

Department of the Interior
n.d.
Alpha Listing of Eastern Creek Judgment Docket 21. (Bound in 4
vols.) (Printout) BFA.
1983

Eastern Creek Judgment Roll in Alpha Order (printout of draft
distribution roll for ICC Docket 275). Bureau of Indian Affairs,
Office of Indian Services. September 30. BF A.

Poarch Band of Creeks
1982
Membership Roll, prepared as of October 25. Pet. (Transmitted
by PSC letter of 11/16/82, Gay V. Drew to John A. Shapard.)
Poarch Bald of Creeks (CNEM)
1979
Membership Roll, prepared as of June 1. Pet. (Transmitted by
letter of 9/27/79, Jennie Lee Dees to Lynn McMillion.)
State of },labama
1855

Census of State Population for 1855.
History, Montgomery, Alabama.
Census of State Population, 1866.
History, Montgomery, Alabama.

1866

Department of Archives and
Department of Archives and

Stem mons, John "0"
1973
flAlabama 1819." In The United States Census Compendium, pp. 1-3.
Logan, utah: Everton Publishers, Inc.
Torrey, Charles John lIl, transcriber.
n.d.
Monroe, Count , Alabama 1850 Federal Census enumerated by Dixon
HestIe.
Xerox typescript).
Monroe County Public Library,
Monroeville, Alabama.
Field Dat!l
n.d. _.

(]~.D.)

Research was conducted in the Poarch community and neighboring
areas of Escambia and Monroe County, Alabama, and Pensacola,
Florida between \1ay 31 and June 9, 1983, for the purpose of
verifying and adding to the information submitted in the petition.
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